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 This dissertation analyzes four defenses of a Greek upland ethnos (“people,” 

“nation,” “tribe”) against a large-scale invasion from the lowlands ca.490-362 BC. Its 

central argument is that the upland peoples of Phocis, Aetolia, Acarnania, and Arcadia 

maintained defensive strategies that enabled wide-scale, sophisticated actions in 

response to external aggression; however, their collective success did not depend on the 

existence of a central, federal government. To make this argument, individual chapters 

draw on the insights of archaeological, topographical, and ethnographic research to 

reevaluate the one-sided ancient narratives that document the encounters under 

consideration. 

 The defensive capabilities brought to light in the present study challenge two 

prevailing paradigms in ancient Greek scholarship beyond the polis (“city-state”). 

Beyond-the-polis scholarship has convincingly overturned the conventional view of 

ethnē as atavistic tribal states, emphasizing instead the diversity of social and political 

organization that developed outside of the Greek polis. But at the same time, this 

research has emphasized the act of federation as a key turning point in the socio-

political development of ethnē, and downplayed the role of collective violence in the 

shaping of upland polities. 

 In contrast, this dissertation shows that upland Greeks constituted well-

organized, efficient, and effective polities that were thoroughly adapted to their 

respective geopolitical contexts, but without formal institutions. Furthermore, the 

defensive strategies of these polities reveal that upland Greeks formed part of a 

connected sphere on the classical mainland, but in a surprising sense. While the more 

powerful states of the lowlands were arrogant, ignorant, and dismissive toward the 

collective capabilities of upland peoples, the reverse was not the case. The Phocians, 

Aetolians, Acarnanians, and Arcadians were well aware of the dismissive attitudes of 

their aggressive neighbors, and exploited them to great effect. 
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CHAPTER 1 

 

Introduction 

 

 

 
In general, I do not admire the Scythians, but they did discover the 

cleverest solution to the most important matter of human affairs: how to 

prevent anyone who attacks them from escaping, and how to avoid 

capture unless they want to be found.  

Herodotus 4.45 

 

 

 

 

i. the Project 

 The central thesis of this dissertation is that the upland peoples (ethnē) of Phocis, 

Aetolia, Acarnania, and Arcadia ca.490-362 maintained defensive strategies that enabled 

wide-scale, sophisticated actions in response to large-scale invasions from the lowlands; 

however, their collective success did not depend on the existence of a central, federal 

government.1 To make this argument, the dissertation focuses on the experiences, 

dynamics, and greater significance of four unconventional military encounters that took 

place in the upland regions of the classical Greek world. 

                                                           
1 See Map 1. By “upland,” I mean regions where the concentration of human settlement and 

mixed farming resources was above 400 to 500 meters ASL (Bintliff 1997:1-38 at 1); namely, 

Macedonia, Epirus, Acarnania, Aetolia, West Locris, Phocis, Achaea, and Arcadia. As Bintliff 

shows, this distinction holds regardless of the mountainous terrain between particular 

settlements and regions. All other terminology is dealt with below. 
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Map 1: The Upland Ethnē of the Classical Greek Mainland2 

 

                                                           
2 All maps created via the Ancient World Mapping Center’s Antiquity À-la-carte Application: 

http://awmc.unc.edu/wordpress/alacarte/ 

http://awmc.unc.edu/wordpress/alacarte/
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By focusing on the defensive capabilities of upland ethnē, the present study will 

speak to a range of issues touched on by a widely influential current of ancient Greek 

historiography: the Ancient Greeks beyond the Polis. Beyond-the-polis scholarship has 

done much to expand and refine our understanding of the ancient Greek world, but 

overemphasizes the importance of institutions in emergent federal states, and has yet to 

treat warfare involving ethnē systematically or in depth. As a result, the broader 

significance of warfare vis-à-vis the socio-political development of upland polities 

remains underappreciated. 

 The present study corrects these deficiencies and shows that the Phocians, 

Aetolians, Acarnanians, and Arcadians ca.490-362 constituted well-organized, efficient, 

and effective polities that were thoroughly adapted to their respective geopolitical 

contexts before they became officially federated states. The dissertation also reveals that 

upland Greeks formed part of a connected sphere on the classical mainland, but in a 

surprising sense. While the more powerful states of the lowlands were arrogant, 

ignorant, and dismissive toward the collective capabilities of upland peoples, the 

reverse was not the case. The Phocians, Aetolians, Acarnanians, and Arcadians were 

well aware of the dismissive attitudes of their aggressive neighbors, and exploited them 

to great effect.  
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 To clarify the issues at hand and highlight the contributions that the dissertation 

stands to make, this chapter reviews current directions in beyond-the-polis scholarship, 

details the project’s method, and finally, discusses key terminology. 

  

ii. the Ancient Greeks beyond the Polis 

 In recent decades, the classical Greek “third world” has attracted an increasing 

amount of scholarly interest.3 At its broadest, third-world or beyond-the-polis 

scholarship encompasses all Greek polities aside from Athens and Sparta, but in a more 

focused version, concentrates on regions where the polis coexisted with or was 

subsidiary to other forms of political and social organization.4 In general, the beyond-

the-polis perspective takes issue with the view that the more advanced polities of the 

classical period were those such as Athens where a polis – that is, a self-governing 

community of citizens – was the defining feature of a given region.5  

                                                           
3 For the concept of the Greek third world, or the Third Greece (das dritte Griechenland), see 

Gehrke 1986, a relatively early attempt to discuss as a whole the various state-forms of the 

Greek world from the archaic period to the Roman conquest. 

4 See, for example, Perlman 1996: 233-87, Nielsen 1996: 117-63, Beck 1997, Daverio Rocchi 1993, 

Morgan 2000: 189-211 and Gehrke 2000: 159-76. 

5 For an example of this view, see Hansen’s opening remarks in his eminently useful distillation 

of the Copenhagen Polis Centre’s ongoing work: “It has often, quite rightly, been said that the 

polis, as a form of state and society, was the basis of the whole of Greek civilisation; and the 

implication of that is that one can only understand Greek civilisation if one understands the 

form of the society the Greeks lived under, i.e. the polis” (Hansen 2006: 1 and see 56-61 for the 

concept of the polis as a community of citizens).  
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 Implicit in this view is that the less advanced, abnormal, or even backward 

polities of the Greek world were those where the polis was less central, in particular, the 

upland regions and peoples that were defined instead as ethnē.6 Of course, beyond-the-

polis scholars do not doubt the significance of the city-state during the classical period; 

rather, they question the view that an ideal-typical one should be the standard of 

normalcy for all Greek polities.7 But it is only by contextualizing different state-forms 

within the rest of the Greek world that the distinctive features of these polities become 

clear. In this way, the focus of classical Greek history can shift beyond the polis.  

 And when it does shift, it is usually to one of the geographical ethnē of the 

mainland such as Aetolia, Thessaly, Acarnania, Phocis, or Arcadia. These were 

relatively coherent regions where poleis and other communities were embedded in 

broader forms of social and political organization. This means that they can be assessed 

as distinct units.8 But since written sources are less abundant for these regions, modern 

researchers have had to approach them through a range of methods.  

                                                           
6 “Tribe,” “nation,” or “people” (LSJ9 s.v. ἔθνος) – see below. 

7 Or in a slightly less abstract version, these scholars object to an Athenocentric view of political 

organization and community in the Greek world (Brock and Hodkinson 2000: 4-21), especially 

as the Athenians undeniably constituted an anomalous polity. 

8 The territorial limits of geographical ethnē did fluctuate during the late-Archaic and classical 

periods, though not drastically. Examples of regional studies informed by the beyond-the-polis 

perspective include Bommeljé and Doorn (eds.) 1987 (Aetolia), Helly 1995 (Thessaly), Berktold, 

Schmid and Wacker (eds.) 1996 (Acarnania), McInerney 1999 (Phocis), Nielsen 2002 (Arcadia) 

and also Borza 1990 (Macedonia). Parker 1998: 19-20 discusses the distinction between 

geographical ethnē – primarily a phenomenon of the mainland – and what he refers to as 
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 For instance, archaeological studies have illustrated the ways that sanctuaries 

connected communities across an expansive geographical space.9 In addition, modern 

notions of ethnicity have proven to be applicable to the ancient world, especially to 

geographical ethnē. Such studies have illustrated how more ethnos-oriented Greeks 

actively constructed ethnic identities through language, genealogy, and material culture 

that transcended one’s identification with a more localized political community.10 

Overall, these studies, among others, have produced two major corrections to views of 

the Greek world beyond the polis that are particularly relevant to the present study. 

 First, the Thucydidean view of classical ethnē is no longer tenable. This view 

alleged that ethnē were in fact atavistic tribal states consisting of dispersed village 

settlements and populations that depended on plunder and pastoralism for sustenance, 

as in “early Greece.”11 In short, the ethnos was the negative image of the small, self-

                                                                                                                                                                                           

“dispersed” ethnē, that is, those not confined to a single geographical space. The best known 

examples of the latter are the Dorians and Ionians (Alty 1982: 1-14). See below for a critical 

treatment of the concept of “geographical ethnos.” 

9 See, in particular, Funke and Haake (eds.) 2013, Freitag, Funke and Haake (eds.) 2006, and 

Morgan 2003, especially at 107-63 on cult communities. Morgan places special emphasis on the 

economic roles of sanctuaries as sites for storing and consuming material goods. 

10 A phenomenon not restricted to geographical ethnē. For ethnicity in the ancient Greek world, 

in general, see Hall 1997 and 2002. See also Hall 1998: 265-83 for criticisms and Hall’s response. 

See McInerney 2001: 51-73 for ethnos and ethnicity, and for archaeological perspectives, Morgan 

2001a: 75-112. See also Nielsen 1999: 16-79 and McInerney 1999. 

11 Thuc. 1.5-6. Thucydides mentions by name the West Locrians, Aetolians, and Acarnanians but 

implicates the entire northern and western mainland, and even the Arcadians at 1.2. These are, 

in short, the upland ethnē of the classical Greek world. Modern iterations of this view include 
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contained, agriculturally dependent polis.12 Admittedly, the Greeks of the northern and 

western mainland were peripheral vis-à-vis the major centers of power during the 

classical period, at least from one perspective.13 However, this was not because they had 

spurned the life of the developing lowlands or failed to establish a thriving polis 

culture. On the contrary, these Greeks developed different state-forms adapted to 

different geopolitical environments. In contrast to the city-states of the polis-centric 

realm, these polities proved to be more inclusive and adaptable, and so more successful 

in the shifting political circumstances of the Mediterranean world later in the fourth and 

early-third centuries.14  

 The second major correction is that ethnē were not static or uniform – there was a 

great deal of variation between and within individual polities. For instance, some were 

                                                                                                                                                                                           

Ehrenberg 1969: 3-25 and Snodgrass 1980: 26-7, 42. Although geographical and ecological 

conditions did favor the development of more specialized pastoralist practices in upland ethnē 

(Howe 2008: 71-5), notably in western Arcadia, central Phocis and Aetolia (Bommeljé and Doorn 

1991: 81-97), mixed agriculture was still prevalent (Morgan 2003: 168-9). See also Bakhuizen 

1996: 223-34. 

12 Cf. Aris. Pol. 1261a28, 1276a29, 1326b1-7 

13 This would be the polis-centric perspective (McInerney 2013: 467). In less euphemistic terms, 

the Greeks from the northern and western mainland were backward. From a broader core-

periphery or World-Systems perspective, though, the peripheral status of these polities during 

the classical period is only part of the story. From the late-fourth through the second centuries, 

the northern and western mainland became the core (Macedonia, Epirus and Aetolia) the polis-

centric lowlands the periphery (Bintliff 1997: 1-38). Curiously, though, smaller island polities, 

Crete and the rest of the Greek world are left out of this model. 

14 A point stressed by Purcell 1990: 29-58 at 58: “The polis in general, we might say, was a cul-de-

sac, an unhelpful response to the challenges of the Mediterranean reality, if building large and 

relatively harmonious and inclusive societies is considered a worthwhile goal.” 
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more tribal in their political and social organization (Aetolia), others more a network of 

poleis associated with a specific geographical space (Phocis, Boeotia), most a mix of both 

(Acarnania, Achaea, Arcadia).15 A few were dynasties or kingdoms that represented a 

range of tribal cantons, villages and poleis as in Thessaly, Macedonia, and Epirus.16 Some 

ethnē also had religious affiliations with outside polities to maintain sanctuaries and 

cults. Such affiliations – or amphictionies – formed a distinct league of states. The most 

familiar example is the Delphic Amphictiony that featured the Phocians so prominently 

from the late-sixth century well into the third.17 In short, various state-forms combined 

in geographical ethnē to produce dynamic polities with their own peculiar features.18 

 In addition to these corrective insights, beyond-the-polis scholarship has taken a 

renewed interest in the origins, development, and internal structure of fourth-century 

                                                           
15 In the case of Greek ethnē, a “tribe” was a distinguishable political community that lacked an 

urban center. The term is not necessarily synonymous with “pre-state” (Nagy 1990: 276-93) or 

“pre-polis” (Forrest 2000: 280-92).  

16 For Macedonia and Thessaly, see Archibald 2000: 212-33; for Epirus, Davies 2000: 234-59 and 

Cabanes 1981: 99-111. Cabanes highlights the stark differences between the ethnē of Epirus and 

Acarnania.  

17 Tausend 1992: 8-63 at 34-47 

18 It is worth noting, though, that this theme of variation and dynamism was not lost on earlier 

scholars of ancient federalism, statecraft, and representative government. Freeman (1893) was 

well aware that ethnos polities followed a different political trajectory as was Busolt (1926: 1395-

1575) and then Larsen (1955). However, each of these scholars was most interested in the 

federations of the Hellenistic period, especially their constitutions (Freeman) and formal 

institutions (see also Larsen 1968). They also shared a more teleological historical view in that 

for them the pre-league polities of archaic and even classical ethnē were survivals of older tribal 

states (above). 
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and Hellenistic federal states (koina, sg. koinon).19 These studies have shown that long-

standing religious practices and economic interactions dating back to the Archaic 

period and the fifth century shaped the federal trajectories of later koina. In other words, 

koina were not strictly political phenomena – they encompassed and formalized a wide 

range of cultural, religious, and economic practices. It follows, then, that the formation 

and success of koina were rooted in the earlier ethnos era of these polities, as the 

Aetolians and Achaeans illustrate so clearly from the fifth through the third centuries.20 

 But this view has one inherent weakness: it implies – if not states – that the 

formation of a formal koinon marked a key turning point in the socio-political 

development of ethnē, and that without formal institutions, wide-scale collective action 

at the ethnos-level would have been inconsistent and unreliable. For example, in Emily 

Makil’s view, “[o]nce the cooperation of multiple states had been achieved by the 

creation of a single federal state, its preservation and stability were largely determined 

by its institutions, for these provided the rules and structures according to which 

authority was distributed among the poleis and the koinon.”21 To date, no study has 

                                                           
19 Beck 2003: 177-90; Siewert and Aigner-Foresti (eds.) 2005; Makil 2013; Beck and Funke (eds.) 

Forthcoming. The later volume – already referred to as the “New Larsen” – features 

contributions from 28 international scholars, and is itself an example of variation in ethnos 

studies (www.mcgill.ca/classics/research/federalism). 

20 See, for example, Corsten 1999, Funke and Haake (eds.) 2013, and Makil 2013, expanding the 

chronological focus of Morgan 2003 (above). 

21 Makil 2013: 326-99 at 346 

http://www.mcgill.ca/classics/research/federalism
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given serious consideration to ethnos-level statecraft that did not depend on formal 

institutions or the direction of a standing, central government. 

 Furthermore, the military capabilities of ethnē during the fifth and fourth 

centuries have received almost no scholarly attention, and when they do, it is often in 

pursuit of different ends.22 For example, boards of generals, the organization of armies, 

and military dedications have interested some scholars, but only insofar as they provide 

evidence of federal institutions, land divisions, or social networks within and across 

particular ethnē. This observation applies especially to studies of Thessaly and Boeotia. 

Both of these ethnē were powerful, well organized, expansionary, and involved in Greek 

affairs throughout most of the time in question.23 Incidentally, they were also lowland 

polities.  

                                                           
22 A particularly illustrative example: Beck’s discussion of Bundesheere comprises only a single 

paragraph of his monograph on the history and structure of federal states in the fourth century 

(1997: 173). Military historians have also found nothing particularly interesting about upland 

ethnē. For example, ethnē are not featured in any part of Pritchett’s five-volume The Greek State at 

War (1971-1991). Pritchett’s topographical studies are a different matter, but even these do not 

deal with ethnē per se. See also Wheeler 2007a: 186-223, discussing the tendency in military 

scholarship to shift directly from hoplite warfare in the polis realm to the reforms of Philip II 

and the rise of Macedon in the fourth century. What is left out of this narrative is the rest of the 

classical Greek world where these practices and methods did not prevail – the realm of ethnē. 

23 Board of generals in Boeotia (Boeotarchs): Hell. Ox. 16.3, and see, for example, Giovannini 

1971: 46-50 who concentrates on the significance of the Boeotarchs in the shaping of the early 

Boeotian League. For the most detailed account of the Thessalian army and its relation to the 

state, see Helly 1995: 193-278. For military dedications, see Morgan 2001b: 20-44 at 30-4 for 

archaic Thessaly. In the case of upland ethnē, “federal” armies are inferred from specific figures 

in texts or the appearance of “select” forces abroad. See, for example, Rzepka 2009: 3-34 on the 

Aetolians. The existence of early land divisions (Distrikte) in ethnē is foundational to Corsten’s 

general argument about the emergence and shaping of later federal states. Hence his discussion 
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 Upland ethnē of the classical period have interested scholars even less. Part of the 

explanation for this could be the nature of the evidence, that is, there is very little. But 

such an explanation is insufficient as the historical writings of Herodotus, Thucydides, 

and Xenophon each contain narratives of military encounters with upland ethnē. Not 

many, but as we will see, these narratives are detailed enough to inquire into the 

collective capabilities of upland ethnē. 

 In addition, no ancient commentator ever associated developments in the 

military practices of ethnē with political and social change in these polities, as Aristotle 

did for the polis-centric realm.24 For that matter, upland ethnē in general were aloof from 

or only partially involved in the major affairs of the rest of the Greek world, especially 

in the military arena – the so-called Persian, Peloponnesian, and Corinthian Wars. 

Although mercenaries from upland ethnē took part in these affairs, there was no state-

level involvement to speak of. 

But does that justify neglect? Consider, for instance, the studies of ethnē and 

ethnicity: if the Greeks from various upland ethnē used coins and official discourse to 

                                                                                                                                                                                           

of the Heeresorganisation of the Acarnanian League (1999: 108-12), a partial exception to the point 

made immediately below, although most of Corsten’s evidence comes from the Hellenistic 

period.  

24 The locus classicus is Aristotle, Pol. 1297b16-28. Much of the scholarly debate has grappled 

with what Aristotle posited as a matter of fact: the historicity, extent, and political ramifications 

of increased participation in heavy infantry combat. See, for example, Snodgrass 1965: 110-22, 

Salmon 1977: 84-101, Morris 1987: 196-201, Raaflaub 1997b: 49-59, van Wees 2001: 45-71, and 

Viggiano 2013: 112-33. 
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fashion themselves as part of a larger whole connected to a specific geographical space, 

would it not follow that they also made some arrangements for protecting this whole? 

Larsen would have answered in the affirmative. In fact, he referred to these supposed 

arrangements as “concerted action on the conduct of war” (or some variation thereof), a 

capability that in his view must have been directed by a central power.25 Otherwise, he 

did not elaborate – most likely for the reasons just mentioned – and subsequent 

scholarship has followed suit. What this means is that several important questions 

remain open. 

First, how did upland ethnē perceive external threats, and to what extent did they 

plan for defense?  Second, how did these Greeks organize themselves for defense, and 

how do the defensive capabilities of upland ethnē compare across time and space during 

the classical period? Finally, how do these capabilities relate to the major insights and 

recent advances of beyond-the-polis scholarship?  

By attending to these questions, the present study will contribute to a more 

complete understanding of classical upland ethnē – their internal organization, collective 

capabilities, and relationship with the major centers of power during the classical 

period. Individual chapters will show that debates surrounding the federal “moment” 

among upland ethnē matter less for appreciating the collective capabilities of these 

                                                           
25 Larsen 1968 at 44 for Phocis, 55-6 for West Locris, 79 for Aetolia, 86-7 for Achaea, and 90-1 for 

Acarnania. Larsen did not consider Epirus or Arcadia federal states before the King’s Peace of 

386 and he did not treat Macedonia at all. 
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peoples. Even without formal institutions or a central, governing power, the Greeks of 

upland ethnē constituted well-organized polities that were thoroughly prepared to face 

the challenges of their respective geopolitical contexts. 

 

iii. Method 

 To study the collective capabilities of the Phocians, Aetolians, Acarnanians, and 

Arcadians ca.490-362 is to study events – in particular, the ancient narratives that detail 

military encounters with upland Greeks. 26 Even though such encounters are rare in 

ancient historical accounts, four survive that are particularly illustrative. These are the 

focus of the dissertation. 

 The first is what I refer to as the Phocian Chalk Raid of the Thessalian camp 

(ca.490); the second, what I call the Aetolian Rout of the Athenians (426); the third, the 

Defense of Acarnania (389); and the fourth, the Defense of Arcadia (370).27 These four 

incidents are documented by the major historical writers of the period and cover the 

chronological range of the classical period. They also involve a coherent set of upland 

                                                           
26 Although no other form of evidence speaks directly to the defensive capabilities of upland 

ethnē, a variety of indirect sources will be essential to the analysis of these narratives (below). 

27 Main sources for each: Hdt. 8.27-8 (Phocian Chalk Raid); Thuc. 3.94-8 (Aetolian Rout); Xen. 

Hell. 4.6 (Defense of Acarnania); Xen. Hell. 6.5.10-23 (Defense of Arcadia)  
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ethnē that had direct contact with aggressive and expansionary lowland polities.28 These 

four incidents, then, are best understood in relation to each other.  

 Furthermore, each incident comes from an internally coherent narrative that is 

reconcilable to topography and based on eye-witness accounts.29 These narratives will 

be the subject of close, critical readings that attend to issues of ancient historiography, 

the known capabilities of ancient armies, and the practical limitations of physical 

geography. 

 But why these four incidents? The answer, in short, is that there are no 

comparable narratives to study for the upland regions of West Locris, Achaea, Doris, 

Epirus, Macedonia, or even Crete during the time in question.30 Some of these upland 

Greeks were involved in the four defenses outlined above, but they will not be the 

subject of analysis.31 In any case, with the exception of Achaea, these other upland 

regions followed different trajectories of political development. That is, they became 

                                                           
28 Gehrke 1986: 150-63 grouped Arcadia, Aetolia, Acarnania and Phocis together as poor 

agrarian states that lacked a significant maritime element (ärmere Agrarstaaten ohne oder mit 

geringfügiger maritime Komponente) and had few large-scale urban centers. Nevertheless, the four 

were unmistakably political entities and he assessed them together as such. 

29 These are Whatley’s basic criteria for accurately reconstructing an ancient battle (Whatley 

1964: 119-39). 

30 Despite the (questionable) ancient tradition of a common Cretan politeia during the classical 

period (Perlman 1992: 193-205), there is no evidence that the Cretans or any part of the island 

constituted a geographical ethnos during the time in question (cf. Sekunda 2000: 327-47). 

31 It does stand to reason that the broader insights of the dissertation apply to these regions, but 

at present, the extent to which they do is unclear. 
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something other than independent federal states. As a result, their exclusion from the 

present study does not detract from the dissertation’s focus on the encounters with the 

Phocians, Aetolians, Acarnanians, and Arcadians.  

 My approach to these encounters has drawn from three theoretical insights from 

research outside of the classical Greek world. The first two come from sociological 

studies of war and violence. Among other things, comparative-historical sociologists 

have demonstrated that effective wide-participation fighting in virtually any historical 

context is impossible without good social organization. And since collective violence on 

a large scale requires a significant degree of social action, it follows that the experience 

of collective violence both shapes and is shaped by the social character of a given 

society.32   

 Second, as Charles Tilly has shown, “when large-scale collective violence occurs, 

government forces of one sort or another almost always play significant parts,” and as a 

result, “collective violence and nonviolent politics intersect incessantly.”33 And so, if my 

analysis of the four encounters outlined above can demonstrate effective wide-
                                                           
32 See, in particular, Malešević 2010, a powerful critique of the current scholarly tendency to 

treat war and violence as somehow unrelated to social life, especially in modern nation-states. 

Other historical studies that have shown how a full appreciation of fighting and campaign 

experiences sheds light on underappreciated aspects of a particular society: Bartov 1985, esp. 7-

39; Belich 1986, esp. 99-116; Gommans 2002.  

33 Tilly 2003 at 27. An insight not entirely lost on historians of the ancient world. See, for 

example, Hanson 1995, esp. 219-396 and van Wees 2004, esp. 45-86 for the broader socio-

political significance of hoplite warfare in the polis-centric realm. See also Rawlings 2007: 203-20 

for an up-to-date treatment of the social context of (polis) warfare in the ancient Greek world.  
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participation fighting on the part of the Phocians, Aetolians, Acarnanians, and 

Arcadians ca.490-362, they also stand to illuminate something even more significant 

about the socio-political character of these polities. 

 This is related to the third insight; namely, as William Sewell has argued, that 

historical events are inextricably bound with and can illustrate the structures that 

enable and constrain human action in a given society.34 However, Sewell is not 

interested in mundane occurrences that merely reproduce structures, rather, in events 

that transform them. In his view, “to understand and explain an event … is to specify 

what structural change it brings about.”35 Sewell’s classic example is the taking of the 

Bastille in July 1789 that directly transformed the political system of France. 

 I am considering encounters with upland ethnē from a slightly different 

perspective. To be sure, there is nothing to suggest that these encounters were 

transformative moments for the upland ethnē under consideration. But at the same time, 

neither were the four defenses isolated incidents that bore only a superficial 

relationship to the underlying currents of life in Phocis, Aetolia, Acarnania, and 

                                                           
34 More specifically, building on the work of Marshall Sahlins, Sewell has attempted to treat the 

event as a theoretical category (2005: 197-224 and 225-70). 

35 Sewell 2005: 218 
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Arcadia. On the contrary, they provide four examples of what Sewell referred to as the 

“implementation” or the “reproduction” of a structure.36  

 Such implementations or reproductions may seem trivial in well-documented 

historical contexts – they illustrate what was already known about a given society. 

However, in the case of Greek upland ethnē, the events of ca.490, 426, 389, and 370 

reveal the implementation of a defensive structure and political system that has escaped 

the notice of ancient Greek scholarship, at least until now. 

 Nevertheless, the problem with approaching ethnē through events is the nature of 

the sources. Herodotus, Thucydides, and Xenophon were all outsiders of the ethnē 

whose activities they relate, and it is likely that most of their sources were as well. In 

addition, since each writer conformed to certain literary conventions, some of the 

details they included in their narratives may speak more to their efforts to convey a 

sense of historical accuracy and less to their investigative rigor.  

 This is not to say that these writers invented material whole cloth (although this 

is a possibility in some instances), rather, that they shaped their source material to give 

the impression that particular incidents unfolded exactly as they narrated them, and 

crucially, for the reasons they assert.37 Reading their accounts, then, is by no means a 

                                                           
36 Sewell 2005: 211 

37 A textual device in literary and historical writing that Barthes referred to as “the reality effect” 

(1986: 141-8 and see 1981: 7-20) 
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straightforward process. At all times different interpretations and possibilities must 

remain on the table, and some questions will have to remain open. 

 With all of this in mind, I first question what Herodotus, Thucydides, and 

Xenophon said, what they left out of their narratives, and how they slanted their 

respective accounts. Then, based on archaeological, topographical, and ethnographic 

research, I derive inferences regarding the capabilities of defending upland ethnē and 

show what the narrative sources failed to notice or appreciate about each defense. 

Finally, I critically renarrate these one-sided accounts, interweaving my own 

translations of each narrative with the results of my research to reconstruct the 

dynamics of each defense: not just what happened and in what order, but how and why 

particular incidents unfolded the way they did, and what their outcomes reveal about 

the broader social and political structures of defending ethnē. 

Understanding these dynamics requires a full appreciation of the physical 

circumstances, practical realities, and experiences of the encounters under 

consideration, and must take into account a variety of perspectives from invaders and 

defenders alike.38 And so, at times, the analysis focuses on “the eye of command;” at 

                                                           
38 cf. Halsall 1992: 2-12 
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others, on the grim view from below – but always in relation to the physical 

environment and the effects and limitations of ancient technology.39 

In a way, the four renarrations could be understood as face-of-battle studies: Face 

of Battle is now a convenient shorthand for studies of ancient warfare that focus on 

morale and motivation, the use and effects of weapons, care of the wounded and dead, 

the physical circumstances of battle, and above all, the experiences, emotions, and 

psychology of combatants.40 However, unlike past face-of-battle studies, my 

renarrations are not concerned with individual combat motivation, morale, the cohesion 

of small groups, or the alleged insights of modern military psychology.41 I do focus on 

the physical circumstances, experiences, and practical realities of violent encounters 

among Greeks, but not as ends in themselves.  

                                                           
39 Or, what John Keegan referred to as “the personal angle of vision” (1976 at 128-33 and see 

below). Eye of command: Kagan, K. 2006a 

40 Inspired by Keegan’s critique of modern military history (1976), the watershed study was 

Hanson 1989 on the minutiae of infantry battle in the classical Greek world. Following this was 

Hoplites: the Classical Greek Battle Experience (Hanson [ed.] 1991) whose individual contributions 

explored most of the issues just listed. Recent studies have investigated logistics and everyday 

life in ancient armies, especially those on extended campaigns (Lee 2007), the psychology of the 

Athenian hoplites based on developments in American military psychology (Crowley 2012), 

and more traditional face-of-battle topics. See, for example, the contributions in Campbell and 

Tritle (eds.) 2013 under “The Face of Battle in the Classical World” and “Impacts and 

Techniques.” See also Krentz 2013: 134-56 and Schwartz 2013: 157-75 in Kagan and Viggiano 

(eds.). Of course, the classical Greek battle experience was never limited to land (Strauss 2000a: 

261-83). For the Roman face of battle, see Goldsworthy 1996, Lee 1996: 199-217 and Sabin 2000: 

1-17. 

41 For criticisms of the ancient Face of Battle, see, in particular, Wheeler 2001: 169-74, 2007b: xix-

xxiii, and 2011: 64-75. See also Lynn 2003: 1-27. 
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Rather, they provide the building blocks for reconstructing the dynamics of the 

four defenses, and evaluating these defenses in relation to each other. This evaluation 

takes place in the concluding chapter, where I discuss the general pattern that emerges 

from the four critical re-narrations – the defensive strategies of upland ethnē – and its 

greater significance. 

 

      

iv. Terminology 

 For the purposes of this dissertation, the lowlands consist of Thessaly, Boeotia or 

Thebes, Athens, and Sparta. What these polities shared at different times during the 

classical period were aggressive and expansionary courses of action that targeted 

upland ethnē. However, although “upland” and “lowland” are empirically valid for the 

ancient Greek mainland, these terms do not imply some sort of ontological difference 

between the Greeks who inhabited these regions. Instead, following the work of 

Richard White and James Scott, “upland” and “lowland” serve as heuristics for 

assessing inter-regional interaction and conflict among disparate polities.42  

                                                           
42 White 1991, treating Indian-European relations in the Great Lakes region from the 

seventeenth to the nineteenth century; Scott 2009, treating modern-day Zomia or upland 

Southeast Asia, especially at 38-9 on “strategic adaptations” of resistance. Note: “[We] may 

profitably look back to Thucydides’ Peloponnesian War, which describe a world of peoples 

[ethnē], some with kings, some without, whose fickle loyalties and unreliable cohesion is a 

source of constant anxiety to the statesmen of each of the major antagonists: Athens, Sparta, 

Corinth, and Syracuse” (Scott 2009: 38). The present study will call into question the notion of 

“unreliable cohesion,” at least among upland ethnē.  
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 However, in contrast to the upland peoples of Scott’s work, the upland ethnē of 

the classical Greek world did not constitute stateless societies. On the contrary, Phocis, 

Aetolia, Acarnania, and Arcadia ca.490-362 were combined political, cultural, and 

ethnic entities occupying a relatively distinct geographical space. And yet, past 

scholarship has avoided referring to geographical ethnē as “nation-states” – for good 

reason.   

 Unlike the “city-state,” the nation-state – with its centralized, bureaucratic 

structure – is generally regarded as a distinctively modern phenomenon.43 In any case, 

with the possible exception of Athens, the evidence is simply insufficient for building a 

strong case for ancient nation-statehood in the classical Greek world, and nowhere 

more so than among upland ethnē.44 But nation-states aside, a variety of political 

communities combined and overlapped in Phocis, Aetolia, Acarnania, and Arcadia 

during the time in question. Consequently, no single translation of ethnos could 

accurately describe these polities.45 

 For example, a case could be made for understanding the Phocian ethnos ca.490 

as an ancient nation, but “tribal-state” would be more accurate for the Aetolian ethnos 

                                                           
43 For a discussion of the nation-state as a modern phenomenon, see Giddens 1985: 83-121. See 

also Elazer 1987: 223-31. 

44 One scholar has argued that classical Athens is best understood not as a polis, but as an ethnos 

(Cohen 2000). Cohen considers “the imagined community” of a modern nation-state the closest 

approximation of an ancient ethnos.  

45 For the polyvalence of ethnos, see Bakhuizen 1989: 65-72 and McInerney 1999: 22-5. 
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ca. 426. The Acarnanians were somewhere in between: the evidence of an ethnic 

identity is slim, but the Acarnanian ethnos was undeniably a political entity ca.389. In 

contrast, the Arcadian ethnos maintained a strong ethnic identity, but lacked the 

political cohesion requisite of “nationhood” for most of the classical period. In light of 

these difficulties, and following the conventions of ancient Greek scholarship, I will 

retain the use of ethnē throughout the dissertation, but detail in each case the political 

character of the ethnos under consideration. 

 By “existence of a formal, federal government,” I mean the formation of officially 

federated states among Greek upland ethnē, a phenomenon generally associated with 

the fourth century or later.46 However, the Greeks in general never developed consistent 

and precise terms for federal institutions or federal states. In the past, this 

terminological imprecision suggested to some that federal states did not exist in 

antiquity.47 Subsequent scholarship has since softened this view, but has yet to settle on 

a precise definition of an ancient Greek federal state.48 The working definition for most 

                                                           
46 See above. The exception is late-sixth and early-fifth-century Phocis. In general, when an 

ancient source – literary or epigraphic – applies the term koinon to a state or state-level 

institution, this is taken as evidence of the existence of a federal or league state. See, for 

example, Larsen 1968: xi-xxviii at xiv-xvi and Stanton 1982: 183-90. 

47 Giovannini 1971 at 14-24. Giovannini argued that there were only “unitary” states – a 

sympoliteia in the singular. 

48 Softened view: Walbank 1976/77: 27-51. Most recently, Lehmann 2001 has argued that there 

was no theory of federalism in antiquity, that is, in the writings of Aristotle and Polybius, 

although he acknowledges that federal states existed in the ancient world. For attempts at 
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is a formal union of self-governing states under the jurisdiction of a standing central 

power – that is, an elected council and representative assembly of citizens.  However, 

the extent to which formal federal states existed in Phocis ca.490, Aetolia ca.426, 

Acarnania ca.389, and Arcadia ca.370 is debatable. In most cases, the evidence is 

suggestive, at best. 

 

Table 1: Basic Confederation Criteria ca.490-362 

 

 

Basic Confederation 

Criteria 

 

Coherent Set of 

Self-Governing 

States or Sub-

Regions 

 

Ethnic Identity 

Recognizeable to 

Outsiders 

 

 

Wide-Scale 

Concerted Action 

 

Involvement in 

Foreign Affairs 

 

Phocis ca.490 √ √ √ √ 

Aetolia ca.426 √ √ √ √ 

Acarnania ca.389 √ √ √ √ 

Arcadia ca.370 √ √ √ √ 

 

 To illustrate this point, Tables 1 and 2 outline the basic criteria for confederations 

and federations for the ancient Greek world based on the federal scholarship cited 

above, and indicate whether the upland ethnē under consideration met the criteria 

during the time in question.  A checkmark means that there is unambiguous evidence 

                                                                                                                                                                                           

defining a Greek federal state, see, for example, Beck 1997: 9-19, Corsten 1999: 14-17, and 

Rzepka 2002: 225-47, esp.226-40, and Siewert 2005: 17-42. 
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for a particular criterion; a minus sign that there is no evidence at all; and a question 

mark that the evidence is only circumstantial.49  

As Table 1 shows, all four ethnē met the basic confederation criteria. But less clear 

is the extent to which the four ethnē met the basic federation criteria (Table 2). For this 

reason, I use the term “confederation” to distinguish between a formal federal state and 

a unified political entity that lacked a standing, stable central power.50 By unpacking the 

significance of this incongruity, the dissertation will reveal that pre-league upland ethnē 

also constituted well-organized, efficient, and effective polities, without the institutional 

power of the koinon. 

 

Table 2: Basic Federation Criteria ca.490-362 

 

 

Basic Federation Criteria 

(includes criteria from Table 1) 

 

Central Ruling Power 

as Evidenced by 

Official, Internal 

Decrees 

 

 

“Constitution” 

or Formal 

Magistrates 

 

 

Common Coinage 

 

Phocis ca.490 ? - √ 

Aetolia ca.426 - - - 

Acarnania ca.389 ? ? - 

Arcadia ca.370 √ √ √ 

      
                                                           
49 The evidence for each case is discussed in depth in the chapters below. 

50 Cf. White 1991: 413-68 at 413. 
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 As for “defensive strategy,” I mean a standing ethnos-level plan that exploits 

known and developing advantages to repel potential invasions. Despite its roots in the 

Greek language, though, “strategy” is somewhat of an anachronistic term. In a modern 

context, “strategy” usually involves long-range planning and the development and 

allocation of a nation’s resources to achieve major ends. This would be a nation’s high 

or grand strategy.51 Furthermore, as Colin Gray has argued, present-day strategies – 

defensive or otherwise – form part of an even broader policy: “Historical experience 

reveals that while selection of strategy(ies) is of high importance, it is not possible to 

have a strategy without, ipso facto, having a policy end also.”52 As several studies have 

shown, ancient states also pursued strategic aims, and in some cases, even grand-

strategic ones as in imperial Rome and fifth- and fourth-century Athens.53 

                                                           
51 Liddell Hart 1967: 322  

52 Gray 2014 at 155 

53 For the strategic aims of ancient states, see the contributions in Hanson (ed.) 2010. Helpful for 

understanding strategy in the ancient world is Mintzberg’s distinction between intended 

strategy and realized strategy, that is, strategy as a pattern in decision making: “when a 

sequence of decisions in some area exhibits a consistency over time, a strategy will be 

considered to have formed” (1978: 934-48 at 935). This, I would argue, is the general sense of 

strategy in Hanson (ed.) 2010. Freedmen (2013) has recently treated the history of strategy in all 

of its various guises from antiquity to the present-day. However, he limits his analysis of the 

Greeks to strategic thought in Homer, Thucydides, and Plato (22-41). The study of Roman 

grand strategy begins with Luttwak 1976. See K. Kagan 2006b: 333-62 for a survey of past 

debates and suggestions for future approaches. For fifth-century Athenian strategy, see, for 

example, Ober 1985b: 171-88 and Kagan 2010: 31-57. For fourth-century Athenian strategy, see 

Ober 1985a. 
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Unfortunately, if the Greeks of upland ethnē conducted this sort of thinking and 

planning, they have left no direct evidence of it.  

 Nevertheless, my critical renarrations show that the defenses of ca.490, 426, 389, 

and 370 could not have been ad hoc, fortuitously successful responses to acute external 

threats. On the contrary, each encounter reveals an ethnos-wide capability of mobilizing 

and positioning personnel on short notice – often with the cooperation of civilian 

populations – and executing a sophisticated defensive action within the limits of their 

respective geographical realms. In light of these actions, the dissertation argues that the 

Phocians, Aetolians, Acarnanians, and Arcadians developed their own version of 

defense in depth: they yielded portions of their territory and exploited the physical 

environment to neutralize and contain invading armies; lured these armies to locations 

that maximized the defenders’ advantages; and from there, they judiciously attacked. 54 

Put in Clausewitzian strategic terms, the Greeks of upland ethnē were adept at using 

battle to achieve a desired end – the annihilation or driving off of an aggressive, 

invading army.55 The amount of foresight and coordination required to achieve this end 

                                                           
54 For a brief summary of defense in depth (or elastic defense) in the ancient world, see Ober 

1985a: 80.  

55 “Strategy is nothing without battle, for battle is the material that it applies, the very means 

that it employs. Just as tactics is the employment of military forces in battle, so strategy is the 

employment [and threat] of battles … to achieve the object of war” (von Clausewitz 1979: 77). 

This is a narrower, operational view of strategy – one more familiar to those directly involved in 

the actual conduct of war (Paret 1986:3).  
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makes “defensive strategy” the best term for understanding the collective capabilities of 

classical upland ethnē.  

Given the poor state of the evidence, it is difficult – if not impossible – to say 

whether upland ethnē also maintained higher level policies, but this does not detract 

from the insights of the present study. Even without evidence of overarching policies, 

this dissertation shows that strategic action among the Phocians, Aetolians, 

Acarnanians, and Arcadians was rooted in a collective outlook and shared way of life.  

 And yet, although the ultimate aims and methods of these four defensive 

strategies were similar, there was no standard defense of an upland ethnos. The 

Aetolians and Acarnanians, for instance, preferred direct engagements. The Aetolians’ 

large-scale attack in 426 was quite successful, the Acarnanians in 389 less so. But after 

giving up their initial advantages, the Acarnanians wore down and eventually repelled 

the invading army. In contrast, the Arcadians selectively attacked their invaders in 370 

and avoided large-scale engagements, but they were ready to capitalize on mistakes. In 

the end, they successfully drove off a large-scale, two-pronged invasion. The Phocians 

also avoided open engagements when invaded, but were prepared to fight, and when 

compelled, did so to great effect.  

 These collective capabilities have long been underappreciated, both in modern 

scholarship and in ancient historical narratives. In fact, Herodotus, Thucydides, and 

Xenophon give only the slightest indication that lowlanders were aware of the dangers 
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inherent in invading an upland ethnos, or even understood the intricacy of the defenses 

they experienced.  

The critical renarrations at the heart of the next four chapters tell quite a different 

story – and it is to these that we now turn.  
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CHAPTER 2 
 

The Phocian Chalk Raid of the Thessalian Camp ca.490 
 

 

 

As a lion approaches unshepherded flocks of goats or sheep and 

leaps on them with evil intent, so he attacked…. 

    Homer, Iliad 10.485-7 

 

 

 

i. Introduction56 

 For most of its early history ca.1200-800, the Phocian ethnos consisted of two 

distinct regional units to the north and south of the Kephisos River. The Phocians who 

inhabited the uplands of the Kephisos River Valley in the north and those dwelling in 

eastern Phocis were culturally and politically oriented more towards East Locris and 

Euboea. To the south, the inhabitants of Mt. Parnassus and its coastal environs were 

engaged primarily with the cultural and economic milieu of the Gulf of Corinth.57 It 

                                                           
56 All dates are BC; all translations are my own, unless otherwise noted. 

57 For the physical geography and topography of Phocis, see Schober 1924, Fossey 1986 (eastern 

Phocis) and McInerney 1999: 40-85. 
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does seem that the Phocians shared an emergent ethnic identity at this time, but 

otherwise, the Phocian ethnos was politically, culturally, and geographically diverse.58 

 However, early in the eighth century, the Phocians began to establish a network 

of sanctuaries that connected the northern and southern regions – a process that 

intensified in the sixth century, mirroring developments in regional settlement 

patterns.59 During the last quarter of the sixth century, some have even suggested that 

the Phocians had also formed a koinon or federal state, most likely in response to the 

threat posed by neighboring Thessaly.60 The evidence for this koinon in Phocis is two-

fold: the minting of coins bearing the ethnic ΦΟ or ΦΟΚΙ [ΚΟΝ], and the building of 

what appears to be a common meeting house called the Phokikon.61  

                                                           
58 The case for an early ethnic identity – that is, between the Late Bronze Age and the late-eight 

century – rests primarily on the appearance of Phocian communities in the Catalogue of Ships 

(Il. 2.517-23): “the Catalogue reified the existence of a region identifiable as Phokis by naming 

nine neighboring sites all occupied by the Phokians …. [It] is our earliest evidence for a distinct 

region occupied by a group identified as Phokians” (McInerney 1999: 120-53 at 120). The sites 

named in the Catalogue span the northern and southern regions, although most are located in 

the more mountainous south. 

59 Morgan 2003: 113-34 has detailed this process in depth. 

60 Pressure from Thessaly as the main source of Phocian unification: Larsen 1968: 43-8, Beck 

1997: 109, McInerney 1999: 177. The earliest mention of a Phocian koinon is Strabo 9.3.15, 

referring to Phocian activities at Delphi during the mid-fifth century. Of course, Strabo was 

writing approximately five centuries after the fact. See further below. 

61 And to a lesser extent, representative involvement in the Delphic Amphictiony during the 

sixth-century. See, for example, Tausend 1992: 35-47. At the very least, involvement in the 

Amphictiony is evidence of some sort of political integration in Phocis (cf. Beck 1997: 192-6). For 

Phocian coinage, see Williams 1972 at 9-18. Phokikon: McInerney 1997: 193-207, 1999: 178-81 

and see below. 
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 The problem with these two forms of evidence, though, is that neither 

necessitates the existence of a formal union of self-governing states under the 

jurisdiction of a central power.62 Political communities minted coins for a variety of 

reasons in the archaic and classical Greek world.63 In this case, as Williams suggests, the 

Phocians may have been minting coins primarily to celebrate their newly won 

independence from Thessaly.64 Yet this does not mean that they had also established a 

formal council, assembly, and legal system with officials and an army that now needed 

to be paid.  

Furthermore, the exact location, date, and function of the original Phokikon are 

all ambiguous.65 There is no reason to doubt that the Phocians established a common 

meeting hall around the turn of the fifth century. But at the same time, there is no 

                                                           
62 A central power – that is, a formal council and assembly – with jurisdiction over constituent, 

participating political entities is the fundamental criterion for the existence of a federal state. 

See, for example, Larsen 1968: xi-xxviii, Walbank 1976/7: 27-51, Stanton 1982: 183-90, Beck 1997: 

9-19, Corsten 1999: 185-240, and Siewert 2005: 17-42. 

63 On the different meanings of coinage in the archaic Greek world, see Kurke 1999, especially 6-

22 and 41-67. See also the contributions in Meadows (ed.) 2001. 

64 Williams 1972: 11. However, the notion that Greeks ever associated the minting of coins with 

freedom or independence has been questioned (Martin 1985). 

65 Much of the debate surrounds the relationship between the later Phokikon that Pausanias 

described in the second century AD (10.5.2) and the late-archaic or classical building 

approximately one kilometer to the north. French and Vanderpool (1963: 213-25) originally 

identified the later as the sanctuary of the hero Archegetes. McInerney (above) then interpreted 

the early bouleuterion-style construction of this building as the original Phokikon, noting that 

“religious sanctuaries regularly served as federal meeting places” (1997: 203).  
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evidence that this building housed a standing government that adhered to some sort of 

constitution. 

 Nevertheless, the building of the Phokikon and the emergence of standardized 

coinage do speak to the Phocians’ increasing unity during the late-archaic and early-

classical periods. By this time, the Phocians had indeed become an ethnically distinct 

political entity. And even if they had yet to establish standing federal institutions, they 

at least constituted a loose confederation of poleis. To be sure, the difference between a 

loose confederation and a federal state is not drastic, but as discussed below, it is 

significant enough to warrant a distinction.66 In the following, I will refer to the 

Phocians’ confederation of poleis simply as the Phocian ethnos, and focus on a major 

issue that all such polities had to deal with in the ancient world: defense.   

 This is not the easiest task, though. Almost all Phocian defensive activity ca.525-

475 was documented only in later sources, but there is one significant exception. What 

happened, according to Herodotus (8.27-8), was that around 490 the Thessalians and 

their allies invaded Phocis. The Phocians withdrew to Mt. Parnassus, but the 

Thessalians did not relent. Effectively besieged, the Phocians white-washed their bodies 

                                                           
66 Larsen (1968: xiv) preferred the term “confederacy” to “distinguish a true federal state from a 

looser organization.” The latter he termed a “league” or “permanent alliance.” My use of 

“confederation” is closer to Larsen’s sympolity – “[a political] organization embracing a number 

of cities” (1968: xv).  
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and equipment with chalk, raided the Thessalian camp at night, and killed a large 

number of invaders. 

 This peculiar incident – the Phocian Chalk Raid of the Thessalian Camp – is the 

subject of the present chapter. It is the earliest joint action of the Phocian ethnos 

documented in a contemporary source, and as I will argue, also the most illustrative 

example of the Phocians’ collective capabilities during the late-archaic and early-

classical periods.  

 By focusing on the Chalk Raid, this chapter stands to make two contributions. 

The first is a critical reconstruction of a historiographically marginalized, violent 

encounter that involved some of the most unusual military tactics ever employed 

between Greeks. In all of Greek history, there is no other incident quite like the Chalk 

Raid – the encounter defies virtually every established convention of classical Greek 

warfare.  

 The second contribution is a discussion of what the Chalk Raid illustrates about 

the Phocians’ ethnos-wide defensive capabilities during the late-archaic and early-

classical periods. Based on the reconstruction of the Chalk Raid, the chapter argues that 

the Phocians had formulated an ethnos-level defensive strategy for responding to large-

scale invasions before the actual invasion of ca.490. 

 

ii. Past Approaches and Sources 
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 This is certainly a different approach to the Chalk Raid. In general, studies of 

late-archaic and early-classical Phocian history have yet to give the incident serious 

consideration.67 Curiously, it is even absent from a recent compendium of ancient 

battles.68 Scholarship from the Phocian perspective has viewed the Chalk Raid primarily 

as an unplanned, almost miraculous triumph against all odds, as did the ancient writers 

who documented the incident.69   

 Part of the reason for this view could be that no extant writer considered the 

Chalk Raid particularly significant (below). In addition, as Pierre Ellinger has shown, 

the Chalk Raid became part of the Phocians’ “national legend” (or “saga”) that 

preserved and exploited memories of collective triumph in extreme situations.70 

                                                           
67 Studies that overlook the Chalk Raid or mention it only in passing: Larsen 1968, Giovannini 

1971, Beck 1997 

68 Montagu 2000. There is no discussion of methodology in Montagu’s work – that is, of what 

counts as a battle – but Herodotus specifically refers to the incident as a machē at 8.27.5. 

69 “Herodotus (viii. 27) records that in the last campaign between [Phocis and Thessaly] … the 

Phokians were forced back into a narrow position on Mount Parnassos and were only saved by 

a trick devised by their seer Tellias” (Williams 1972: 5). Ellinger treats the Chalk Raid as part of 

the Phocians’ national origins myth (below) – the historicity of the incident is less important for 

his purposes (1993: 21). For McInerney (1999: 177), the Chalk Raid is one of a series of “colorful 

stories” that illustrate the Phocians’ collective resolve against the Thessalians during the time in 

question, and little besides. 

70 Ellinger 1978: 7-35; 1987: 88-99; 1993. The extreme situations include the tale of Phocian 

Desperation, the Phocian Chalk Raid and Amphorae Trap against the Thessalians, and 

Thermopylae, all ca.510-480, all discussed below. Note, though, that Ellinger and others have 

pieced together the Phocians’ national legend from a range of ancient sources that stretch well 

into the Roman period. In other words, the Phocians did not articulate a coherent national 

legend that scholars can study as such. For the Phocian “national saga,” see Burn 1960: 204. 
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Without question, subsequent generations of Phocians adapted these memories to fit 

their own historical circumstances to reinforce their own project of self-fashioning. 

 But although the Chalk Raid of the Thessalian Camp became part of the 

Phocians’ national legend, the encounter itself was not legendary. We know this 

because the Phocians set aside a tenth of their profits from their victory over the 

Thessalians to fund “the large statues standing together around the tripod in front of 

the temple at Delphi and another set like these at Abae [in east Phocis].”71 These same 

bronze statues of Herakles struggling with Apollo along with their accompanying 

inscription may have been standing at Delphi in Pausanias’ day, but it is difficult to say. 

The potentially extant fragments of the monument appear to date to the late-fourth or 

early-third century.72  

 Be that as it may, Herodotus ca.450 could still speak of the statues at Delphi as a 

matter of fact, and a fifth-century author was quite unlikely to invent the existence of a 

highly conspicuous monument at a high-traffic, Panhellenic sanctuary. Furthermore, 

                                                           
71 Hdt 8.27.5. For the dekate, or war tithe, see Pritchett 1971: 93-100 at 93-4 for the Chalk Raid. 

Dedications could consist of slaves, land, money or spoils, and the practice was common 

enough that without it, in Pritchett’s assesment (1971:100), “few of the temples and other sacred 

buildings of Greece would have been built.” 

72 Paus. 10.13.3-4. See Daux 1936: 141, 192 and Jacquemin 1999: 52-3 for discussion of these 

monuments. See also Parke and Boardman 1957: 276-82. 
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unlike the set at Abae, the Persians were unable to plunder those at Delphi during the 

invasion of 480, so Herodotus may have seen the monument for himself.73 

 But if the commemoration at Delphi establishes the historicity of the Chalk Raid, 

it also suggests that the Chalk Raid was a significant event for late-archaic and early-

classical Phocians. It would follow, then, that the encounter deserves serious 

consideration. Yet aside from investigating questions of later self-fashioning, past 

scholarship has virtually neglected the greater significance of the Chalk Raid. As a 

result, the Phocians defensive capabilities ca.490 remain underappreciated, as is their 

illustrative value for understanding the character of the Phocian ethnos during the time 

in question. This situation raises a series of questions that the analysis below seeks to 

answer. 

 First, since there is every indication that Thessalian aggression was a constant for 

the Phocians during the late-archaic and early-classical periods, why do we see a 

seemingly ad hoc approach to defense if the Phocians had all of the resources needed 

for a more formidable system? Or did the Phocians have such resources?  

                                                           
73 The Persians “plundered and set on fire” the sanctuary of Apollo at Abae (Hdt. 8.33) in the 

vicinity of modern-day Kalapodi, an area that has been the subject of intense archaeological 

research in recent decades. The sanctuary destroyed by the Persians is now associated with the 

south temple at Kalapodi and was left buried in ruins until the Augustan period (Felsch [ed.] 

2007 at 13-24). As an aside, the lower town of Abae was destroyed again in 371 at the hands of 

Jason of Pherae (Xen. Hell. 6.4.27) and once more in 346 by Philip II (Paus. 10.35.6). See also 

Fossey 1986: 77-81 and McInerney 1999: 288-9. 
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 Similarly, past treatments of the Chalk Raid give the impression of Thessaly as 

aggressive and well-organized and Phocis as just the opposite. Will a detailed analysis 

of the Phocians’ success support this view? For that matter, how and why were the 

Phocians successful in the face of the large-scale invasion ca.490? As a number of 

studies have shown, the Phocians’ relationship to the land played a critical role in their 

collective development as an ethnos. How did the physical geography of the region 

shape their defensive methods? In particular, why did an upland ethnos seemingly lack 

a light-infantry capability?  

 Before turning to the Chalk Raid, though, we must first consider its three 

narrative sources. The first is Herodotus, the sole contemporary source. Although 

Herodotus’ sources of information and historical reliability are still a controversial 

topic, especially regarding non-Greek affairs and events of the sixth century, his 

account of the Chalk Raid is less problematic.74 First, unlike much earlier events, 

Herodotus could have spoken with people who actually experienced the Chalk Raid, 

yet if he did, these individuals were probably Phocian.75 In addition, Herodotus gives 

little more than an outline of the encounter, and this outline is corroborated by the 

                                                           
74 The literature on Herodotus’ sources of information, methods, and reliability is enormous. 

Marincola (2001: 31-9) outlines the major debates and highlights the problems with the past 

dichotomy of viewing Herodotus as wholly reliable or wholly a liar. See also Hornblower (2002: 

373-86) on Herodotus’ handling of sources and its relation to other forms of contemporary 

literary and scientific discourse. 

75 Pro-Phocian tone of Herodotus’ narrative: Bowie 2007: 123 
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Phocians’ dedication at Delphi. In fact, the monument could have been his main source 

of information. 

 More important, for Herodotus’ purposes, the Chalk Raid is not interesting per 

se. That is, the encounter does not illustrate anything profound about the Phocians; 

rather, he includes it in his writings as a source of the hostilities between Thessalians 

and Phocians ca.480. In Herodotus’ view, these hostilities were the reason why the 

Thessalians sided with the Persians during Xerxes’ invasion and why the Phocians’ 

sided with the Greeks: “the Phocians were the only Greeks in the central mainland that 

were not collaborating with the Persians, and as far as I can tell, this was only because 

they hated the Thessalians. In other words, had the Thessalians sided with the Greeks, I 

think the Phocians would have collaborated with the Persians.”76 Herodotus’ bare-

bones account of the Chalk Raid, then, provides a reliable foundation on which to base 

further analysis. 

 The other two sources are much later and less reliable. Pausanias (10.1.5) and 

Polyaenus (6.18.1) were writing approximately six centuries after the encounter under 

consideration. In the case of the latter, the Chalk Raid is documented only as a 

“miscellaneous” stratagem, and Polyaenus seems to have drawn primarily from 

Herodotus. The content of Polyaenus’ account and Herodotus’ narrative is the same, 

                                                           
76 Hdt. 8.30.2. Cf. Plut. De Her. mal. 35 who took issue with this assessment in defense of the 

Phocians’ loyalty to the Greek cause. 
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but as was his practice, Polyaenus reworked some of Herodotus’ language to convey a 

sense of having done original research. Polyaenus also includes a few minor details that 

are absent from Herodotus’ narrative, and these may have been based on a separate 

source.77  

  On the other hand, Pausanias’ account is clearly based on a tradition that 

diverged from Herodotus. The structural features of the encounter are the same – that 

is, the Thessalians invaded Phocis early in the fifth century, and in response, the 

Phocians pulled off their peculiar night attack – but, as discussed throughout the 

analysis below, the language of Pausanias’ account differs both from Herodotus’ and 

Polyaenus’ in a number of instances. Furthermore, Pausanias “is told” that the Chalk 

Raid occurred on the limits of Phocian territory, not on Mt. Parnassus as in Herodotus. 

Finally, in Pausanias’ account 500 Phocians took part in the raid; the Phocians number 

600 in Herodotus’ version.78  

 Like Herodotus, though, Pausanias provides only an outline of the Chalk Raid 

and attaches no broader significance to the incident. For Pausanias, the Chalk Raid is 

one of several collective achievements since the Phocians’ involvement in the Trojan 

                                                           
77 For a basic introduction to Polyaenus’ life and work, see Krentz and Wheeler 1994: vi-xxiv. 

For a more in depth treatment, see Wheeler 2010: 7-54. 

78 Elsewhere in the historical parts of his guide to Greece, Pausanias seems to have favored and 

relied heavily on Herodotus (Habicht 1998: 95-116 at 97). Habicht does not discuss the possible 

exception of the Chalk Raid. See also Bingen (ed.) 1996 for various discussions of Pausanias’ 

sources and historical methods. 
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War. In fact, it is only for this reason that the incident forms part of Pausanias’ 

introductory sketch of Phocian history. 

 In light of these differences, the analysis below attempts to reconcile the Chalk 

Raid’s three narrative sources while unpacking exactly what Herodotus, Polyaenus, and 

Pausanias say. However, none of this is possible without understanding how the 

physical geography and built environment of Phocis and its environs both limited and 

enabled the activities of Phocians and Thessalians alike. To that end, the reconstruction 

below also integrates the insights of archaeological and topographical research into the 

analysis of the three narrative sources to cast new light on the Chalk Raid and its 

greater significance. With that, we turn to the encounter itself. 

 

iii. the Raid 

 Only a few years before Xerxes’ expedition – so begins Herodotus’ account of the 

Phocian Chalk Raid of the Thessalian camp.79 Here, as elsewhere, Herodotus is 

imprecise, but with this remark, we can at least assign the incident to the first decade of 

the fifth century. Less clear, however, are the circumstances that led the Thessalians and 

their allies to attack the Phocians ca.490.80 

                                                           
79 Hdt. 8.27.2: οὐ πολλοῖσι ἔτεσι πρότερον ταύτης τῆς βασιλέος στρατηλασίης. Sordi (1953b: 

252-8) and Larsen (1960: 229-237) both date the incident to ca.498-485. 

80 For Phocian-Thessalian relations and conflict ca.510-480 see Larsen 1968: 109-11, Helly 1995: 

220-3, and  McInerney 1999: 173-8. 
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 Ἐσβαλόντες … πανστρατιῇ αὐτοί τε οἱ Θεσσαλοὶ καὶ οἱ σύμμαχοι αὐτῶν are 

Herodotus’ words, implying a large-scale invasion, but no ancient writer detailed the 

approximate size of the invading army, or a motive for the Thessalians’ aggression.81  

One explanation is that the Thessalians were out to avenge a defeat suffered during the 

Phocian revolt ca.510, the incident that gave rise to the expression “Phocian 

Desperation.”82 But if so, why did it take the Thessalians approximately a decade to 

respond, and why did later writers neglect to make the connection? We need not 

dismiss the historicity of the revolt simply because Herodotus does not mention it, but 

there is nothing to suggest that the two incidents bore any direct relationship to each 

other.  

 For that matter, why a large-scale invasion when the Thessalians could harm 

some of the Phocians north of the Kephisos River by raiding their settlements on 

horseback?83 In fact, one such raid during the time in question led to a disaster for the 

                                                           
81 Hdt. 8.27.2. I use “large-scale invasion” to convey the sense of “the Thessalians and their allies 

with a full levy,” that is, a mobilization of forces significantly greater than that of a smaller-

scale, harassing raid. See further below for the distinction between “invasion” and “raid” in 

Phocian-Thessalian relations. 

82 Phocian Desperation: Polyb. 16.32; Plut. Mor. 244B-D (=Mulierum virtutes 2); Polyaenus 8.65; 

Paus. 10.1.7; see also Stadter 1965: 34-41 and Ellinger 1993: 233-46. In short, their very existence 

threatened by the Thessalians, the Phocians gathered together all of their women and children 

and agreed that if the men lost the battle with the invading army, the rest would commit suicide 

by fire. Fortunately for the Phocians, the men won.  

83 That is, just as the Thessalians contributed to the failure of the settlement at Heraclea in 

Trachis ca.425 (Thuc. 3.93). 
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Thessalians, and may have prompted the invasion ca.490. Near the town of Hyampolis, 

the Phocians had dug a large ditch, filled it with empty amphorae, and then concealed 

the trap with loose dirt and natural vegetation to blend in with the surrounding surface. 

This stratagem devastated a sizeable contingent of Thessalian raiders who, unaware, 

rode their horses into the ditch, breaking the animals’ legs.84 The Thessalians, 

Herodotus says, were still smarting over this loss at the time of Xerxes’ invasion.85 

The problem, though, is that while Pausanias situates this incident before the 

Chalk Raid in his introductory sketch of Phocian history, Herodotus suggests that the 

Amphorae Trap took place afterwards, though still before Xerxes’ expedition.86 But 

again, neither Herodotus nor Pausanias draw an explicit connection between the two. 

They also do not question why the Thessalians and their allies invaded “Parnassus” – 

an admittedly vague geographical designator – if the Thessalians sought to repay the 

Hyampolitans who inhabited the eastern lowlands of Phocis on the other side of the 

Kephisos River (Map 2). We will return to this.

                                                           
84 Hdt. 8.28; Paus. 10.1.3; Polyaenus 6.18.2. Note that the success of the Phocians’ stratagem 

implies that such raids were a frequent occurrence. Hyampolis: Fossey 1986: 72-6 

85 Hdt. 8.29.1 

86 In fact, according to Pausanias, the Amphorae Trap is the cause of the Thessalian invasion 

ca.510 – the Chalk Raid bears no direct relationship to any other incident in his narrative. For 

Herodotus, the two incidents complement each other, not because one led to the other, rather, 

because the Chalk Raid explains how the Phocians devastated the Thessalians’ infantry; the 

Amphora Trap how they damaged their cavalry (8.28.1: Ταῦτα μέν νυν τὸν πεζὸν ἐργάσαντο 

τῶν Θεσσαλῶν οἱ Φωκέες πολιορκέοντα ἑωυτούς. Ἐσβάλλουσαν δὲ ἐς τὴν χώρην τὴν ἵππον 

αὐτῶν ἐλυμήναντο ἀνηκέστως). 



 
 

 

 

Map 2: The Phocian Chalk Raid of the Thessalian Camp ca.490 
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As it stands, the different ancient narratives give the impression that the large-

scale invasion and subsequent Chalk Raid ca.490 may have been just one of the more 

remarkable violent encounters between Thessalians and Phocians during the late-sixth 

and early-fifth centuries, seemingly unconnected to other documented incidents.87 In all 

likelihood, though, there was much more to the story, especially since it appears that 

the Thessalians ca.490 were not out to seize or damage Phocian territory, but wanted to 

capture or kill actual Phocians. For now, this remains a speculation. 

Less speculative is the route taken by the invading army. For over a decade, 

archaeologists of the Phokis-Doris Expedition investigated routes of communication 

between the northern and southern Greek mainland. They concluded that the modern-

day Dhema Gap – or “the Pass through Trachis,” as it was known in antiquity – was the 

most likely route taken by the invaders into Phocian territory.88 The Dhema Gap was 

the northern access to what the Phokis-Doris Expedition deemed the Great Isthmus 

Corridor Route. The Isthmus Corridor is the most traversable route into central Greece 

from the north for a major cavalry force (presumed from the Thessalians’ involvement 

                                                           
87 That said, the Chalk Raid and Amphorae Trap both speak to the Phocians’ ongoing struggle 

for independence from the Thessalians ca.510-480, whatever the exact chronology of specific 

incidents (cf. Larsen 1968: 111, Williams 1972: 5-8, and McInerney 1999: 177). 

88 Szemler 1988: 553-66 at 558 and 1991: 105-15 at 110-11. Phokis-Doris Expedition: Kase 1991. 

Before the published results of this investigation of the Corrider’s northern access route, 

scholars identified the coastal route which proceeded through the pass at Thermopylae and 

then through east Locrian territory as the only suitable point of access from the northern 

mainland into Phocian territory and the rest of the central mainland (e.g. Larsen 1960: 229-48, 

Pritchett 1982: 123-75). “Pass through Trachis:” Hdt. 7.175-6, 199 
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in the incident) or an army with an extensive baggage train. In addition, Trachis may 

have been where the allies of the Thessalians assembled.  

Pausanias suggests as much when he notes that the Chalk Raid took place “when 

the armies were encamped across from each other near the pass into Phocis.”89 

Presumably, he means the main pass into the upper Kephisos Valley, as opposed to the 

passes in the east that led primarily into the central mainland, beyond Phocian territory. 

Kleonai, for instance, was the site of another entrance into Phocis north of the Kephisos 

River. This was where the revolting Phocians defeated the Thessalians ca.510. However, 

the majority of Phocian territory during the time in question was south of the river. If 

the Thessalians and their allies invaded from the east, they still would have had to 

march back toward the northern Kephisos Valley: Tithronion was the only suitable 

crossing site that was connected to the Parnassus region.90  

As for the allies of the Thessalians, the Euboeans, Dorians, Opuntian (or East) 

Locrians, and even Boeotians may have contributed individual contingents.91 The latter 

three shared borders with the Phocians, as did the Thessalians to a lesser extent. What 

this means is that unless the Phocians who lived closest to these borders were oblivious, 

there would have been no hiding a large-scale invasion. 

                                                           
89 Paus. 10.1.11: ὡς γὰρ δὴ τὰ στρατόπεδα ἀντεκάθητο περὶ τὴν ἐς τὴν Φωκίδα ἐσβολήν. 

90 Routes and roads within Phocian territory: McInerney 1999: 42, Map 1 

91 Possible Thessalian allies: Hdt. 7.132 and see Helly 1995: 131-92. 
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Nevertheless, no ancient narrative mentions any subdivisions of the Phocian 

ethnos that were involved in the encounter. We hear only of “the Phocians,” and this 

may have been all that an inquiring outsider could have learned, even during the fifth 

century.92  “The Phocians” does not necessarily mean that the entire Phocian ethnos 

gathered in defense. But on the other hand, it does suggest that the Thessalians were 

targeting more than just a few Phocian poleis. To mount a defense, the Phocians needed 

to coordinate their efforts across the entire ethnos.  

In addition, even with some advance notice of the pending invasion, the 

Phocians still would have had to act on relatively short notice, especially in the upper 

Kephisos River valley closest to Trachis. The Phocian poleis there were too small to offer 

any significant resistance on their own – hence the proliferation of defensible mountain 

refuges within close proximity to these settlements.93 

                                                           
92 The only discernible unit of division within the Phocian ethnos during the time in question 

was the polis or town (Beck 1997: 106-11) as opposed to the Distrikte of other Greek tribal states 

(Corsten 1999). For this reason, Corsten does not treat the Phocians in his study of early Greek 

league-states. See also Oulhen 2004: 388-430. 

93 Geographical vulnerability of the Kephisos valley and proliferation of mountain refuges: 

McInerney 1999: 47-54 at 52-3: “The consistency of settlement pattern throughout the Kephisos 

valley is unmistakable. Because some of the towns of the upper Kephisos valley are renowned 

for their fortifications [mostly dating to the mid-fourth century], there has been a tendency to 

explain their siting in terms of the defensive strength of their position. But strong walls do not 

mean that the site of a town was originally chosen with defense in mind …. A better 

explanation for the regularity of the settlement pattern of the upper Kephisos valley lies in the 

natural environment. Each environmental unit resembled each other region in that each 

incorporated territory extending from the river to the foothills, so that in each one the same 

combination of agriculture, arboriculture, viticulture, and grazing was possible.” 
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  One such refuge could have been the site of the Chalk Raid. Herodotus says the 

Phocians “were forced into a narrow space on Parnassus,” and Polyaenus corroborates 

Herodotus’ account by noting that the Phocians were “shut in by the Thessalians on 

Parnassus.”94 Both suggest that the Phocians were besieged in some sense.95 Herodotus 

also reports that during the Thessalian-led Persian invasion of Phocis in 480 a number 

of Phocians climbed Parnassus to an isolated peak known as Tithorea, a haven suitable 

for a large number of people.96  

And so, if the Thessalians and their allies followed the same route into Phocis as 

the Persians (as they must have according to the Phokis-Doris Expedition), Tithorea 

would have again been the most accessible and accommodating mountain sanctuary for 

the Phocians who lived north of the Kephisos River and for those who inhabited the 

northern foothills of Parnassus. 97 In fact, no other site could have supported and 

protected such a large number of Phocians.  

                                                           
94 Hdt. 8.27.3: Ἐπείτε γὰρ κατειλήθησαν ἐς τὸν Παρνησσὸν οἱ Φωκέες (or “when the Phocians 

were cooped up on Parnassus”); Polyaenus 6.18.1:  Φωκεῖς ἐς τὸν Παρνασὸν κατακλεισθέντες 

ὑπὸ Θετταλῶν. 

95 Herodotus elsewhere depicts the Phocians as under siege at 8.28.1. Ταῦτα μέν νυν τὸν πεζὸν 

ἐργάσαντο τῶν Θεσσαλῶν οἱ Φωκέες πολιορκέοντα ἑωυτούς. See also Hows and Wells 1912: 

243. 

96 Hdt. 8.32 and see McInerney 1999: 177-80. Tithorea was also the site to which Philomelos fled 

and where he eventually committed suicide after the defeat of his mercenary army at Neon in 

355 (Diod. 16.31, Paus. 10.24.4). 

97 Likely candidates include the inhabitants of Charadra, Lilaia, and Drymaia in the northern 

Kephisos Valley where there were no natural barriers between Phocian and Dorian territory. In 

addition, Tithorea was the only naturally fortified site in the region and Neon, the town 
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But what of Pausanias’ claim that the incident took place “near the pass into 

Phocis?” It is difficult to reconcile this with Herodotus’ version. The simple solution in 

instances of disagreement between a fifth-century account and one written 

approximately six centuries after the fact would be to rely on the testimony of a writer 

who could have spoken with the individuals involved in the incident. This certainly 

would be reasonable, but Pausanias’ version is suspect for different reasons.  

First, consider how flattering Pausanias’ account of the Chalk Raid is from the 

Phocian perspective. Instead of whole populations of Phocians abandoning their 

settlements, a Phocian army assembles and then repels the invading force at the very 

entrance into the region: no violation of Phocian territory, no hasty retreat to the 

mountains. This sounds too much like a competing version of the incident that the later 

Phocians adapted to their own national legend.98 But there is a more practical problem 

with Pausanias’ account: the source of the Phocians’ chalk. 

We will discuss the particulars of the raid in a moment, but at present we must 

ask where hundreds of Phocians could have found enough chalk to cover their bodies 

and equipment. If the Phocians were on Parnassus, as Herodotus claims, then the 

answer is simple: anywhere. The mountain itself is made of gray to gray-white compact 

                                                                                                                                                                                           

immediately beneath the refuge, was accessible by a rudimentary road, “several miles of which 

were suitable for carts” (Paus. 10.32.8, McInerney 1999: 46, and below). 

98 Versions available to Pausanias that were competing with Herodotus: Habicht 1985: 97. See 

also Ellinger 1993: 14-22. 
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limestone that was quarried extensively in antiquity. Importantly, the limestone from 

Parnassus is rich in white calcite.99 This means that every outcropping of limestone was 

a potential source of chalk for the Phocians. The sedimentary rock can be pulverized 

relatively easily and mixed with water to form a white to light-gray adhesive paste.100 

Of course, there would have been limestone exposed in “the pass into Phocis,” 

assuming this is the Dhema Gap, but “near the pass” in Phocian territory, there is 

nothing to compare with the massive outcroppings characteristic of Parnassus.101 It is 

“on Parnassus,” then, that we locate the encounter under consideration.102  

 And again, in light of the Phocians’ response to the Persian invasion in 480, the 

only place to look is the mountain refuge of Tithorea just above the town of Neon.103 The 

deep ravine of the Kachales River and a sheer rock face protected Tithorea in every 

direction except towards the west, the direction from which the Thessalians and their 

                                                           
99 Geology of Parnassus: Kraft 1991: 1-16 at 1-2; Quarrying: Papageorgakis and Kolaiti 1992: 37-

42 

100 Ellinger devotes a lengthy discussion to the distinction between le plâtre (building material) 

and la chaux (loose, powdery substance) since ἡ γύψος and its derivatives can convey both 

senses (1993: 62-88). My interpretation strikes a middle ground between this either-or scenario. 

Hereafter, by “chalk” I mean the whitish, chalky residue that would have remained after the 

limestone paste had dried. 

101 Kraft 1991: 12 

102 McInerney reaches the same conclusion regarding the location of the Chalk Raid (1999: 175-

6), but although he acknowledges that Pausanias diverges from Herodotus’ narrative (1999: 184, 

n.88), he makes no attempt to reconcile the two accounts. 

103 In Pausanias’ day, Tithorea included both the mountain refuge and the polis of Neon attested 

to in Herodotus (Paus. 10.32.9). See also Oulhen 2004: 422-3. 
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allies would have invaded Parnassus.104 The Phocians, then, were indeed “cooped up” 

and “shut in” on the mountain with little hope of escape: the Thessalians and their allies 

occupied the town of Neon only a short distance below, along with the routes 

connected to it. 

But why would the Phocians put themselves in this situation? One explanation is 

that they assumed the Thessalians and their allies were only out to plunder and destroy 

Phocian settlements as the Persians would do only a few years later.105 The Phocians 

may have expected the invaders to continue towards the east and south once they had 

devastated Neon. And maybe that was the Thessalians’ plan until they noticed that they 

had cornered a large number of Phocians. On the other hand, the Thessalians may have 

finally had the real object of their invasion in reach: “to spare no men of fighting age 

and sell the women and children as slaves.” 106 That is, they intentionally drove the 

Phocians into a tight spot.  

But there is another possibility. What no ancient narrative mentions is that the 

confined space around Tithorea neutralized the aggressors’ likely numerical advantage, 

and significantly, prevented the Thessalians from employing their cavalry against the 

defenders.  In this light, perhaps the Phocians were willing to allow the destruction of 

                                                           
104 Topography of Tithorea: McInerney 1999: 278-80 

105 Hdt. 8.32-3 

106 That is, the alleged aim of the Thessalian invasion ca.510:  δόγμα θέμενοι μηδενὸς 

φείδεσθαι τῶν ἐν ἡλικίᾳ, παῖδας δὲ καὶ γυναῖκας ἀνδραποδίσασθαι (Plut. Mor. 244B). 
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some of their settlements to preserve their independence as an ethnos at Tithorea. And if 

pressed to fight, they could do so on a relatively level playing field, so to speak, and 

even with a few key advantages, as we are about to see. 

However, from an outsider’s perspective, the Phocians certainly would have 

appeared to be in a desperate situation once again. According to both Herodotus and 

Pausanias, a foreign seer, Tellias of Elis, solved the Phocians’ problem: 

He had 600 of the best Phocians chalk their bodies and equipment and set them 

upon the Thessalians at night, ordering them to kill whoever they saw who was 

not whitened.107 

 

The literary topos of the seer is unmistakable here, as it is elsewhere in Herodotus’ work, 

and this should give pause.108 But whether a foreign seer actually contrived the 

stratagem will turn out to be less important. First, though, we have some things to take 

into account.  

 Above all, night activity of this nature was not unprecedented in Phocian history, 

even during the time in question, although the evidence comes only from Pausanias. 

During the Phocian revolt, 300 Phocians under the command of a certain Gelon 

                                                           
107 Hdt. 8.27.3: [ἐνθαῦτα ὁ Τελλίης οὗτος σοφίζεται αὐτοῖσι τοιόνδε·] γυψώσας ἄνδρας 

ἑξακοσίους τῶν Φωκέων τοὺς ἀρίστους, αὐτούς τε τούτους καὶ τὰ ὅπλα αὐτῶν, νυκτὸς 

ἐπεθήκατο τοῖσι Θεσσαλοῖσι, προείπας αὐτοῖσι, τὸν ἂν μὴ λευκανθίζοντα ἴδωνται, τοῦτον 

κτείνειν; Paus 10.1.11: ὁ δὲ Ἠλεῖος ἦν Τελλίας ὃς καὶ ταῦτα τοῖς Φωκεῦσιν ἐμηχανήσατο ἐς 

τοὺς Θεσσαλούς. 

108 For a comprehensive treatment of the seer in the ancient Greek world, see Flower 2008 at 93 

for “poetic” seers in Herodotus and at 153-87 for the seer in warfare. See also Pritchett 1979: 47-

90 for military manteis. 
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allegedly went at night to gather intelligence on an invading Thessalian army, but were 

caught and annihilated by a number of Thessalian cavalrymen.109 Again, this encounter 

occurred at Kleonai, an ideal arena for cavalry, much unlike Parnassus. Incidentally, no 

ancient account of the Phocian Chalk Raid mentions Thessalian cavalry, and as noted 

above, Herodotus emphasizes instead that on this occasion the Phocians routed τὸν 

πεζὸν … τῶν Θεσσαλῶν.110 

 In addition, as one commentator has observed, the incident does have a “faintly 

ritual or magical quality” to it: the Titans also plastered their faces before destroying 

Dionysus, and as Plutarch observes, early comic performers lacking masks instead 

chalked (or “plastered”) their faces.111 That a seer allegedly prescribed the chalking of 

the Phocians’ bodies and equipment would seem to support a quasi-religious 

interpretation of the raid. We could add to this that a successful nighttime raid would 

not have been an unprecedented storytelling device, even in Herodotus’ day. The 

opportunistic incursion of Odysseus and Diomedes into the Trojan camp comes to 

                                                           
109 Paus. 10.1.3 

110 Hdt. 8.28.1. The implication here is that even in Herodotus’ day there was some distinction 

between Thessalian infantrymen and cavalrymen, regardless of the size, quality or status of the 

former, and even though the latter could dismount and fight on foot (cf. Hanson 2000a: 209). 

For the Thessalian army, see Helly 1995: 193-278 and Morgan 2001: 30-4 for warfare and 

Thessalian society in the late-archaic and early-classical periods. 

111 Bowie 2007: 121 
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mind, although the Phocian Chalk Raid was far less furtive and on a much larger 

scale.112  

 However, a series of more mundane considerations for the chalking offers an 

entirely different perspective. As Thucydides observed, in nighttime conditions, even 

with decent moonlight, combatants at best could only distinguish the outline of figures. 

But crucially, they still could not be sure if these figures belong to their own side or not. 

The hesitancy and confusion inherent to this situation contributed to the Athenian 

disaster at Epipolae in 413, “where there were great numbers of hoplites on both sides 

moving around in a small area.”113 The only way the Athenians could recognize each 

other was by asking for a watchword, but even this was no easy task since their 

opponents the Syracusans were communicating via loud shouts. 

 At Tithorea, not only did chalking solve the problem of identification for the 

Phocians but it also eliminated the need to communicate verbally. For this to be 

possible, each Phocian had to chalk not only his skin and weapons, but other equipment 

that was less susceptible to perspiration. According to Herodotus, this is exactly what 

they did. Properly whitened, the Phocians could distinguish who was on their side from 

every direction and angle – behind and front, left and right, whether looking up or 

                                                           
112 Il. 10.218-579 and see Strauss 2006: 131-44. 

113 Thuc. 7.44 
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down.114 That said, chalking inevitably worked both ways, and without question, the 

whitened Phocians also made themselves clearer targets for the invading force.115 So 

why a chalk raid?  

 The answer, I would argue, is that the Phocians were looking to surprise the 

Thessalians and their allies and enhance the tactical advantages that Tithrorea offered 

the defenders. A conventional engagement during the day was still a possibility, but it 

would have been more risky, especially as the Phocians seem to have been 

outnumbered.  

 However, estimating the size of the invading army is difficult given Herodotus’ 

use of the imprecise term πανστρατιῇ to describe the Thessalians and their allies. 

Herodotus may have meant a full levy of Thessalians combined with a full levy of allies, 

that is, the largest force possible. Then again, “a full levy” may have consisted of a 

contingent of Thessalians combined with contingents of allies. “Full,” in this sense, 

would convey that all of the Thessalians’ allies participated. In a less technical sense, “a 

full levy” may have meant “a really large force,” larger than preceding ones. The 

Phocians do end up killing about 4,000 of the invaders, so assuming that this number 

represents 25 to 50% of the invading army – a generous estimate from the Phocian 

                                                           
114 Equipment discussed further below. 

115 An adaptation of “tracers work both ways,” one of Murphy’s anonymous laws of combat. A 

tracer is a bullet equipped with a small pyrotechnic charge that allows the shooter to follow the 

projectile’s trajectory with the naked eye, even in daylight conditions. 
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perspective – it is possible that approximately 8,000 to 16,000 of the Thessalians and 

their allies invaded Phocis ca.490.116 As mentioned above, only a portion of this force 

would have been able to face the Phocians at any given time on Tithorea, but with such 

a substantial reserve of combatants, the invaders could eventually wear down the 

smaller defending force. 

 As for the Phocians, Herodotus and Pausanias disagree about the number 

involved in the incident. Herodotus says 600 of the aristoi Phocians executed the Chalk 

Raid, Pausanias 500 “picked men.”117 The figure of 1,000 Phocian hoplites does appear 

elsewhere in Herodotus’ history, so Pausanias’ 500 would represent half of the usual 

number, assuming that the aristoi were armed as hoplites.118  

 Even more important, a selection of 500 to 600 raiders means that a greater 

number of Phocians participated indirectly in the Chalk Raid, anywhere from 1,000 to 

                                                           
116 I base this estimate on Krentz’ estimation of casualties in hoplite battle at 14% for the 

defeated side in conventional circumstances and near 20 to 25% in unconventional ones such as 

the Athenian defeat at Syracuse discussed above (Krentz 1985b: 13-20). The relative accuracy of 

4,000 is based primarily on the size of the dekate that funded the monuments at Delphi and Abae 

(above) and the number of shields that the Phocians are said to have dedicated (below). Also, in 

373, Jason of Pherae assembled an army of 8,000 cavalrymen, at least 20,000 hoplites and an 

equal number of peltasts. This included allies, although most were Thessalians (Xen. Hell. 6.1.19 

and see Helly 1995: 252-6). The estimate above amounts to approximately half of what the 

Thessalians and their allies could field in Jason’s day.  

117 Hdt. 8.27.3, Paus. 10.1.11 

118 The figure of 1,000 Phocian hoplites appears at Hdt. 7.203 and 7.217 where the Phocians 

assemble to protect their chora at Thermopylae and Trachis, and at 9.17 and 9.31 where they are 

compelled to fight on the Persian side under the command of a preeminent Phocian named 

Harmocydes (see further below). 
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2,000 total, including non-hoplites. This reinforces the interpretation that the Phocians 

as an ethnos coordinated their defensive efforts against the invading army since no 

single Phocian community could have fielded a raid force in such numbers.119  

 In addition to the Phocian combatants, there likely was a sizeable civilian 

population on Tithorea, as well. It would have made no sense for Phocian civilians to 

remain in the settlements through which the Thessalians and their allies were about to 

marched on their way up Parnassus. It is even possible that the Phocians had moved 

their women and children to the mountain haven and then gone to meet the Thessalians 

at the pass into Phocis only to retreat to Tithorea when they saw the size of the invading 

army.  

 Interestingly, the 1,000 Phocian hoplites at Thermopylae who volunteered to 

protect the Anopaia Path did just that: surprised by the Persians and assailed by arrows, 

they fled to the peak of a nearby mountain and made preparations for battle there.120 A 

more likely possibility, though, is that the Phocians collectively moved to Tithorea as 

they did during the Persian invasion, preferably to wait out the storm, but ready to 

defend themselves if necessary. Either way, once the Phocians realized that they were 

under siege, they prepared to fight. There was no shortage of resources at Tithorea. The 

                                                           
119 Civilian qualification: no source explicitly mentions the activities or involvement of 

noncombatants in the incident as Herodotus does at 8.32-3 during the Persian invasion. 

120 Hdt. 7.216-18. Of course, no civilians were involved in this particular incident. 
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Phocians had a considerable fighting force at their disposal, and the massive amount of 

exposed limestone from the rock face protecting the refuge was an ideal source of chalk.  

 The plan: the 500 to 600 aristoi raiders with their hopla in all likelihood 

represented the most able-bodied of the Phocian hoplites – they provided the bodily 

strength and equipment required for the task at hand. But non-raiders and 

noncombatants also could have helped to pulverize limestone and apply the chalky 

paste to the skin, garments, weapons, and equipment of the raiders. In addition to a 

spear and short sword, the Phocians would have carried their shields, breastplates 

(whether of metal, leather, or linen), and some form of headgear, although not 

necessarily a full-faced metal helmet.121 Any more equipment would have hindered 

their speed and mobility.  

 According to both Pausanias and Polyaenus, the Phocians waited until they had 

a full moon to attack.122 Some moonlight would have been necessary to reflect off of the 

chalk and provide enough of a contrast for the raiders to see, but not necessarily the 

light of a full moon. This detail regarding moonlight does suggest a sense of timing on 

the part of the Phocians that is absent from Herodotus account, but was no less 

necessary for a successful raid. That is, in addition to a competent raid force, the 

                                                           
121 For hoplite equipment and mobility, see Anderson 1991: 15-37 and Krentz 2010: 45-50. 

122 Paus. 10.1.11: φυλάσσοντες πλήρη τὸν κύκλον τῆς σελήνης; Polyaenus 6.18.1: νυκτὶ 

πανσελήνῳ ἐπικαταβάντες. 
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Phocians needed the right conditions for their attack to work; in particular, a relatively 

clear sky with sufficient moonlight.   

 In addition, although this is not documented, we must assume some degree of 

organization within the raid force, at least in pairs, given the number of individuals 

involved.123 The success of the raid depended fundamentally on surprise and speed and 

this is part of the reason why the Phocians limited the number of raiders. It would seem 

that their goal was to kill as many Thessalians as possible, as quickly as possible. The 

raid also needed to be decisive. If unsuccessful, the attack surely would have prompted 

the invaders to assault Tithorea, and if they did, the remaining Phocians would be 

without their best fighters. 

 All of this suggests that what the Phocians executed on Parnassus ca.490 was far 

from some harassing, “ritual” raid. It was instead a matter of survival. And in this light, 

it is quite unlikely that some hastily chalked up, unorganized mob of hoplites charged 

downhill at night into the Thessalian camp. The Phocians appear to have been far more 

deliberate than that.  

                                                           
123 “At least in pairs” drawn from the nighttime incursion of Diomedes and Odysseus: “My 

pride as a man urges me to go into the enemy camp over there, but if another were to go with 

me it would help, and I would be more confident. When you work as a team, your partner 

helps see what will work out best. Solo, you might see, but not as much, and you’re short on 

wits” (Il. 10.220-6, trans. Lombardo).  
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 Once again, the chalking eliminated the need for the raiders to communicate 

verbally, and this is especially important since all accounts agree that as the Phocians 

descended upon their invaders 

the Thessalian sentries who saw them first were terrified and thought something 

supernatural was happening.124  

 

The sight of the whitened warriors advancing in some sort of formation certainly would 

have appeared strange on the mythologically charged peaks of Parnassus, even if the 

Phocians were not gleaming from head to toe as Pausanias suggests. But the appearance 

of the Phocians would have been positively unnerving if combined with a silent 

advance, that is, with little indication that the whitened figures were mortal beings.   

 However, unless the Phocians’ silenced their equipment somehow (and there is 

no indication of this) the natural rattling of their arms and armor as they advanced still 

would have been audible. This only would have added to the sentries’ confusion. In 

fact, according to Polyaenus, a few of the Thessalians supposed not that they were 

being attacked by a phantom army; rather, that Phocian reinforcements had arrived.125 

There is a hint of revisionism in this qualification, though, almost as if Polyaenus (or his 

source) wanted to emphasize that not all of the Thessalian sentries fell apart so easily at 

                                                           
124 Hdt. 8.27.3: αἵ τε φυλακαὶ τῶν Θεσσαλῶν πρῶται ἰδοῦσαι ἐφοβήθησαν, δόξασαι ἄλλο τι 

εἶναι τέρας; Paus. 10.1.11: τῶν Θεσσαλῶν … θειότερόν τι ἡγουμένων ἢ κατὰ ἔφοδον 

πολεμίων τὸ ἐν τῇ νυκτὶ συμβαῖνον; Polyaenus 6.18.1: οἱ δὲ ὥσπερ φάσμα ξένον καὶ 

ἀλλόκοτον φοβηθέντες 

125 Polyaenus 6.18.1: ἔνιοι δὲ καὶ νομίσαντες Θετταλοὺς εἶναι τοὺς ἐπιτιθεμένους 
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the sight of the attacking Phocians.126 However that may be, the sentries still needed to 

alert the rest of the camp, and here the fortunes of the Phocians’ were about to turn. 

 After the sentries [were spooked], so was the invading army itself.127 

The stationing of sentries indicates that the Thessalians were on guard against the 

Phocians, and at least felt the need to monitor their nighttime activities, possibly 

recalling the Phocians’ unsuccessful nighttime activities from previous encounters. In 

other words, the Thessalians and their allies should not have been surprised if the 

sentries raised an alarm according to procedure. But that was not what happened. The 

chalked Phocians terrified the sentries who then stirred up the rest of the army with 

what must have been a disturbing report. The sentries’ flight into the camp only would 

have led to further confusion as the Phocians descended upon the camp. And so, what 

started as a raid became a rout, and a vicious one at that. 

 The Phocians may have caught and killed some the sentries – we have no idea of 

the number of sentries posted around Tithorea, or of how they were armed, but enough 

of them escaped the Phocians’ initial advance to “inform” the rest of the army. Within 

the confines of the camp, that is, in and around Neon, the Phocians would have 

                                                           
126 And perhaps this should not be surprising given that Polyaenus was of Macedonian descent 

and so may have been favorably disposed towards the Thessalians (Schettino 1998: 191-278). It 

is interesting to point out, however, that with λέγεται at 10.1.11, Pausanias also distances 

himself from the notion that the Thessalians all fled in terror: the implication in Pausanias’ 

account is that the whitened Phocians seemed more supernatural than anything else, and to a 

certain extent, were mistaken as auxiliaries. 

127 Hdt. 8.27.3: καὶ μετὰ τὰς φυλακὰς αὐτὴ ἡ στρατιὴ. 
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encountered a mass of alarmed and confused individuals who, partially armed, were 

likely disorganized and scrambling, and still trying to make sense of the situation. In 

fact, “battle,” or even “rout,” may be too euphemistic for what ensued. 

 They were defeated by the Phocians and treated savagely, 

or in Pausanias’ words, the Phocians slaughtered the Thessalians, implying that the 

Phocians were killing armed and unarmed alike.128 

 Well protected, working in teams, easily distinguished from their enemies, the 

chalked Phocians capitalized on their now enhanced advantage of surprise. The 

Phocians may have supposed that the chalking would terrify the invaders given 

mythological significance of Parnassus, but they could not have depended on this affect 

for the success of the raid. 129 Once again, the chalking was a practical solution to a 

pressing issue, but more importantly, the raid was a matter of survival for the Phocians, 

at least in the short term. That said, if some sort of collective survival instinct accounts 

for the viciousness of the Phocians’ treatment of the Thessalians, it does so only in part.  

 We need to consider an additional factor: how many opportunities would the 

Phocians have had to kill such a large number of their menacing neighbors without any 

legal, political, or religious scruples? This may have weighed on the minds of Phocian 

leaders and heightened the Phocians’ sense of urgency as they pressed their attack. 

                                                           
128 Hdt. 8.27.2: ἑσσώθησαν ὑπὸ τῶν Φωκέων καὶ περιέφθησαν τρηχέως; Paus. 10.1.11 (in 

indirect speech): ἐξεργασθῆναι φόνον τῶν Θεσσαλῶν 

129 Mythological significance of Parnassus: McInerney 1999: 44  
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Given the equipment at hand, the slaughter would have consisted of the Phocians 

thrusting their leaf-shaped spear blades into the chest cavities, necks, and faces of the 

invaders, hacking the limbs of the wounded and unarmed with swords, and dropping 

spear butts onto the heads of those lying on the ground.130 

 In the end the Phocians took possession of about 4,000 bodies and shields.131 

If this number is reasonably accurate, the ratio of Thessalian causalities to Phocian 

raiders was seven to one. This means that the raid and ensuing slaughter may have 

taken approximately an hour or two, and most likely was confined to hours of 

darkness. It is unlikely that the Phocians pursued the fleeing invaders down mountain 

paths at night; instead, it seems that they concentrated their efforts on the camp itself to 

eliminate those unfortunate enough not to have escaped. In this way, the Phocians 

would have taken possession of the Thessalian dead not because they refused to honor 

some Hellenic convention, but because all of the survivors had fled Parnassus. Indeed, 

for the Thessalians, the encounter could have been nothing short of a “trauma.”132 

 But why does Herodotus (or his source) specify that the Phocians seized both the 

corpses and the shields? Is it to emphasize that the Phocians actually killed 4,000 

invaders and did not merely collect 4,000 discarded shields, or to imply that the 

                                                           
130 Methods of killing with hoplite equipment: Lazenby 1991: 87-109 

131 Hdt. 8.27.3: ὥστε τετρακισχιλίων κρατῆσαι νεκρῶν καὶ ἀσπίδων Φωκέας; cf. Polyaenus 

6.18.1: πτῶμα ἐγένοντο Θετταλικὸν ἄνδρες τετρακισχίλιοι 

132 Also the same word used to describe the Spartan defeat at Thermopylae at 8.27.1 (above) 
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Phocians fought honorably, at least to a certain extent? That is, that they did not 

slaughter half-asleep and half- or unarmed men struggling to disentangle themselves 

from each other and their equipment and bedding? Both are possibilities.  

 Herodotus also states that the Phocians immediately dedicated 2,000 of the 

shields at Abae, the Phocian sanctuary close to Hyampolis, and the rest at Delphi.133 The 

dedication at Delphi does speak to a growing national identity among Phocians, and the 

one at Abae far from the site of the incident reinforces further the view that the 

successful defense ca.490 required coordination and cooperation across the Phocian 

ethnos. 

 Then again, it may be worth considering how many shields the Delphians were 

willing to accept in the immediate aftermath of the incident, and how many could fit at 

Abae? True, the Phocians had every reason to advertise their victory to the rest of the 

Greek world, but in more practical terms, they may have also needed to spread load 

their gore-spattered memorials across the region, as no single sanctuary could 

accommodate such a mass of equipment. At any rate, the 2,000 shields at Abae – and 

presumably the other spoils taken from the Thessalians and their allies – certainly 

                                                           
133 Hdt. 8.27.3 and see above. 
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would have furnished the Phocians with a substantial reserve of equipment for another 

emergency.134 

Such was the Phocian Chalk Raid of the Thessalian Camp.  

 

iv. Aftermath and Discussion 

 In 480, approximately five to ten years after the Chalk Raid, 1,000 Phocian 

hoplites joined the Greeks defending Thermopylae. Shortly thereafter the Thessalians 

led the Persians through Phocis pillaging and destroying settlements and sanctuaries. 

And then in 479 another Phocian contingent of 1,000 hoplites led by Harmocydes had to 

fight beside the Thessalians for Mardonius at Plataea. Allegedly, they had to do so 

“under compulsion and against their will.”135   

 However, Herodotus (or his source) was quick to add that not all of the Phocians 

were collaborating with the Persians by 479. Some had taken refuge on Parnassus and 

were using the mountain as a base from which to rob and harass Mardonius’ army in 

Boeotia.136 By Pausanias’ day, the Phocians had actually deserted Mardonius and fought 

                                                           
134 In 379, conspirators against the pro-Sparta party at Thebes armed themselves with spoils that 

were hanging in the stoas (Xen. Hell. 5.4.8 and see Pritchett 1971: 95, n.9). 

135 Under compulsion: Hdt. 9.17 

136 Hdt. 9.31 
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with the Greeks allied against the Persians, yet another example of a competing, 

national version of Phocian history preserved in later sources.137 

Despite these differing accounts, what emerges from the context of the first half 

of the fifth century is that the Chalk Raid ca.490 effectively ended Thessalian aggression 

against the Phocians. The next serious threat to the Phocian ethnos would only 

materialize in the middle of the fourth century in the form of the Third Sacred War.138 

Nevertheless, if the success of the Phocians during the early decades of the fifth century 

is clear enough, less so is the exact nature of their defensive capabilities and its greater 

significance. Here the reconstruction and re-narration of the Chalk Raid sheds light on 

these issues.                      

 And yet, at first glance, the Chalk Raid seems to permit a range of interpretive 

possibilities. According to the conventional view of the incident, for instance, the 

Phocians owed their success ca.490 primarily to a foreign seer. Aside from flocking to 

the mountains and hoping for the best, the Phocians lacked a coherent defensive 

capability.  

 There are a few problems with this interpretation. The first is the size of the 

Phocian raid force. The selection of 500 to 600 raiders suggests that the Phocian hoplites 

at Tithorea numbered close to 1,000. 1,000 hoplites appear elsewhere in Herodotus’ 

                                                           
137 Paus. 10.2.1 

138 Third Sacred War: Buckler 1989 
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history as the total of what individual Phocian poleis could contribute for a joint action. 

Since this fighting force was drawn from all quarters of Phocian territory, the same 

ethnos-wide mechanism that brought together 1,000 Phocian hoplites ca.480-479 was 

also in effect ca.490.139 But mobilizing this force was no leisurely affair. As the Chalk 

Raid shows, the Phocians could quickly converge in one place prepared to fight.  

 This capability reveals that the Phocians had formulated a defensive strategy for 

potential invasions that ran along the following lines. First, the Phocians of the Kephisos 

River Valley and eastern Phocis were to abandon their settlements, move further inland, 

and notify the Phocians of Parnassus and its environs. Collectively, the Phocians would 

then converge at Tithorea – a centrally located, naturally defensible site – and prepare to 

fight. Executing this defensive strategy may not have appeared particularly impressive 

to outsiders, but as the Thessalians learned, the Phocians’ defensive methods were far 

from ineffective. In addition to the Chalk Raid, the Phocians enacted the same defensive 

strategy in response to the Persian invasion of 480, but there was no fighting on 

Parnassus. However, Herodotus mentions that some Phocians temporarily moved to 

nearby Amphissa in West Locris since Tithorea could not accommodate the entire 

                                                           
139 In reference to events ca.371, Xenophon would refer to a similar (if not the same) mechanism 

as the Phocians’ ability to bring together fighting forces “from all quarters” (Xen. Hell. 6.4.21): 

πρὶν γοῦν συλλέγεσθαί τι πανταχόθεν ἔφθανε πόρρω γιγνόμενος. In Xenophon’s view, this 

ability is the reason why Jason of Pherae rushed through Phocian territory so quickly.  
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Phocian ethnos.140 The Phocians may have done the same during in response to the 

invasion ca.490. 

 In fact, if the Phocians were not enacting a defensive strategy ca.490, we are faced 

with a rather curious series of coincidences. First, in response to a large-scale invasion 

threatening their very existence, all of the Phocians who inhabited the more vulnerable 

settlements north of the Kephisos River managed to flee inland before the invading 

army could arrive in Phocis. These Phocians then ended up at the most defensible site 

in Phocian territory where the Phocians of Parnassus joined them before the invading 

force could occupy Neon. And by chance, at least 1,000 fully equipped Phocian hoplites 

were included in the number that converged at Tithorea. The cliffs surrounding 

Tithrorea also happened to be an ideal source of calcite-rich limestone that the Phocians 

would have needed for a large-scale night raid. In addition, there were competent 

enough Phocians at hand to organize and execute such a raid – whether a foreign 

advisor, Harmocydes, or some other anonymous Phocians – and all of this happened to 

come together in extremis.  

 The alternative is that the Phocians fully appreciated the threats that surrounded 

them in the central mainland and had taken steps to defend themselves should the need 

ever arise. Yet this should come as no surprise. After all, the Phocians had every reason 

to develop a defensive strategy during the late-sixth and early-fifth centuries.  

                                                           
140 Hdt. 8.32 
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 Recall that in Herodotus’ account, the Chalk Raid was only the latest of a series 

of “woundings” that the Thessalians had suffered at the hands of the Phocians. This 

implies that a number of limited-scale incidents starting ca.510 culminated in the 

invasion ca.490. Although the details of this conflict are hazy, the Phocians of the late-

archaic and early-classical period certainly lived with the possibility of invasion. Faced 

with this possibility, they needed an easily enacted contingency plan should their 

powerful and aggressive neighbors to the north choose to escalate the conflict. 

 In this light, the Phocians may have deliberately fostered the appearance of 

defensive vulnerability on Parnassus. There are no indications that the Phocians were 

inviting a Thessalian attack, but at the same time, the Phocians’ position at Tithorea did 

neutralize every advantage that the Thessalians and their allies could bring to bear; 

namely, the possibility of tactical maneuvering, the employment of cavalry, and the 

invaders’ numerical advantage. In addition, a night raid actually offered the Phocians 

the greatest chance of success, and was far from an act of desperation. And while it may 

be somewhat of a speculative point, perhaps the Phocians attributed their success to the 

impromptu solution of a foreign seer in order to conceal the full extent of their shrewd 

defensive methods. 

 Be that as it may, why did the Phocians seemingly lack a light-armed capability 

during the late-archaic and early-classical period when small-scale pastoral conflict with 

the West Locrians would have been a relative constant for the inhabitants of 
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Parnassus?141 This seeming deficiency could be merely a function of the sources. That is, 

the Phocians in fact had such capabilities, but since they were involved very little in the 

broader affairs of the fifth-century Greek world, we hear nothing of light-armed 

Phocians.  

 However, the Chalk Raid clearly shows that the Phocian ethnos did not depend 

on light-armed fighters for matters of defense ca.490. On the contrary, the Phocians had 

adapted the technology and tactics of warfare from the polis-centric Greek world to the 

upland environment of the central mainland. Their defensive strategy, then, reflects a 

sound understanding of the potential threats that surrounded the Phocians’ ethnos. 

 But to return to the issue raised at the outset: does the Phocians’ success mean we 

are dealing with a federal state? That is, did a standing central power mobilize an army 

of various Phocian contingents that were led by elected generals? Not necessarily. The 

best evidence of federal organization along these lines during the late-archaic and early-

classical period is implied only in much later sources, and crucially, from events 

documented only by Pausanias and Plutarch. 

 Admittedly, Pausanias and Plutarch may have had access to local sources that 

were unavailable to Herodotus, but these sources are no longer extant, and for that 

                                                           
141 Even for the rest of the fifth century, there is no evidence to suggest that the Phocians fought 

as anything other than hoplites. The fourth century is a different matter, notably in the exploits 

of Philomelos during the Third Sacred War. These exploits involved Phocian cavalry and 

perhaps even Phocian peltasts (Diod. 16.30-1 and see Buckler 1989: 23-4). For pastoral conflict 

between Phocians and West Locrians, see Howe 2003: 129-46 and Howe 2008: 71-97 at 72 and 

85-6. 
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matter, may not have existed in Herodotus’ day.142 Furthermore, the Phocians of the 

late-classical and Hellenistic period attached a great deal of importance to the 

achievements of the fifth-century ethnos. It is likely, then, that later Phocians related 

these achievements preserved in Pausanias and Plutarch in terms familiar to the formal 

league structure of their era – hence the development of a national legend. 

 The Chalk Raid certainly attests to the workings of a proto-federal state or 

confederation during the time in question. It is clear that Phocian poleis were capable of 

concerted action for matters of defense, especially those that concerned the entire ethnos. 

At the very least, this implies that individual poleis had articulated some sort of mutual 

obligation to each other. Interestingly, this would also correspond to the common 

identity articulated by the Phocians’ coinage ca.510-478.  

But an argument for the existence of a particular political entity – in this case, a 

federal state or koinon – requires particular evidence. Ideally, this evidence should 

originate from the political entity itself in the form of epigraphic records of 

administrative appointments, alliances, grants of citizenship or judiciary proceedings. 

                                                           
142 Larsen (1968: 44) raises the possibility of local resources available to later writers that were 

“lost to the main currents of Greek historiography” and so are no longer extant. 
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Such evidence is relatively abundant for the Phocian koinon of the mid-fourth to the 

early-third century – it simply is not there for the Phocian ethnos ca.510-480.143 

 And yet, why does it matter if there was a formal koinon in Phocis during the 

time in question, and what is at stake with the existence of an early Phocian federal 

state? The answer, it seems, is that the Phocians’ forming of a koinon – a complex “and 

imaginative response to the changing circumstances of the Archaic period” – would 

effectively invalidate the Thucydidean view of upland ethnē as backward, at least for the 

case of Phocis.144 Invalidating this view is an important correction for understanding the 

development of the Phocian ethnos in the late-archaic and classical periods, but I would 

argue that it does not require the existence of a koinon.  

 The dynamic defense of ca.490 illustrates that even without a formal federal 

structure the Phocians still constituted a well-organized and successful political entity. 

Given the state of the evidence, the possibility remains that there was a federal state in 

Phocis during the time in question – ethnic affiliation, a common coinage and a 

common meeting place are certainly features of later koina.145 But the point is that there 

did not need to be a formal koinon in Phocis for an effective defense, and this, too, 

                                                           
143 There is, in addition, an early-fourth century decree that granted Phocian citizenship to three 

Athenians (Giovannini 1972: 52-3). For the epigraphic record of the Phocian koinon ca.350-280, 

see McInerney 1999: 236-41. 

144 McInerney 1999: 180-1 at 181  

145 Common features of koina: McInerney 2013: 470-1 
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invalidates the notion that the Phocians were somehow playing catch-up with the rest 

of the Greek world around the turn of the fifth century. 

 Perhaps a better indication of the existence of a federal state is the Phocians’ 

wide-scale territorial aggression ca.458-7. In 458, the Phocians attacked the Dorian 

towns of Boion, Erineon, and Kytineon, captured one of them, but withdrew when the 

Spartans came to the Dorians’ aid.146 Around the same time the Phocians also attacked 

and seized the sanctuary of Delphi, were involved in hostilities against the Thessalians, 

and may have concluded an alliance with the Athenians.147 These incidents suggest that 

a more coherent central power was acting on the perceived interests of the Phocian 

ethnos and that these interests now included more than defense and survival. At the 

very least, the Chalk Raid confirms that the Phocians were on this trajectory by the turn 

of the fifth century. 

 By way of conclusion, it is worth considering why we never hear of chalking 

again in ancient Greek history if the tactic was so successful on Parnassus ca.490. There 

is no shortage of historical comparanda for the use of paste or body paint in war, 

whether for protection, camouflage or some ritual purpose. The Celts are perhaps the 

                                                           
146 Thuc. 1.107 

147 Attack and seizure of Delphi: Plut. Cim. 17.3; hostilities against Thessaly: Thuc. 1.111. The 

possible alliance with the Athenians is based on a fragmentary Athenian decree (McInerney 

1999: 188-9). 
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most well-know example from antiquity.148 But chalking was not a standard practice for 

the Phocians. If it were, the Chalk Raid could be interpreted along these quasi-ritual 

lines. 

 One explanation for the uniqueness of the chalking, then, is that such a tactic 

could only have worked under very specific conditions (like the ones detailed above), 

and that these circumstances were never met elsewhere in the Greek world. But even 

then, what about the rest of Phocian history? Why is there only one chalk raid if there 

were subsequent invasions of Phocis?  

 Recall that when the Persians invaded Phocis in 480 they did not attempt to 

dislodge the Phocians who were once again “shut in” at Tithorea. Crucially, the 

Thessalians were the ones guiding the invasion. Whatever the aims of the Persians in 

Phocis, the Thessalians certainly could have persuaded their foreign allies to help them 

exact revenge for the Chalk Raid. But was it worth the risk? Tithorea neutralized 

virtually every advantage that an invading army could bring to Phocis, and the 

prospects of defending against another nighttime raid would have been uncertain. 

Perhaps this is why no other chalk raids are mentioned: the Chalk Raid ca.490 worked 

so well that the Thessalians never dared to press the issue again at Tithorea. 

 However, without Herodotus’ contemporary account and the dedications at 

Delphi, the Chalk Raid easily could have become part of the somewhat fanciful 

                                                           
148 See, for example, Martín-Gil et al 2007: 63-76. 
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embellishments of later accounts. As it stands, the incident provides the sole glimpse 

into the Phocians’ collective defensive abilities during the time in question. 

Furthermore, based on the reconstruction and re-narration above, the Chalk Raid also 

reveals a degree of strategic thinking that the Phocians’ aggressive neighbors failed to 

appreciate until it was too late.  

 And so, maybe it is only fitting that the Phocians’ defense was based on the 

peaks of Parnassus. The imposing geographical barrier that had once divided the 

Phocians had now become the source of their collective survival. 
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CHAPTER 3 

 

The Aetolian Rout of the Athenians 426 

 

 

 
How many myriads of men, what overconfidence, and what immense 

resources have been destroyed by the resolve and dynamism of those who 

act with intention and calculation in the face of danger. 

      Polybius 2.35.8 

 

 

 

 

i. Introduction149  

The ancient literary tradition produced a wide range of characterizations for the 

Aetolians. They were “steadfast in battle” and “great-hearted” in Homer; in Pindar, 

strict overseers of competition at Olympia.150 Outsiders considered their land isolated 

and nearly impenetrable.151 Herodotus, for instance, related how a certain Titormus, the 

“strongest man in Greece,” went to live on the limits of Aetolian territory solely to 

avoid other people.152 According to Thucydides, the Aetolians were apolitical, 

plundering pastoralists – relics of a past age still scattered across unfortified mountain 

                                                           
149 All dates are BC; all translations are my own. 

150 μενεχάρμαι: Il. 9.529; μεγαθύμων: Il. 9.549, 23.633; Pind. Ol. 3.10. See also Brennan 1987: 1-3 

for a possible ethnic joke in Homer at the Aetolians’ expense. 

151 Ephorus FGrHist 70F122, Diod. Sic. 18.25.1, Livy 36.30.4, Strabo 10.2.3-4 

152 Hdt. 6.127 
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villages.153 In the eyes of some Greeks, they were also “semi-barbarous,” if Euripides’ 

description of the mythical Tydeus can be taken to represent Athenian attitudes toward 

actual Aetolians.154 A couple of centuries later, Polybius characterized the Aetolians as 

violent, cruel, impious, haughty, inhuman, revolutionary, greedy, and even cowardly 

(among other things).155 Ultimately, by Livy’s day, the Aetolians had become actual 

barbarians, at least from the perspective of an elite Roman.156  

In response, a great deal of recent scholarship has attempted to discredit or at 

least qualify these ancient topoi. For example, although raiding appears to have been a 

constant in Aetolian history, it was not a way of life for all Aetolians, and for that 

matter, the Aetolians never constituted a pirate state.157 As for pastoralism, the balance 

between animal husbandry and agriculture may have leaned more toward the former in 

ancient Aetolia, but this was only to be expected given the limited amount of arable 

                                                           
153 Thuc. 1.5-6 and see the Introduction. 

154 μειξοβάρβαρος: Eur. Phoen. 131-40 at 138. For the origins and legacy of the ancient topos of 

barbarism vis-à-vis the Aetolians, see Antonetti 1987a: 199-236, esp. 209-13. See also Dench 1995: 

111-53 on the differences between ancient and modern preoccupations with mountain societies. 

For the relationship between drama and social reality in fifth- and fourth-century Athens, see 

Hall, E. 2006. 

155 Polyb. 4.3.5, 18.7-9, 4.62.2, 4.64.8, 4.67.3-4, 4.79.1. For Polybius and the Aetolians, see Sacks 

1975: 92-106, Mendels 1984/6: 63-73, and Champion 2007: 356-62. 

156 Livy 32.24.3-4. Antonetti 1990b: 43-143 has traced the devolution of these ancient attitudes 

toward the Aetolians from the classical through the Roman periods. 

157 For Aetolian raiding as a trans-historical phenomenon, see Bakhuizen 1996: 223-34. See 

Grainger 1999: 3-25 for an argument against the view of late-classical and Hellenistic Aetolia as 

a pirate state. 
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land in the region.158 Furthermore, although archaeological research in Aetolia is quite 

limited, there is still little evidence of wide-scale urban settlement in the region until the 

late-fourth and early-third centuries.159 But as several scholars have argued, the lack of 

poleis and other forms of monumental architecture during the fifth and fourth centuries 

was not the result of a cultural failure on the part of the Aetolians. On the contrary, the 

Aetolians were adapting to the various demands of their upland environment and 

geopolitical context, and these demands did not call for cities, fortifications or grandiose 

temples.160  

Besides qualifying ancient topoi, another branch of Aetolian studies has focused 

on a more local issue, namely, the relationship between the Hellenistic Aetolian league 

(koinon) and the fifth-century Aetolian ethnos. As one leading researcher put it, 

“[h]istory presents an enigmatic problem in the rise to dominance of the ancient 

Aetolians. How could these backward mountaineers, living in their poor, harsh and 

hardly penetrable territory, develop into a successful cohesive political formation, 

which was to be one of the most prominent Hellenistic powers opposing the 

                                                           
158 Importance of pastoralism: Bommeljé, S and Doorn 1991: 81-97 

159 “From an archaeological point of view, Aetolia is still one of the most poorly researched 

regions of Greece” (Bommeljé, S. 1987b: 14), an observation that remains valid. The most recent 

archaeological activity in the region has concentrated on the prehistoric era (Dietz and Moschos 

2006) and on areas that were not “Aetolian” during the time in question, in particular, Calydon 

(Dietz and Stavropoulou-Gatsi 2011, Volumes I and II). 

160 Funke 1987: 87-96, Bommeljé, S 1987c: 21-3 
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Macedonians and the Romans?”161 Solving this “enigmatic problem” has proven to be 

difficult.   

The Aetolian League of the Hellenistic period is relatively well documented and 

has been studied in depth, but before the second half of the fourth-century, there is very 

little evidence of wide-scale political activity in the region.162 To be sure, there are 

enough indications to suggest that the fifth-century Aetolian ethnos amounted to 

something like a loose tribal confederation.163 And at present, the emergence of the 

Aetolian koinon ca.367 is understood as gradual ethnos-wide shift toward greater legal 

and political cooperation under the direction of a central, governing council.164   

All of this raises a series of questions. If the Aetolians constituted a relatively 

coherent “people” or “nation” during the fifth century, what were they capable of? That 

is, what could they do as an ethnos and why might this be significant? In response to the 

first question, past scholarship would answer that the fifth-century Aetolians were 

capable of “concerted action:” they sent representative embassies abroad and concluded 

alliances (there is one instance of this on record), they fought to retain and then regain 

                                                           
161 Bommeljé, S. 1987b: 13 

162 Hellenistic league: Grainger 1999, Scholten 2000 

163 Character of the early Aetolian ethnos: Larsen 1968: 78-80 and see below. 

164 The earliest indication of the existence of a formal Aetolian koinon is an Athenian decree of 

protest dated to 367/6 (Rhodes and Osborne 35 = 2003: 168-73). For the development of the 

emergent Aetolian koinon, see Giovannini 1971: 60-3, Beck 1997: 43-54, Funke 1997: 152-63, 

Corsten 1999: 133-59, and Makil 2013: 52-7. 
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the coastal settlement of Naupactus, they participated in at least one limited-scale 

conflict outside of the territorial limits of Aetolia, and they also made some allowance 

for “national” defense.165 In fact, these concerted actions are the evidence that something 

more than an ethnic group existed in Aetolia during the fifth century, something like a 

state.  

However, the nature and broader significance of the Aetolians’ concerted action 

during the fifth century has yet to be given serious consideration. Part of the reason for 

this could be that the Aetolians were aloof from the major affairs of the rest of the Greek 

world during the time in question. The status of the evidence has also discouraged the 

investigation of this topic, especially for periods before the middle of the fourth century: 

what little evidence there is originates from non-Aetolian sources.  

Nevertheless, while fifth-century Aetolian activity is rare in the historical record, 

an underappreciated defensive action in 426 referred to as the Aetolian Rout of the 

Athenians stands to change the prevailing notions of the Aetolians’ collective 

capabilities during the time in question.166   

                                                           
165 Embassy to Sparta: Thuc. 3.100 (discussed further below). For the text and commentary of the 

fifth-century defensive alliance with Sparta (SEG 26, 461), see Meiggs and Lewis 1989: 312 and 

Baltrusch 1994: 21-30. For conflict over Naupactus, see Jacquemin and Laroche 1982: 192-204 

who discuss a Messenian monument at Delphi celebrating a victory over the Aetolians at 

Naupactus dated roughly to the early fifth century. See also Xen. Hell. 4.6.14. In 402, upwards of 

a thousand selected (epilektoi) Aetolians helped the Eleans in their conflict with the Spartans 

(Diod. 14.17 and see Rzepka 2009: 18-19). For defense, see below. 

166 Thuc. 3.94-8 
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As this chapter argues, the dynamics of this encounter reveal a high level of 

coordination and strategic planning within the Aetolian ethnos by the late-fifth century, 

despite the absence of central, directing power. But if the illustrative significance of the 

Aetolian Rout of the Athenians remains underappreciated, by no means has past 

scholarship overlooked the incident. 

 

ii. Past Approaches and Sources  

The Aetolian Rout of the Athenians has surfaced in a variety of debates, beyond 

focused investigations of Aitolika. Historiographical analyses, for instance, have 

revealed the significance of the incident for understanding Thucydides’ overarching 

methodology.167 A branch of this approach, the study of individuals in Thucydides, has 

placed special emphasis on the Aetolian experiences of the general Demosthenes, a key 

figure in later Athenian successes and failures.168 The development of Aigition, the 

location of the Rout itself, has raised questions of urbanization and the nature of polis 

                                                           
167 Historiographical analyses include macro approaches to Thucydides’ method such as Stahl’s 

study of recurring structural elements (Wiederkehrende Strukturmomente des Geschehens) and 

event-complexes (Ereigniskomplexe) in 3.94-114 and 4.2-5.14 (1966: 129-57).  

168 See, for example, Woodcock 1928: 93-108 and Treu 1956: 420-47 for defenses of Demosthenes 

against Thucydides. Roisman 1993 has studied Demosthenes’ career as documented by 

Thucydides to reevaluate the Athenian’s generalship and assess his place in the history of Greek 

warfare. For the study of individuals in Thucydides, see Westlake 1968, at 97-121 and 261-76 for 

Demosthenes. 
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formation during the fifth and fourth centuries.169 And for some, the incident speaks to 

ancient attitudes regarding political and cultural differences within the ancient Greek 

world; specifically, to attitudes toward the Aetolians.170   

Historians of ancient Greek warfare have discussed the Aetolian Rout of the 

Athenians mostly to refine or illustrate a particular view of things. It is a “classic 

demonstration of the folly of taking hoplites into terrain that suited light troops,” in 

Lazenby’s view.171 Allegedly Thucydides’ narrative of the Rout is also “[t]he most 

remarkable failure to acknowledge the presence of light-armed rowers” fighting on 

land in any classical source, according to van Wees,  and also one of the earliest 

indications of developing trends in Greek warfare that would prevail in the fourth 

century.172 Finally, in Hanson’s interpretation, the incident is an example of the classical 

hoplite disdain for those who fight from afar, that is, not face-to-face.173  

                                                           
169 The central issue with Aigition – a polis in the urban sense – is whether the site also 

functioned as a polis in the political sense ca.426-367, roughly from the Aetolian rout of the 

Athenians until the emergence of the Aetolian koinon in the epigraphic record. Funke (1997: 145-

88) argues in the affirmative, but see the cautions of Hansen 1995: 39-40, 43.  

170 For the incident as illustrative of general attitudes toward ethnē, see Morgan 2003: 7-8. 

Attitudes toward the Aetolians: Antonetti 1990b: 77-85 and see above. 

171 Lazenby 2004: 61. See also Ober 1991: 178 who cites the Athenians’ failure to construct a 

suitable escape route as a key factor in the loss of so many hoplites. This rendered the Athenians 

overly susceptible to pursuit. 

172 van Wees 2004: 64. Early indication of the rise of light-armed troops: Best 1969: 17-35, 

Anderson 1970: 117, and see below. 

173 “There is a note of pathos in the usually somber Thucydides when he describes the fate of a 

phalanx of five hundred [sic] of the best Athenian infantry who during the early years of the 
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Although these past approaches are not flawed per se, they have obscured the 

illustrative significance of the incident, in part by focusing on particular aspects of 

Thucydides’ narrative, but more significantly by neglecting the Aetolian perspective of 

the Rout. The result is that for modern researchers the incident has become an Athenian 

mishap, the culmination of a series of errors and misjudgments. As a result, very little 

consideration has been given to how the Aetolians affected the outcome of the 

encounter.  

In response, the analysis below focuses on the dynamics of the Aetolian Rout of 

the Athenians, but primarily from the Aetolian perspective. This approach will 

challenge the prevailing military views of the incident, and in the process, shed light on 

the inner workings and capabilities of the Aetolian ethnos during the time in question. 

 The problem with this approach, though, is that Thucydides is the one source for 

the Aetolian rout of the Athenians. No other ancient account of the incident is available 

for comparison. 174 As is well known, Thucydides’ historical enterprise was thoroughly 

enmeshed in his philosophical and literary one. What this means is that Thucydides 

                                                                                                                                                                                           

Peloponnesian War stumbled clumsily into the mountainous wilds of Aitolia only to be bled 

white by the javelins and arrows of lightly armed native irregulars. Nowhere was there an 

enemy phalanx visible to test the Athenians’ spears and unbroken ranks” (Hanson 1989: 16).  

174 Diodorus’ summary version (12.60) – if not based entirely on Thucydides – adds nothing. 
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selected and shaped historical material to cast individuals and events in a certain light, 

often to establish and reinforce his general, predictable patterns of human behavior.175  

For the year 426/5, for instance, Thucydides only related the deeds of the 

Athenians and their allies and those who fought against them – in other words, only the 

ones he deemed worthy of his history.176 And while Thucydides may not have invented 

material whole cloth for this or any other year, he certainly could have distorted or 

added details to fit his own broader narratives. His account of the encounter under 

consideration is no exception. 

 As usual, Thucydides does not specify his sources for the Aetolian Rout of the 

Athenians. There are no indications that he was an eye-witness of the incident or that he 

even took part in the expedition under Demosthenes and Procles.177 At the very least, 

                                                           
175 The literature devoted to Thucydides’ method – its philosophical basis, intellectual 

predilections, rhetorical strategies, and the role of historical truth among other things – is 

immense. Major root treatments include de Romilly 1956, Stahl 1966, Hunter 1973, and Connor 

1984. For the contested modern image of Thucydides as a historian, see, for example, Connor 

1977: 289-98 and Loraux 1980: 55-81. See also Dover 1983: 54-63 for the debate of Thucydides “as 

history” and “as literature.” For this debate in the case of battles, see Paul 1987: 307-12, 

tempered by Hunt 2006: 388-9. 

176 Thuc. 3.90: ἃ δὲ λόγου μάλιστα ἄξια ἢ μετὰ τῶν Ἀθηναίων οἱ ξύμμαχοι ἔπραξαν ἢ πρὸς 

τοὺς Ἀθηναίους οἱ ἀντιπόλεμοι, τούτων μνησθήσομαι. “A unique and very interesting 

programmatic statement by Th. of a general method—selectivity—which he in fact practises 

throughout his work” (Hornblower 1991: 498, citing his treatment of this theme at 1987: 37-44). 

Also a unique and very interesting statement in that μνησθήσομαι suggests a reliance on 

memory, elsewhere ridiculed in Thucydides’ programmatic statements on historical 

methodology (Meyers 2008: 13-34). 

177 Compare his claim to authority in detailing the plague (2.48) and his use of the third person 

to relate his own involvement in the Athenian defeat at Amphipolis in 424 (4.102-8). 
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Thucydides’ sources of information would have been Athenian survivors, and as a 

number of scholars have argued, Demosthenes likely was his principal one.178 We still 

need to assume that the Athenians attempted to cast their actions in as favorable a light 

as possible, and in light of the pathos that Thucydides exhibits at the end of his Aetolian 

narrative, they appear to have had a sympathetic listener.      

 All of these considerations call for a measured perspective: there can be no single 

reading of the Aetolian Rout of the Athenians given the nature of its one source. With 

this in mind, discussed throughout the analysis below are different interpretations of 

possible Thucydidean topoi or details posited as a matter of fact that Thucydides (or his 

source) simply could not have known. In addition, to mitigate the single-source 

problem, the analysis draws on the published results of archaeological, ethnographic, 

and topographical research in the region of ancient Aetolia.179 At times this research 

enhances the illustrative value of Thucydides’ narrative; at others, it calls into question 

the assertions of Thucydides and his sources regarding the Aetolians’ activities. In sum, 

                                                           
178 Demosthenes as Thucydides’ source: Westlake 1968: 97. The argument, in short, rests on the 

unusually high level of detail in incidents involving Demosthenes, and more importantly, on 

the personal relationship that the two likely maintained as colleagues on the board of stratēgoi in 

424/3. 

179 Key archaeological and ethnographic studies: Bommeljé, S. and Doorn (eds.) 1987, Doorn 

1993: 35-71. Key topographical studies include Freitag 1999 on the Gulf of Corinth, and 

Pritchett’s investigation of “Demosthenes’ Campaign in Southern Aitolia in 426 B.C.” (1991: 47-

82). I have also benefitted from Funke and Haake 2006: 369-84 on literary aspects of 

Thucydidean geography.  
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the combination of these different forms of evidence provides an opportunity to 

reconstruct and re-narrate the dynamics of the incident in great detail. 

 Before turning to the Aetolian rout of the Athenians, some context: the sixth year 

of the war between the Spartans, Athenians and their respective allies (426/5) began 

with a wide range of activity. A series of earthquakes turned back a Spartan invasion of 

Attica; the Athenians in Sicily resumed their operations from the previous winter, 

defeating the Mylaeans and forcing the surrender of nearby Messania. Meanwhile, a 

sizeable detachment of ships under Nicias left the Piraeus to subdue the Melians, and 

another under Demosthenes and Procles departed to sail around the Peloponnese.180  

At the same time, the Spartans were establishing and fortifying their colony of 

Heraclea in Trachis, a cause of strategic concern for the Athenians and a source of 

irritation and eventual conflict for the Thessalians and Euboeans.181 In the western 

mainland, there appears to have been no comparable activity preceding the arrival of 

the Athenians in 426.182 However, as the events leading up to the Athenian invasion of 

                                                           
180 Thuc. 3.89-91, Diod. Sic. 12.60. For further contextual analysis, see Kagan 1974: 187-201 and 

Lendon 2010: 219-33. See also Westlake 1945: 75-84 for the general pattern and aims of Athenian 

seaborne raids in Periclean strategy, and Bosworth, B. 1992: 46-55 for the Athenians’ 

intervention in Sicily. 

181 Thuc. 3.92-3, Diod. 12.59. For a brief discussion of the strategic significance of Heraclea in 

Trachis for the Spartans, see Andrewes 1978: 91-102 at 95-9. See also Malkin 1994: 219-35. 

182 That is, there is no evidence of large-scale mobilizations of people and resources or 

epigraphic evidence of new or shifting alliances. However, the Athenians had been active in the 

region a few years before (Phormio in Acarnania: Thuc. 2.102), and around the same time, there 
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Aetolia and those of the rest of the year indicate, the western Greeks – the Aetolians 

included – were far from being at ease with each other, even if no single polity was 

attempting to control the entire region.183 Whether they realized it or not, the Athenians 

under Demosthenes and Procles were about to involve themselves in a complex of 

regional affairs. 

 

iii. the Rout 

 The Athenians had no reason to be in Aetolia during the early summer of 426.184 

Their allies might have, but the Athenians did not. A force of thirty ships under the 

command of Demosthenes son of Alcisthenes and Procles son of Theodorus (the junior 

of the two) had sailed around the Peloponnese and ambushed some guards at 

Ellomenos in the territory of Leucas. With the help of the Acarnanians, Zacynthians, 

Cephallenians, and fifteen Corcyraean ships, the Athenians then attacked the island of 

                                                                                                                                                                                           

is some evidence of conflict between the Ambracians and Amphilocian Argives involving 

neighboring non-Greeks (Thuc. 2.28 and see Krentz and Sullivan 1987: 241-3). 

183 Thucydides hints at a tense equilibrium between the western Greeks (3.113): the Acarnanians 

preferred to contend with the defeated and subdued Ambraciots – as opposed to annihilating 

them – if this would prevent a permanent Athenian presence in the region. As an aside, the 

Aetolians were the first to dominate this part of the Greek world, emerging as a regional power 

towards the end of the fourth century (Larsen 1968: 195-215, Mendels 1984: 129-80, Corsten 

1999: 133-59, Grainger 1999: 29-104, Arnush 2000: 293-307, Scholten 2000: 14-28). 

184 Early summer: Thucydides is imprecise about the exact timing, but given his system of 

chronology (Meritt 1962: 436-46, Pritchett 1986: 205-11) and the scale of subsequent events, the 

Athenians seem to have arrived in the region between early March and early June. 
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Leucas. In response, the Leucadians withdrew into Leucas, the city on the northern end 

of the island.  

 According to Thucydides, the Acarnanians were particularly eager for the 

Athenians to besiege the Leucadians and rid the region of what they perceived to be a 

perennial nuisance.185 Evidently, the Athenians were unenthusiastic about conducting a 

siege, but they did remain at Leucas for a short while. 

 In the meantime, a contingent of Messenians from Naupactus persuaded 

Demosthenes to consider an invasion of Aetolia. This must have been an intriguing 

proposal. For one, the Aetolians were the enemies of Naupactus, a coastal polity where 

the Athenians had helped to settle a number of rebel helots approximately thirty years 

prior. The settling of the helots – and the existence of Naupactus itself – was still a 

source of grief for the Spartans, as Demosthenes would have known.186 In addition, with 

the Aetolians subdued, the Athenians could take control of the entire region and then 

exploit the western mainland for their own purposes. These prospects appealed to 

Demosthenes for a couple of reasons. 

From a practical perspective, the land force at his disposal was immense: 

anything was possible, or so it seemed. Demosthenes also had every reason to attend to 

the Messenians’ desires. They were a key ally in the escalating conflict between the 

                                                           
185 Thuc. 3.91, 3.94 

186 Settlement at Naupactus: Thuc. 1.103, Lewis 1992b: 118 
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Athenians and the Spartans, and it was in the Athenians’ interest to remain in good 

standing with a population of Greeks dedicated to the defeat of their adversaries. 

Furthermore, with the Aetolians out of the way, or even as allies, Demosthenes could 

lead a land force against the Boeotians from the west without further aid from Athens. 

The accolades that would follow such an achievement must have been exciting for the 

young Athenian general.187 Finally, Demosthenes lacked experience in this part of the 

Greek world, and so was a poor judge of advice. In this case, the Messenians assured 

him that 

although the Aetolians were a large and warlike people, they lived in villages 

without walls that were dispersed at great length. Also, as they employed a light 

armament, they could easily be subdued before uniting in defense.188 

 

An ethnos characterized the Aetolians – a people, tribe or nation. Thucydides usually 

applies this term to non-Greeks and the Greeks who inhabited the more mountainous 

northern mainland, or in other words, “marginal” populations, at least from the 

Athenians’ perspective.189  

                                                           
187 Thuc. 3.95. For a discussion of Demosthenes’ aims, see Roisman 1993: 24-5. 

188 Thuc. 3.94.4 (in indirect speech): τὸ γὰρ ἔθνος μέγα μὲν εἶναι τὸ τῶν Αἰτωλῶν καὶ 

μάχιμον, οἰκοῦν δὲ κατὰ κώμας ἀτειχίστους, καὶ ταύτας διὰπολλοῦ, καὶ σκευῇ ψιλῇ χρώμεν

ον οὐ χαλεπὸν ἀπέφαινον, πρὶν ξυμβοηθῆσαι, καταστραφῆναι.  

189 For the use of ethnos in Thucydides, focusing on the Macedonians and Thracians, see 

Xydopoulos 2007: 1-22. See, also, the Introduction for further discussion of the polyvalence of 

ethnos. 
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 There were some poleis in Aetolia, and a very important one as we will see, but 

urban settlements were scarce and limited mostly to the south-eastern region of Aetolia 

during the time in question.190 Politically, the Aetolians were organized along more 

tribal lines: the Apodotians and Ophionians occupied the southern and eastern portion 

of Aetolian territory, the Eurytanians the northern and western.191 In Thucydides’ view, 

the way of life that the Aetolians practiced was a holdover from past ages: the Aetolians 

dwelt in unfortified settlements, carried weapons at all times, and relied on brigandage 

for subsistence. Apparently, this also suggested that communication between Aetolian 

tribes and settlements was limited – hence the Messenians’ advice. What the 

Messenians did not mention, although it may have been assumed, was that the rugged 

terrain of the region also encouraged a light load for ease of movement, especially in the 

event of conflict.192   

                                                           
190 Aetolian poleis: Freitag, Funke, and Moustakis 2004: 382-6 and see above. 

191 The territorial boundaries of the Aetolian tribes mentioned by name remain unclear, even 

from later periods, and they likely never were except to the Aetolians who constituted them 

(Antonetti 1987b: 95-113 and 1988: 11-38). However, from this incident, we learn that the 

Apodotians in southern Aetolia shared borders with the Ozolian Locrians; the Ophionions – 

subdivided into Bomiensians and Kalliensians – inhabited the region north and east of the 

Apodotians; and the Eurytanians were furthest north in the southern Pindus, occupying the 

most geographically extensive region of Aetolia. 

192 For Aetolian topography and geography, Woodhouse 1897: 3-52 remains a useful reference. 

For a more general overview, see Deylius 1987: 32-9. 
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They speak a most unintelligible dialect, and are said to eat their meat raw.193 

And so, were it not for the fact that the Aetolians spoke Greek and could claim a share 

of the Homeric tradition, one might be inclined to say that they were barbarians.194 But 

the Aetolians were Greeks, no question about it; only in the eyes of the Messenians their 

backward way of life was somewhat of a weakness, and certainly exploitable.195 

Demosthenes was convinced. 

With the rest of the land force – Cephallenians, Messenians, Zacynthians, and 

three hundred marines from the Athenian fleet (the fifteen Corcyraean ships had 

departed) – he initiated the attack against the Aetolians, setting up base at Oineon 

in Locris.196 

 

The Cephallenians and Zacynthians were islanders. What they brought on the 

expedition in terms of armament and equipment is unknown. How they organized 

themselves in defense is also unclear, although they likely relied on the protection of 
                                                           
193 Thuc. 3.94.5: ἀγνωστότατοι δὲ γλῶσσαν καὶ ὠμοφάγοι εἰσίν, ὡς λέγονται. Note that it is 

unclear whether these ethnographic observations apply to Aetolians writ large, or just to the 

more remote Eurytanians, although the latter seems to be the case. 

194 Or, as we saw, employ the adjective “semi-barbarous.” For the relationship between Homeric 

Aeolis and the fifth- and fourth-century Aetolian ethnos, see Bommeljé, S. 1988: 297-316.  

195 An important qualification: in the Messenians’ view, the warlike Aetolians were militarily 

feeble only in isolation of each other (cf. Lendon 2010: 478, n.28: “Demosthenes’ attack on 

Aetolia was premised on the military feebleness of the Aetolians”). It was the Aetolians’ ability 

to unite that the Messenians encouraged Demosthenes to keep in mind.  

196 Thuc. 3.95.2-3: αὐτὸς τῇ λοιπῇ στρατιᾷ, Κεφαλλῆσι καὶ Μεσσηνίοις καὶ Ζακυνθίοις καὶ 

Ἀθηναίων τριακοσίοις τοῖς ἐπιβάταις τῶν σφετέρων νεῶν (αἱ γὰρ πέντε καὶ δέκα τῶν 

Κερκυραίων ἀπῆλθον νῆες), ἐστράτευσεν ἐπ᾽ Αἰτωλούς. ὡρμᾶτο δὲ ἐξ Οἰνεῶνος τῆς 

Λοκρίδος. “Setting up base” for ὁρμάω: Gomme 1956: 404. Although the exact location of this 

base – the precinct of Neman Zeus – remains uncertain, Pritchett estimates approximately one 

kilometer as the distance from the harbor at Oineon to the site of the camp (1991: 52-60 at 60). 

See also Lerat 1952a: 195-7. 
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city walls when faced with an external threat as did the Leucadians in response to the 

Athenians’ attack. This, however, was an aggressive incursion; and Thucydides, if he 

knew at all, regarded whatever they added to Demosthenes’ land force as 

unremarkable. The Messenians, we learn later, at least provided a guide in the region, 

but the manner in which they fought, if they fought at all, is unknown.  

 What is mentioned is the presence of three hundred Athenian epibatai, 

conventionally referred to as marines. Each Athenian vessel would have carried ten of 

these sea hoplites. Their duties ranged from boarding and capturing enemy ships to 

security and internal administration when not underway.197 Perhaps they organized 

themselves in ranks by vessel once on land. A phalanx thirty across and ten deep would 

have been a considerable force. This is just a speculation, though; it is just as likely that 

marines, in general, did not fight in a rigid formation. In fact, as the incident unfolds, 

the latter seems to have been the case.  

 The Corcyraeans departed presumably with about one hundred and fifty of their 

own epibatai, or at least with some armed contingent of light-armed troops or archers 

that performed similar duties. The Acarnanians refused to join the expedition, upset by 

                                                           
197 For the duties and responsibilities of Athenian marines, see Morrison, Coates and Rankov 

2000: 107-26. See also Rawlings 2000: 233-60 who does not consider hoplite equipment to have 

been constraining. In general, he views hoplites as military “all-rounders” capable of 

performing a range of duties without significant modification of their armament (2007: 224). 
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Demosthenes’ refusal to circumvallate Leucas. But luckily for Demosthenes, the 

Athenians had other resources in the region. 

The Ozolian Locrians were allies of the Athenians, and they were to meet the 

Athenians with their whole force in the heart of the country.198  

 

Ozolian or Western Locris, in a literal and figurative sense, was the bridge to Aetolia. 

These particular Locrians occupied approximately thirty kilometers of coast on the 

northern Gulf of Corinth, and the Locrian settlement of Oineon was the only harbor in 

the region that could have accommodated the number of vessels and personnel that the 

Athenians and their allies brought to the region (Map 3). Conveniently, the northern 

and western limits of the Locrians’ territory were coterminous with the southern and 

eastern ones of the Aetolians. This meant that the Athenians and their allies did not 

have to fight their way into Aetolian territory.199 Instead, they could acclimate to the 

terrain, prepare their equipment, and ready themselves in case the Aetolians decided to 

resist. Furthermore, 

as they shared borders with the Aetolians, were armed in a similar fashion, and 

knew the Aetolians’ way of fighting and their territory, they seemed likely to be of 

great value as allies on the expedition.200

                                                           
198 Thuc. 3.95.3: οἱ δὲ Ὀζόλαι οὗτοι Λοκροὶ ξύμμαχοι ἦσαν, καὶ ἔδει αὐτοὺς πανστρατιᾷ 

ἀπαντῆσαι τοῖς Ἀθηναίοις ἐς τὴν μεσόγειαν. 

199 For the topography of Ozolian Locris, see Lerat 1952a, esp. 62-72, and more recently, Freitag 

1999: 58-113, concentrating on the coast.  

200Thuc. 3.95.3: ὄντες γὰρ ὅμοροι τοῖς Αἰτωλοῖς καὶ ὁμόσκευοι μεγάλη ὠφελία ἐδόκουν εἶναι 

ξυστρατεύοντες μάχης τε ἐμπειρίᾳ τῆς ἐκείνων καὶ χωρίων. “Similarly equipped” suggests a 

preference for a light armament, but it is still a vague term in a military context, as is the 

adjective psilos (Lendon 2005: 412-13). 
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In other words, the Locrians had an essential ingredient to success in this part of 

the Greek world that Demosthenes lacked: experience. They were familiar with the land 

of Aetolia and the practices of the Aetolians, most likely from plundering activities, 

pastoral conflict and other less violent forms of interaction.201 But whether the Locrians 

imparted their intimate knowledge of the region and its people to Demosthenes is an 

open question. If they did, there are no indications that Demosthenes took their 

cautions to heart. 

 However, the Locrians did agree to meet the Athenians further inland as 

reinforcements, and this in all likelihood was a key aspect of the invasion in eyes of the 

Locrians. Like the Aetolians, the Locrians also lived in an upland environment, so their 

take on the situation may have gone something like this: You really shouldn’t do 

anything without us. The Aetolians are not to be trifled with, especially in their own 

territory, and anyway, you lack the sort of light-armed troops that can match their 

abilities on foot. 

                                                           
201 For a general discussion of conflict over pasture and grazing rights, see Howe 2008: 77-97. 

Although undocumented, there would have been such conflict between Aetolians and West 

Locrians given the ecology of the region. 
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 To be clear, this is just a speculation. The Locrians certainly would have had this 

knowledge and they could have communicated it to Demosthenes, but again, whether 

they did is another matter.202 

 Be that as it may, the Athenians and their allies were content to follow the 

council of their Messenian advisors, and so they launched their invasion of Aetolia at 

dawn (Map 3). 

On the first day they took Poteidania, on the second Krokylion, and on the third 

Teichion. Demosthenes stopped there and sent the booty to Eupalion in Locris.203 

 

The Athenians and their allies covered approximately fifteen kilometers of Apodotian 

territory over the course of three days, seized three settlements, yet faced no 

resistance.204 This was almost too easy, and whatever the intentions of the Ophionions 

regarding the Athenians, Demosthenes now had a toehold in Aetolia and some options 

for future operations.205 Or so it seemed. The Apodotians may have conceded their 

                                                           
202 Pritchett (1991b: 75) notes that the Locrians’ failure to meet up with the Athenians and their 

allies later in the invasion is somewhat suspicious, but nothing more can be said on this point. 

203 Thuc. 3.96.2: καὶ αἱρεῖ τῇ πρώτῃ ἡμέρᾳ Ποτιδανίαν καὶ τῇ δευτέρᾳ Κροκύλειον καὶ τῇ 

τρίτῃ Τείχιον, ἔμενέ τε αὐτοῦ καὶ τὴν λείαν ἐς Εὐπάλιον τῆς Λοκρίδος ἀπέπεμψεν. 

204 For the identifications of these sites – Poteidania is the only one identifiable by an inscription 

– I am relying on Pritchett’s autopsy of the region and his synthesis and criticism of previous 

topographical research (1991: 47-82). I have measured all distances in my reconstruction from 

his 1:50,000 maps. As for Aetolian lack of resistance, the term for booty in this case refers to 

goods from captured towns, not from stripped enemies (Hornblower 1991: 512). See also 

Pritchett 1971: 53-84. 

205 According to Thucydides, Demosthenes was envisioning a subsequent invasion of the 

Ophionions should they refuse to join him, but the wording of this notice in 3.96 seems to 

conflict with the Messenians’ original advice (Gomme 1956: 404-5). 
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settlements to the invading force, but they themselves had not capitulated, nor had they 

been caught unaware. On the contrary,  

these preparations did not escape the Aetolians’ notice, even in the initial stages of 

planning, and once the army invaded their territory, the Aetolians gathered in 

great force for defense.206   

 

This section of Thucydides’ narrative raises a series of important question. First, how 

could the Aetolians have known Demosthenes’ plans “from the very start,” and how 

did they assemble themselves so quickly and in such great numbers?  

 For that matter, how did Thucydides know that the Aetolians knew, given the 

likelihood that his sources for the incident were decidedly Athenian? One possibility is 

that Thucydides did not know, but he (or his source) supplied this detail to account for 

the prompt response of the Aetolians and lessen the embarrassment of the Athenians. If 

the Aetolians had gained knowledge of Demosthenes’ plans, the Athenian defeat would 

have been more excusable: the Athenians could argue that for no fault of their own they 

had been victims of treachery.  

 However, it is quite unlikely that one of Demosthenes’ closest allies could have 

deserted the Athenians at Oineon unnoticed, or that the Aetolians infiltrated the 

Athenian camp. And if the Locrians betrayed the Athenians, there is no record of 

Demosthenes or any other Athenian laying a charge against them. There is also no 

                                                           
206Thuc. 3.96.3: τοὺς δὲ Αἰτωλοὺς οὐκ ἐλάνθανεν αὕτη ἡ παρασκευὴ οὔτε ὅτε τὸ πρῶτον 

ἐπεβουλεύετο, ἐπειδή τε ὁ στρατὸς ἐσεβεβλήκει, πολλῇ χειρὶ ἐπεβοήθουν πάντες. 
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evidence that Athenian-Locrian relations became strained after what happened in 

Aetolia. But an even bigger issue is that as the incident unfolds there are no indications 

that Demosthenes ever had a clear plan for the invasion, aside from advancing 

northward into Aetolia and moving from settlement to settlement. So what exactly 

could the Aetolians have known from the start? 

 Still, if “knowing from the start” is nothing more than Thucydides attempting to 

make sense of the incident (or apologize for the Athenians), what explains the speed 

and scale of the Aetolians’ response? As we are about to see, there is no debating the 

effectiveness of the Aetolians’ defensive response, and this clearly surprised the 

invading army. That the Aetolians gained access to Demosthenes’ plans is an 

insufficient explanation. It is far more likely that the Aetolians deduced the Athenians’ 

intentions for themselves.  

 The geopolitical position of fifth-century Aetolia supports this interpretation. The 

Aetolians were bordered by Athenian allies on three sides: to the west were the 

Acarnanians, to the south and southeast the Naupactians and Ozolian Locrians, and to 

the east the Dorians and Phocians. This means that a force of Athenians in the region 

would have suggested only one thing to the Aetolians, especially if such a force was 

making preparations for an operation that was oriented inland. For this to have been 

possible, though, the Aetolians must have been watching the Athenians and their allies 
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from the moment they landed in the region, or shortly thereafter. Was this even a 

possibility? 

 Here the work of archaeologists comes to the forefront, in this case, the Aetolian 

Studies Project’s investigation of the inter-visibility of sites in the region of ancient 

Aetolia.207 The inter-visibility study reveals that the Aetolians of Kallieis, a smaller 

Ophionian community bordering on Ozolian Locris, would have been fully capable of 

clandestinely observing activity in and around Oineon from the heights surrounding 

the harbor. The Kallieansians also would have been capable of informing the 

neighboring Aetolians in Apodotia. In addition, it was also possible for some of the 

Apodotians who lived closest to the Corinthian Gulf to observe the activities at Oineon 

and then notify their fellow Aetolians to the north and east.  

But the threat of a large-scale invasion was not the only reason the Aetolians had 

for maintaining an active watch on their territory. They also needed to be on guard 

against neighboring populations who “were armed in a similar fashion” and familiar 

with the Aetolians’ way of fighting.208 At stake were their resources and the safety of 

their fellow Aetolians. To borrow from a different tradition, “when someone asked why 

                                                           
207 Using known Hellenistic sites as a starting point, the archaeological team conducted the 

study by physically occupying 242 sites in southern and eastern Aetolia. Ultimately the 

archaeologists concluded that the settlement pattern in the region “appears to form a distinct 

interrelated system, or better, several clusters of sites which have inter-visibility (Fig. 2.4)” 

(Bommeljé, S. 1987b: 23-6 at 23).  

208 See above for raiding as a trans-historical phenomenon in Aetolia. 
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Sparta lacked fortification walls, [Agesilaus] pointed to the citizens bearing arms and 

said, ‘These are the Spartans’ walls.’”209  

That said, an active watch does not necessarily imply some sort of formal 

military institution. In the year 280, for instance, Aetolian shepherds observed a hostile 

Spartan army from the surrounding hills of the coastal lowlands and summoned a force 

of about five hundred Aetolians to attack the would-be invaders from the heights.210 

Also, in 208, Aetolians “in the field” were the first to observe the landing of Philip V on 

the West Locrian coast – the Macedonians managed to seize some sheep and goats but 

the Aetolians escaped into the forests and mountains.211 Another possibility is that 

beekeepers initially spotted the arrival of the Athenians since, for good reason, bees 

were usually kept at a distance from settlements.212 Although Thucydides makes no 

mention of sheep, goats or bees in his narrative, there is nothing to indicate that the 

Apodotians from Poteidania, Krokylion or Teichion were surprised. On the contrary, it 

seems that they fled, forewarned, to make preparations of their own. 

Even the most distant of the Ophionians, the Bomieansians and Kallieansians 

who reach to the Malian Gulf, came to help.213 

                                                           
209 Plut. Mor. 210 

210 Just. 24.1 

211 Livy 28.8 

212 Ober 1991: 178  

213 Thuc. 3.96.3: καὶ οἱ ἔσχατοι Ὀφιονέων οἱ πρὸς τὸν Μηλιακὸν κόλπον καθήκοντες Βωμιῆς 

καὶ Καλλιῆς ἐβοήθησαν. 
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A distance of approximately fifty kilometers separated these particular Aetolians from 

the Apodotians to the south, and so, to return to the question raised above, how did the 

Aetolians assemble so quickly?  

 One possibility put forth by the same inter-visibility study is optical relay 

signaling, and in addition, runners could have filled in the gaps where line-of-sight 

communication was restricted. To that end, the transhumance routes and paths of 

exchange that cut across ancient and modern Aetolia would have provided ease of 

movement from region to region. The distances were such that over the course of three 

days the Bomieansians, Kallieansians and the rest of the Ophionions could have made 

their way with relative ease to the heart of Apodotian territory.214  

Evidently, the Eurytanians were not involved in the incident. They may have 

been too distant to help or involved in some other matter. Then again, they could have 

been tasked with defending Aetolian territory north of the Daphnos River. We will 

return to this. 

 Meanwhile, Demosthenes faced somewhat of a dilemma at Teichion. Things 

were going well, but he had yet to encounter his Locrian reinforcements, and as 

                                                           
214 For possible ancient transhumance routes and lines of communication based on modern 

ethnographic analyses in the eparchy of Doris (eastern Aetolia), see Doorn 1985: 275-91: “In sum, 

the region displays some important stable spatio-ecological characteristics, such as the 

limitation of resources suitable for human exploitation and the restriction for the possibilities 

for communication” (278), all due in no small part to the severe and limiting nature of the 

region’s terrain. See also Bommeljé, S and Doorn 1991: 81-97 and Doorn 1993: 35-71, building on 

previous research. 
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Thucydides makes clear, the Athenian expeditionary force was most deficient in light-

armed troops.215 That the Aetolians fought as javelineers was no secret. Also no secret 

was that hoplites were more vulnerable in mountainous terrain. The Athenians, in 

short, needed their own light-armed contingent.  

 The Messenians, however, advised Demosthenes to continue the invasion and 

capture as many villages as possible. They emphasized once again that it would be an 

easy victory for the Athenians and their allies provided they do this before the entire 

Aetolian ethnos could unite in defense.216 Demosthenes made his decision. 

 He advanced against Aigition, stormed the place and took it by force.217 

The Athenians and their allies traversed approximately fourteen kilometers of 

mountainous terrain to reach Aigition from Teichion. This was roughly the combined 

distance they had covered since setting off from Oineon.218 Thucydides refers to 

                                                           
215 Thuc. 3.97.2: ψιλῶν γὰρ ἀκοντιστῶν ἐνδεὴς ἦν μάλιστα. This notice makes van Wees’ point 

regarding Thucydides’ remarkable failure to acknowledge the presence of light-armed rowers 

all the more puzzling (cf. Hornblower 1991: 361, 513).  

216 Thuc. 3.97.1: τῷ δὲ Δημοσθένει τοιόνδε τι οἱ Μεσσήνιοι παρῄνουν· ὅπερ καὶ τὸ πρῶτον 

ἀναδιδάσκοντες αὐτὸν τῶν Αἰτωλῶν ὡς εἴη ῥᾳδία ἡ αἵρεσις, ἰέναι ἐκέλευον ὅτι τάχιστα ἐπὶ 

τὰς κώμας καὶ μὴ μένειν ἕως ἂν ξύμπαντες ἁθροισθέντες ἀντιτάξωνται. See, also, Gomme 

1956: 405 who interprets Thucydides to mean that the Messenians gave Demosthenes better or 

different advice about proceeding with the invasion. 

217 Thuc. 3.97.2: ἐχώρει ἐπὶ Αἰγιτίου, καὶ κατὰ κράτος αἱρεῖ ἐπιών.  

218 Pritchett 1991: 72-3. This distance assumes that the Athenians and their allies followed the 

most direct route feasible. The course of the modern circuitous road connecting modern-day 

Varna (ancient Teichion) and Strouza (ancient Aigition) would have been a less arduous but 

longer route.   
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Aigition as a “polis,” or urban center, and recent studies of settlement patterns in the 

region have corroborated his account.219 Built on high ground, centrally located, highly 

visible, and connected with a network of paths that ran throughout the region, Aigition 

was a hub of communication and movement for the Aetolians. The site was also an 

ideal mobilization point for the entire ethnos, as we are about to see.  

 In fact, the centrality of Aigition helps to explain why the Messenians guided the 

Athenians and their allies there after Teichion. From the Messenians’ perspective, 

controlling the site was essential to limiting the Aetolians’ collective abilities. This 

would also explain why the Athenians stormed the place: they were expecting 

resistance. With this in mind, it may have puzzled the Messenians and Demosthenes 

when they found Aigition deserted. 

The men, women and children had withdrawn and were encamped on the heights above 

the town, 

 

 joined in all likelihood by the residents of Poteidania, Krokylion, Teichion, other 

Apodotians and the rest of 

the Aetolians, who by now had come to the rescue at Aigition.220  

                                                           
219 Polyvalence of “polis” from physical location in one context to a community of citizens in 

another: Hansen 2006: 56-61. See above for the debate surrounding the case of fifth-century 

Aigition. See Bommeljé, S. et al 1981 [1988]: 236-48 at 248 for the results of a Dutch survey 

dedicated to the topography and historical ecology of the Strouza region and the history of 

ancient Aigition. 

220 Thuc. 3.97.2: ὑπέφευγον γὰρ οἱ ἄνθρωποι καὶ ἐκάθηντο ἐπὶ τῶν λόφων τῶν ὑπὲρ τῆς 

πόλεως; 3.97.3: οἱ δὲ Αἰτωλοί – βεβοηθηκότες γὰρ ἤδη ἦσαν ἐπὶ τὸ Αἰγίτιον. The surrounding 
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At this time, from the perspective of the invaders, the Locrians would have been 

particularly helpful because once the invading force entered Aigition, the Aetolians 

attacked the Athenians and their allies, some running down from one hill, some 

from another, all hurling javelins.221    

 

The Aetolians had concealed themselves on the surrounding heights well enough to 

time their assault as they saw fit.222 The unexpected attack and barrage of javelins would 

have startled the Athenians and their allies, but it does not seem to have resulted in 

many casualties, nor in a significant advantage for the Aetolians.   

When the army of the Athenians advanced the Aetolians withdrew, and when the 

Athenians retreated, they attacked.223  

 

The Aetolians kept themselves out of range. They had no choice. They still kept the 

pressure on their invaders, baiting them forward, and then attacking as they withdrew, 

but there are no indications that they were inflicting much damage. Apparently, the 

shields and armor of approximately 300 hoplites provided sufficient protection.  

 Interestingly, the allies temporarily drop out of the narrative here. Thucydides 

would have his readers believe that the Athenian marines were the ones doing the 

                                                                                                                                                                                           

heights – three are easily discernible – are located to the north and east of Aigition (Pritchett 

1991: 74 and see Pls. 86, 89 and 90). 

221 Thuc. 3.97.3: προσέβαλλον τοῖς Ἀθηναίοις καὶ τοῖς ξυμμάχοις καταθέοντες ἀπὸ τῶν 

λόφων ἄλλοι ἄλλοθεν καὶ ἐσηκόντιζον. 

222 The exact tactics that the Aetolians employed to great effect against the Spartans in 402 at Elis 

(Diod. 14.17) and during the Macedonian invasion of 321 (Diod. 18.24-5). 

223 Thuc. 3.97.3: καὶ ὅτε μὲν ἐπίοι τὸ τῶν Ἀθηναίων στρατόπεδον, ὑπεχώρουν, ἀναχωροῦσι 

δὲ ἐπέκειντο. 
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advancing and withdrawing while the allies were contributing little. However, 

Thucydides may have slanted his account in favor of those closest to his own socio-

political status. There is no way to tell. And in the absence of further evidence, the 

possibility remains that the allies were in fact worthless at Aigition. Either way, allies or 

Athenians, no one was accomplishing much in Aetolia. 

Such was the battle for a long time, pursuits and tactical withdrawals, and in 

both the Athenians were the weaker party.224 

 

Which is to say, the Athenians were growing tired, mentally and physically. The 

Aetolians, “fit for battle,” were not. Following Krentz’s recent reconstruction, the 

marines could have been carrying as little as twenty-five pounds of equipment and so 

would have had plenty of mobility.225 Furthermore, most of them would have been fit 

for battle, at least in some contexts, but the suitability of their conditioning in Aetolia 

was a different matter.   

 The Athenians and their allies would have already expended a significant 

amount of energy covering the distance between Teichion and Aigition, and this could 

not have been lost on the Aetolians who were waiting silently on the surrounding 

heights. It should come as no surprise that Thucydides’ language of pursuit and tactical 

                                                           
224 Thuc. 3.97.3: καὶ ἦν ἐπὶ πολὺ τοιαύτη ἡ μάχη, διώξεις τε καὶ ὑπαγωγαί, ἐν οἷς ἀμφοτέροις 

ἥσσους ἦσαν οἱ Ἀθηναῖοι. 

225 Weight of hoplite equipment: Krentz 2010: 45-50. See above for hoplite mobility. 
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withdraw brings to mind the practice of hunting, an activity presumably familiar to 

most Aetolians.226 

As long as the archers had arrows and were able to use them, the Athenians held 

out – the light-armed Aetolians, assailed by arrows, were held in check.227  

 

Thucydides does not say whether these archers were Athenians assigned to individual 

vessels or an allied contingent. If the former, there would have been approximately 120. 

The Athenians had employed their own archers before, famously at the Battle of 

Plataea. 228 At Aigition they may have been involved in the fighting from the very start.  

But even if they were not involved, this raises an important question that adds a 

new dimension to the incident: had the Athenians and their allies, by this time, 

consolidated under the protection of the archers or were the archers covering the 

Athenian advances and withdrawals described above?  

                                                           
226 διώξεις τε καὶ ὑπαγωγαί draws a distinction between an active or aggressive chase and a 

skillful, deceptive leading on (cf. Xen. Cyn. 6.12). The Aetolians’ presumed familiarity with 

hunting is based on (1) the economic and agricultural constraints throughout the region (above), 

(2) the hunting imagery – in particular boar’s heads – dominating the iconography with which 

the Aetolians chose to represent themselves to the rest of the Greek world in later periods (de 

Laix 1973: 45-75 on coinage of the Aetolian League, for example), and (3) a recent survey 

demonstrating that the region currently sustains the densest population of wild boar on the 

Balkan peninsula (Tsachalidis and Hadjisterkotis 2009: 153-7). As analyses of prehistoric faunal 

assemblages from the region suggest, such was also the case in antiquity: “The distribution of 

wild animals [including boar, deer and rabbit] does not indicate any major climate difference, as 

all species are all found in the area today” (Jensen 2006: 162-70, 178-95 at 184). 

227 Thuc. 3.98.1: μέχρι μὲν οὖν οἱ τοξόται εἶχόν τε τὰ βέλη αὐτοῖς καὶ οἷοί τε ἦσαν χρῆσθαι, οἱ 

δὲ ἀντεῖχον (τοξευόμενοι γὰρ οἱ Αἰτωλοὶ ἄνθρωποι ψιλοὶ ἀνεστέλλοντο). 

228 Hdt. 9.60. However, it is unclear – as is the case here – whether the archers were Athenian 

citizens. 
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 The language of holding out suggests that the Athenians and their allies had in 

fact consolidated as the Spartans did when pressed at Sphacteria the following year.229 

Recall, though, that the Athenians and their allies had stormed Aigition. Since archers 

were not the individuals of choice to spearhead an assault, at some point after the initial 

attack, the archers must have taken up positions close to the front where they could 

target the Aetolians. Apparently, the Athenians did this with enough skill and 

coordination to check the Aetolians’ initial assault. The Athenian marines were 

protected in part by their own equipment, but the archers diminished the effectiveness 

of the javelins by keeping the Aetolians at a distance of at least sixty meters.230 

 However, aside from his marines – who evidently were not up to the task – 

Demosthenes lacked a contingent of troops capable of dislodging the Aetolians from 

their positions on the heights. The light-armed Locrians never made it to Aigition.

 From the Aetolians’ perspective, then, it was only a matter of time before the 

invaders ran out of arrows or broke from exhaustion. From the Athenians’, now what? 

 When the leader of the archers was killed, the rest scattered.231 

                                                           
229 Thuc. 4.35 

230 The distance of sixty meters is based on McLeod’s estimations of the effective range of the 

ancient bow (1965: 1-14, 1972: 78-82). According to McLeod, at fifty-five to sixty meters, the 

Athenian archers would have been “quite accurate.”   

231 Thuc. 3.98.1: ἐπειδὴ δὲ τοῦ τε τοξάρχου ἀποθανόντος οὗτοι διεσκεδάσθησαν. 
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The Athenians now have a problem, that is, an even bigger problem, as we are about to 

see.  

 But how random was the killing of the toxarchos? That the other archers came 

undone when their leader was killed suggests that the toxarchos was playing an 

instrumental role in controlling and directing the efforts of the Athenian archers. If so, it 

stands to reason that the Aetolians picked up on this. The toxarchos may have been 

dressed differently, he certainly would have been issuing verbal commands that the 

Aetolians could have heard and understood, and he likely was not stationary during 

the actual fighting. The archers were quite effective – the Aetolians needed to do 

something about it, and eliminating the toxarchos would have been an ideal place to 

start. 

The Athenians themselves were exhausted, and to a great extent, were collapsing 

from the repetitious exertion.232  

 

And without the protection of the archers, they now had to work that much harder to 

defend themselves. It is unknown if heat played a role in the Athenians’ exhaustion, 

although the Athenians’ previous exertions and the Aetolians’ tenacity over the course 

of what was presumably an hour or more certainly did. Interestingly, the language of 

                                                           
232 Thuc. 3.98.1: αὐτοὶ ἐκεκμήκεσαν καὶ ἐπὶ πολὺ τῷ αὐτῷ πόνῳ ξυνεχόμενοι. 
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“collapsing from exertion” also allows for an actual contraction of individuals into a 

mass, an important distinction as we are about to see.233 

 The Aetolians continued to attack and hurl javelins.234  

Hard-pressed and now within range of their assailants, the Athenians and their allies 

broke and fled.  

Some fell into gullies that they could not climb out of while others lost their 

way.235  

 

A number of small ravines surrounded Aigition – the polis, after all, was built on high 

ground – and their steep banks combined with the brush that grows in them during the 

summertime would have been difficult for the Athenians to escape. More significantly, 

the gullies would have been one of the few avenues of escape available to the 

Athenians. To make matters worse, 

 their guide, Chromon the Messenian, had been killed.236 

This short notice should give pause. What Thucydides is about to relate regarding the 

actions of the Athenians is by no means flattering to them. But if the Athenians lost their 

guide, again, through no fault of their own, they at least have some sort of excuse for 

                                                           
233 LSJ9 s.v. σύνεχω 

234 Thuc. 3.98.1: οἵ τε Αἰτωλοὶ ἐνέκειντο καὶ ἐσηκόντιζον. 

235 Thuc. 3.98.1: [οὕτω δὴ τραπόμενοι ἔφευγον καὶ] ἐσπίπτοντες ἔς τε χαράδρας ἀνεκβάτους 

καὶ χωρία ὧν οὐκ ἦσαν ἔμπειροι διεφθείροντο· 

236 Thuc. 3.98.1: καὶ γὰρ ὁ ἡγεμὼν αὐτοῖς τῶν ὁδῶν Χρόμων ὁ Μεσσήνιος ἐτύγχανε 

τεθνηκώς. 
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their disordered retreat. Did Thucydides invent the death of Chromon? Probably not. 

But details like this suggest that there was more to Thucydides narrative than factual 

reporting.  

 Still, we must consider the randomness of Chromon’s death. Did he stand out 

among the Athenians and their allies or had he drawn attention to himself as someone 

with authority? Did some Aetolians know who he was? In light of the toxarchos’ fate, the 

killing of Chromon suggests a pattern. What comes to mind is the connection that 

Keegan made with warfare and the tactics of flock management. In his view, those who 

practiced a predominantly pastoralist way of life “knew how to break a flock up into 

manageable sections, how to cut off a line of retreat by circling to a flank, how to 

compress scattered beasts into a compact mass, how to isolate flock-leaders, how to 

dominate superior numbers by threat and menace, how to kill the chosen few while 

leaving the mass inert and subject to control.”237  

 As mentioned above, the Aetolians relied heavily (though not entirely) on animal 

husbandry for many of their everyday needs as well as for surplus production: Aetolia 

                                                           
237 Keegan 1993: 161. An irresistible comparison, yes, but not without caution: Keegan primarily 

has in mind Eurasian steppe pastoralists, and his insights in this particular case are virtually a-

historical (see also Wheeler 2007: xxv, n.43). That said, Xenophon uses a metaphor drawn from 

the practices of animal husbandry to describe a similar incident that occurred in 398. Caught 

unaware, 200 Greek hoplites were “cut down like cattle in a pen” by a force of armor-less 

Bithynian raiders. The Bithynians’ weapon of choice was the javelin (Xen. Hell. 3.8.4). 
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simply could not support extensive agricultural practices.238 To a certain extent, the 

Aetolians may have also adapted the tactics of animal husbandry to their own way of 

war.  

The Aetolians, swift-footed and light-armed, were hurling javelins, and they 

caught and killed many of them in the rout itself.239  

 

“Swift-footed” is one of Homer’s epithets for Achilles.240 In the context of Thucydides’ 

narrative, the word implies that the Aetolians were naturally fast, and more 

significantly in this context, faster than the Athenians and their allies.  

 By this time, the Aetolians could have been recycling javelins as they pursued 

their invaders. Thucydides once again employs the language of hunting (κατὰ πόδας 

αἱροῦντες...διέφθειρον). This is a graphic metaphor, but the Aetolians were running 

down the Athenians and their allies, knocking them over, and then presumably hacking 

or clubbing them to death. How else should one describe such a process?241  

                                                           
238 Throughout the history of the region, this way of life becomes more and more prevalent the 

further one proceeds inland (Doorn 1985: 282-5). 

239 Thuc. 3.98.2:  οἱ δὲ Αἰτωλοὶ ἐσακοντίζοντες πολλοὺς μὲν αὐτοῦ ἐν τῇ τροπῇ κατὰ πόδας 

αἱροῦντες ἄνθρωποι ποδώκεις καὶ ψιλοὶ διέφθειρον.          

240 Gomme and Hornblower overlook this point, but it raises some interesting questions: was 

Thucydides intentionally suggesting that the Aetolians, in some sense, were Homeric as 

opposed to backward and old-fashioned? Would this have helped to account for the Athenian 

disaster, or did he simply want to use a celebrated adjective to enhance his own narrative? For 

ποδώκεις as a natural gift, see Gomme 1956: 407. 

241 Best (1969: 30 and n.44) observes that Thucydides uses similar wording in a speech of 

Brasidas (4.126.6) to describe the fate awaiting an army of Peloponnesians should they 

disregard Brasidas’ advice. The threat, interestingly, was a horde of Lyncestian – that is, Illyrian, 

or in Thucydides’ words, barbarian – javelineers.  
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Such a grim fate awaited only those who fled, though. However many stood 

their ground were probably killed first. Either way, for most of the Athenians and their 

allies, the experience surely would have been terrifying. 

Even more strayed from the paths and rushed into a forest from which there were 

no ways out. The Aetolians torched the woods about them.242  

 

Why would the Athenians rush into the woods? At first glance, this may seem to have 

been a bad move. However, the speedy and light-armed Aetolians could have run 

down the invaders with relative ease on the paths. The forest was the routed invaders’ 

only other option. And while having “no way out” likely was an exaggeration, the point 

is that the Athenians were chased into such thick brush that they could no longer evade 

their assailants. 

 The Aetolians seem to have been determined to rid their territory of the 

Athenians and those who had accompanied them, perhaps even to send a message to 

the neighboring communities who facilitated or contributed to the invasion. There 

would be no prisoners, and to judge from the Aetolians’ ruthlessness, there would have 

been no survivors if the Aetolians had had their way. 

 It bears emphasizing that the Aetolians torched not just the forest itself, but the 

actual individuals who stumbled into the woods. Past commentators have shied away 

                                                           
242 Thuc. 3.98.2: τοὺς δὲ πλείους τῶν ὁδῶν ἁμαρτάνοντας καὶ ἐς τὴν ὕλην ἐσφερομένους, 

ὅθεν διέξοδοι οὐκ ἦσαν, πῦρ κομισάμενοι περιεπίμπρασαν. Note that the plural ὁδῶν calls to 

mind the transhumance routes and paths of communication discussed above. 
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from the significance of this notice in the narrative, but this may be the sense of what 

Thucydides meant by the Athenians suffering “every form of flight and death 

imaginable,” beyond mere hyperbole.243 That is, in addition to the deaths brought about 

by conventional military implements in the rout itself, the trapped Athenians and their 

allies also died from asphyxiation or burning to death, not to mention whatever grim 

fate awaited any potential escapees who fell into the hands of the Aetolians. 

 The successful escapees, without a guide, somehow made their way back to 

Oineon, possibly harassed or threatened the entire way.244 

Many of the allies fell, and of the Athenian hoplites, about a hundred and twenty 

… in the flower of youth. They were in fact the best men of the Athenian polis 

that died during this war.245  

 

An unspecified number of allies died in the rout, but Thucydides’ narrative is too vague 

to venture an estimate. Demosthenes either dismissed the rest of the allies or the 

survivors returned home on their own accord. From this point on, they are absent from 

the narrative. The most telling measure of the scale of the Athenians’ defeat, according 

                                                           
243 Thuc. 3.98.3: πᾶσά τε ἰδέα κατέστη τῆς φυγῆς καὶ τοῦ ὀλέθρου τῷ στρατοπέδῳ τῶν 

Ἀθηναίων. Mere hyperbole: Hornblower 1991: 514. Cf. Hdt. 6.79-80 for a similar burning 

incident from earlier in the fifth century that involved Spartans and Argives. 

244 Thuc. 3.98.3: μόλις τε ἐπὶ τὴν θάλασσαν καὶ τὸν Οἰνεῶνα τῆς Λοκρίδος, ὅθεν περ καὶ 

ὡρμήθησαν, οἱ περιγενόμενοι κατέφυγον. The wording implies at the very least a hasty and 

prolonged flight. In my view, the escapees likely followed a lowland route to the east of 

Aigition – Ozolian Locrian territory – down to the coast and then headed west back to Oineon. 

245 Thuc. 3.98.4: ἀπέθανον δὲ τῶν τε ξυμμάχων πολλοὶ καὶ αὐτῶν Ἀθηναίων ὁπλῖται περὶ 

εἴκοσι μάλιστα καὶ ἑκατόν … οὗτοι βέλτιστοι δὴ ἄνδρες ἐν τῷ πολέμῳ τῷδε ἐκ τῆς 

Ἀθηναίων πόλεως διεφθάρησαν. 
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to Thucydides, was that nearly half of the original three hundred marines perished in 

the encounter. 120 dead marines represented a forty percent casualty rate among the 

Athenian hoplites at Aigition, assuming all three hundred took part in the invasion. If 

some of the marines stayed at Oineon to guard the Athenians’ ships, an even higher 

percentage could have perished in Aetolia.246 

 Procles, one of the two generals, was also killed.247  

It was not a rare occurrence for a Greek general to die in battle, but this does reinforce 

the intriguing pattern identified above in the Aetolians’ way of war.248 

After they had received the bodies of the dead under a truce from the Aetolians, 

the Athenians went back to Naupactus, and returned in their ships to Athens.249  

 

The Athenians acknowledged their defeat in asking to recover their dead; the Aetolians, 

adhering to what was virtually a universal Hellenic custom, granted their request.250  

                                                           
246 Hornblower 1991: 514 notes the unusual nature of comments regarding the expenditure of 

human life in Thucydides history, as does Hanson (above). Gomme 1956: 407-8 makes the 

interesting point that these marines may have been drawn from the thetic class. See also 

Rubincam 1991: 181-98 for casualty figures in Thucydides and Morpeth 2006 for Thucydides’ 

use of quantification in relating war experiences. Morpeth, however, does not treat this incident 

in detail. 

247 Thuc. 3.98.4: ἀπέθανε δὲ καὶ ὁ ἕτερος στρατηγὸς Προκλῆς. 

248 See, for example, Wheeler 1991: 121-70, and in response, Pritchett 1994: 111-44. 

249 Thuc. 3.98.5: τοὺς δὲ νεκροὺς ὑποσπόνδους ἀνελόμενοι παρὰ τῶν Αἰτωλῶν καὶ 

ἀναχωρήσαντες ἐς Ναύπακτον ὕστερον ἐς τὰς Ἀθήνας ταῖς ναυσὶν ἐκομίσθησαν. 

250 “Even the relatively uncivilized Aetolians respect this traditional truce for the return of the 

dead” (Strassler 1996: 209, n.3.98.5a). For the identification and retrieval of hoplite dead, see 

Vaughn 1991: 38-62. Non-Greeks certainly exchanged their dead, but the Greeks did 

conventionalize the process (Pritchett 1985: 97-100, 246-9). Pritchett points out that in this 
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 Although we are spared the details, the nature of this task had to have been 

nothing short of gruesome. The Athenians would have been dealing with an extensive 

scatter of stripped, bludgeoned, transfixed, possibly disarticulated corpses, and possibly 

even a concentration of charred remains still smoldering in the woodlands near 

Aigition.  

 Such was the Aetolian rout of the Athenians. 

 

iv. Aftermath and Discussion 

 At some point before the Athenian invasion of 426, the Aetolians had sent an 

embassy to the Spartans and Corinthians to request assistance in regaining Naupactus. 

Toward the end of the summer, Sparta finally granted the Aetolians’ request. The 

Spartans assembled a sizable contingent of 5,000 hoplites, 500 of whom originated from 

Heraclea in Trachis, and set off from Delphi to be reinforced by the Aetolians near the 

border of Aetolia and West Locris. 

 Fearing the consequences of defeat, Demosthenes had chosen to stay in the 

western mainland and maintain a low profile. But once he ascertained the intentions of 

the Aetolians and Spartans, he persuaded the Acarnanians to commit 1,000 hoplites of 

                                                                                                                                                                                           

instance the Athenians had to make their way back to Aigition from their base in Oineon, 

suggesting that the “the process of collecting the bodies of those killed at Aigition and through 

the long fight must have consumed a considerable length of time” (189), especially if we assume 

that the Athenians conducted the proper rites for the dead. 
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their own to defend Naupactus. The presence of these armed defenders at Naupactus 

was enough to dissuade the Aetolians and Spartans from attempting an assault, and 

this minor victory for Demosthenes marked the beginning of a new trend in his 

career.251 In fact, he was soon to redeem himself in the eyes of his fellow Athenians with 

a string of successes in the west. 

 What of the Athenian disaster in Aetolia, though? Did the Athenians and their 

allies ever have a chance against the Aetolians? Was Demosthenes a victim of bad 

advice, or did the more conventional Athenians stumble clumsily into the Aetolian 

uplands? 

 Regardless of the invasion’s outcome, there are enough indications of calculation 

on the part of the Athenians and their allies. Demosthenes had plans to invade Boeotia 

from Aetolia, that is, he was invading Aetolia with a purpose. In addition, to 

supplement the allied contingents and his own Athenian archers, he made 

arrangements for the West Locrians to join him later in the invasion. But even without 

the Locrians, the Athenians and their allies still managed to hold together when 

attacked, at least initially. In fact, their initial success at Aigition suggests they were 

expecting to face some form of resistance. In short, the Athenians did not stumble 

clumsily into the mountains of Aetolia. They quite intentionally launched an aggressive 

invasion.  

                                                           
251 Thuc. 3.100-2. New trend in Demosthenes’ career: Roisman 1993: 13 
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 For that matter, there is no evidence of some sort of rigid, clunky formation of 

heavy infantry out of place in the “wilds” of Aetolia. The Athenian marines held up 

reasonably well with the support of the archers. And had Demosthenes or Procles 

organized a coordinated hoplite assault of the surrounding heights, the Athenians could 

have had even more success against the light-armed Aetolians. If anything, the Aetolian 

rout of the Athenians demonstrates the versatility of hoplites.252  

 In addition, according to the Messenians, what mattered most in Aetolia was 

speed. As the incident unfolded, the Messenians’ advice to advance before the Aetolians 

could assemble turned out to be perfectly sound. But whether any large-scale army 

could have done better than the Athenians and their allies in Aetolia is an open 

question. Xenophon, for instance, observed that without the Aetolians’ consent in 389 it 

would have been impossible for a Spartan army under Agesilaus to have marched 

through Aetolia, regardless of the army’s size.253 There is no successful large-scale 

invasion of Aetolia on record to verify such a claim – perhaps not a minor point. 

 This speaks to the main concern of the chapter, namely, what the incident reveals 

about the capabilities of the fifth-century Aetolian ethnos. However, given the 

                                                           
252 The views of Rawlings are apposite, especially 2000: 233-60, as are the insights of Luraghi 

2006: 21-47 on the long history of hoplite mercenary service outside of the Greek world and the 

various demands thereof. See also Chapter 4 on the performance of Spartan hoplites against the 

Acarnanians in 389.    

253 Xen. Hell. 4.6.14: δι᾽ Αἰτωλίας τοιαύτας ὁδοὺς ἃς οὔτε πολλοὶ οὔτε ὀλίγοι δύναιντ᾽ ἂν 

ἀκόντων Αἰτωλῶν πορεύεσθαι. Also, according to Ephorus (FGrHist 70F122), one had to 

admire the Aetolians’ long history of independence and inviolability. 
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limitations of Thucydides’ narrative, two preliminary considerations must be 

addressed. The first is the relationship between the Messenians’ alleged knowledge of 

the Aetolians and the narrative aims of Thucydides’ account. What raises suspicion is 

the repetition of the same advice to Demosthenes at key turning points in the narrative. 

Thucydides may have exaggerated the extent of the Messenians’ knowledge to 

foreshadow the imminent disaster and enhance the thrust of his own narrative.  

 Nevertheless, some Naupactian Messenians must have had some idea of the 

Aetolians’ capabilities. They probably knew that the Aetolians were capable of 

assembling in large numbers and it was no secret that they preferred to fight as light-

armed javelineers. The cautions the Messenians conveyed to Demosthenes, then, likely 

were accurate to the best of their knowledge. But a large-scale invasion of Aetolia was 

unprecedented at the time, so no one, not even the Messenians, knew the full extent of 

the Aetolians’ defensive capabilities.  

 The Athenians certainly gave little regard to the Aetolians’ capabilities – perhaps 

out of ignorance, arrogance or a dismissive attitude toward upland ethnē in general. 

Even Thucydides, the former Athenian general ever concerned with the intelligent 

conduct of war, found no fault with Demosthenes or Procles for their ignorance of the 

Aetolians. 

 The second consideration is that the Aetolian response to the invasion of 426 may 

have represented only two-thirds of what the Aetolian ethnos could have accomplished 
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as a collective. Thucydides makes no mention of the Eurytanians in his account of the 

fighting. Yet the Aetolian embassy to Sparta and Corinth earlier in the year consisted of 

one representative from each of the three main tribes of Aetolian. The Ophionions sent 

Tolophus, the Apodotians Tisander, and the Eurytanians Boriades. If there had been 

some sort of falling about between tribes in the interim, the Messenians of Naupactus 

were not aware of it: they included the Eurytanians in their sketch of the Aetolian 

ethnos. But if there had been no falling out, and if Thucydides’ sources were reasonably 

accurate regarding Aetolians who took part in the Rout, where were the Eurytanians? 

 There are two possibilities. First, the Eurytanians remained north of the Daphnos 

River in case the invading army chose to advance in that direction. Second, some 

Eurytanians actually were involved in the defensive effort, but not at Aigition. Instead, 

they were preventing the Locrians from entering the territorial limits of Aetolia. In both 

cases, while the Ophionians and Apodotians faced the threat from the south and west, 

the Eurytanians were responsible for any threats from the north and east. (This would 

be the Aetolians’ version of defense in depth.) 

 In either case, as horrific as fighting the Ophionians and Apodotians was for the 

invading army, the absence of the Eurytanians means that the Athenians and their allies 

were spared from contending with the mighty “raw-meat eating” Aetolians of the 

north. In other words, their experience in Aetolia actually could have been worse.  
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 More important, the Aetolian Rout of the Athenians reveals that the Aetolians as 

an ethnos could organize and execute a sophisticated wide-scale defense on short notice. 

Their defense also relied on the cooperation of Aetolian civilians to alert the rest of the 

ethnos of an invasion and to abandon their smaller settlements in southern Aetolia. 

Furthermore, it was no coincidence that the Aetolians had already assembled where 

they did in advance of the invaders’ arrival. Aigition was centrally located and the 

surrounding heights and steep terrain in its vicinity offered the Aetolians a number of 

advantages against the invading army. But using Aigition as a mobilization point is one 

thing. The Aetolians were still facing a large-scale invasion, and if a violent encounter 

with the Athenians and their allies was going to be necessary, the site of the 

engagement needed to favor the Aetolians. The Aetolians, then, likely conceded the 

villages of Poteidania, Krokyleion, and Teichion to set up an engagement where the 

Rout took place. 

 The invading army’s route to Aigition through southern Aetolia supports this 

interpretation. Oineon was the only harbor in the region that could have accommodated 

the Athenians and their allies, but a quick glance at a map will show that an imposing 

mountain stands in the way of Oineon and Aigition. This means that a large-scale, 

conventional army had only one reasonable option for advancing north through 

southern Aetolia: a circuitous route in a clockwise direction that followed the foothills 
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of the mountain. And along this route such an invading army would have encountered 

the three villages named in Thucydides’ narrative. 

 In other words, the invaders’ route from Oineon to Poteidania, then Krokyleion 

and on to Teichion was far from arbitrary. The Athenians and their allies were in fact 

following one of the major lines of communication in the region that connected a 

network of settlements. In this case, the route that began in the vicinity of Poteidania 

ultimately led to Aigition. Had such a route not existed through southern Aetolia, it 

would have been extremely difficult, if not impossible, for the Athenians and their allies 

to have made the fourteen-kilometer movement from Teichion to Aigition in what 

seems to have been a relatively short amount of time. 

  The point is this: from the Aetolians’ perspective, a large-scale invasion from the 

coast was going to follow a relatively predictable route. Furthermore, again from the 

Aetolians’ perspective, this route would have been slow for the invading army, and 

without resistance, would naturally end at Aigition. If the Aetolians who lived closest to 

the coast spotted the arrival of a large number of ships at Oineon, it would have been 

easy to alert the rest of the ethnos through visual signals and runners. The Ophionians 

and Apodotians could then abandon their unfortified and more vulnerable villages and 

make their way to Aigition to prepare for an ambush-style attack. And should the 

invaders choose to bypass Aigition and cross the Daphnos for some reason, the 

Eurytanians would have been there to greet them. In a way, then, the Aetolians did 
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know Demosthenes’ intentions “from the start” – they knew better than the Athenians 

and their allies. 

Consequently, the Aetolians did more than just capitalize on a series of blunders 

in response to the invasion of 426. They were not fortuitously successful against the 

Athenians and their allies, and they certainly did not defend themselves on a whim. On 

the contrary, the Aetolians, as an ethnos, had developed a defensive strategy along the 

lines detailed above, and it is this strategy that they put into effect shortly after the 

Athenians and their allies arrived at Oineon.  

No other explanation accounts for the Aetolians’ speed and sophistication in 

response to the invasion of 426. The only alternative is that Thucydides somehow made 

the Aetolians appear “informed” to soften the embarrassment of the Athenians. But the 

reconstruction and re-narration of the Aetolian Rout of the Athenians shows that the 

Aetolians did not need such information to execute a successful defense. 

And yet, we must ask, what motive did the Aetolians have to develop such a 

defense strategy, that is, what was the large-scale threat? At first glance, there would 

seem to be no clear answer to this question. There were no aggressive or expansionary 

polities in the region during the time in question, and limited-scale raiding and 

skirmishing with neighboring communities did not threaten the existence of the 

Aetolian ethnos as a political entity.  
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We must remember, though, that late-fifth-century Aetolia was an insulated, 

inland version of the Aetolia from previous generations.254 The Aetolians’ geopolitical 

status was due in part to the loss of Naupactus late in the sixth century or earlier in the 

fifth. Furthermore, it was no secret that the Naupactians had wide-reaching 

connections, and in particular, with the Athenians and their various allies. On their 

own, the Messenians of Naupactus were incapable of invading Aetolia. But from the 

Aetolians’ perspective, the potential force that the Naupactians could bring to the 

region posed a significant danger.  

The threat of such an invasion may have been more immediate to the Ophionians 

and Apodotians, but the Eurytanians had every reason to assist in maintaining the 

integrity of their ethnos. What this means is that at some point around the turn of the 

fifth century, the three tribes needed to address the possibility of invasion.  

The solution: an ethnos-wide system of defense that involved observing, evading 

and then surprising potential invaders by exploiting geographical advantages – the 

mountains and woodlands – while relying on the cooperation and even participation of 

a mobile civilian population.255 It was a capability along these lines that the Messenians 

aimed to overwhelm with the help of the Athenians and their allies, not some feeble 

                                                           
254 Bommeljé, S. 1988: 297-316 and see above. 

255 Evidently Thucydides was impressed by how the Aetolians exploited their woodland 

environment, and Demosthenes seems to have borne this lesson in mind at Pylos the following 

year (Thuc. 4.29-30 and see Roisman 1993: 33-47, esp. 37-8). 
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scatter of unfortified villages. Yet even then, the Messenians clearly underestimated the 

full extent of the Aetolians’ collective capabilities.  

In stark contrast to the prevailing practices of their day, then, the Aetolians 

developed a sophisticated way of war that complemented – and was not determined by 

– the advantages of their physical environment.256 The Aetolians, it seems, recognized 

potential large-scale threats and then made arrangements to protect themselves based 

on the resources and potential advantages they had at hand. In addition, they did this 

not as a formal koinon or federal state, but as an ethnos. Why this distinction matters 

deserves some consideration. 

Larsen, for instance, supposed that the Aetolians’ defensive action in 426 

required the existence of an “efficient central government.”257 However, what he meant 

by “government” is ambiguous. He was not suggesting that the incident provides 

evidence that the federal state recognizable in later periods also existed in the fifth-

century. Based strictly on the Aetolian Rout of the Athenians, though, he did conclude 

that the fifth-century Aetolian ethnos must have constituted some sort of political entity. 

Larsen called this entity a “tribal state,” and subsequent treatments of the fifth-century 

ethnos and the emergent Aetolian koinon have found no reason to disagree with his 

                                                           
256 Cf. Snodgrass 1986: 51-2 and Hanson 2000a: 209. 

257 Larsen 1968: 79 
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conclusion.258 Again, the earliest evidence of a formal council, assembly and a possible 

system of magistrates in Aetolia dates to 367, although even then, the source is non-

Aetolian. As for Aetolian coinage and Aetolian epigraphic evidence of the workings of a 

federal state, both were third-century phenomena.259  

But if there is no debate to speak of regarding the existence of a fifth-century 

koinon in Aetolia , there is also no denying that the Ophionians, Apodotians, and 

Eurytanians had articulated a commitment to defend each other and then formulated a 

plan as to how they would do this should the need arise. Furthermore, that the three 

tribes also sent representative embassies abroad suggests that the Aetolian ethnos also 

had something along the lines of a foreign policy. From this it would follow, as Larsen 

suggested, that the fifth-century Aetolians at the very least had developed some form of 

government for deciding on issues that impinged on the entire ethnos.  

Evidently, though, this government, whatever it was, did not require a formal 

constitution or even standing institutions or offices to function. And yet, as backward as 

this may have appeared to the polis-centric Greek world, the Aetolians had still formed 

a coherent political entity well adapted to the demands of their geopolitical 

                                                           
258 “Aetolia of the fifth century B.C. is the best example known of a Greek tribal state. Later it 

developed into a very efficient federal state on sympolitical lines, though, even then, it retained 

its primary assembly.” (Larsen 1968: 78). Treatments of the emergent Aetolian koinon are 

referenced above. 

259 Coinage: de Laix 1973: 43-75; third-century epigraphic evidence: see, for example, Champion 

1995: 213-20. 
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environment. Although the intricacies of this system may never be known, the 

reconstruction and re-narration of the Aetolian Rout of the Athenians shows that it was 

far from ineffective, “primitive” or out of touch with the dynamics of the rest of the 

Greek world. 

By way of conclusion, then, it may be worth comparing the success of the fifth-

century Aetolians with that of Aetolians from the late-fourth century and then the third. 

Although aggressive and expansionary, Aetolians from later generations never spread 

themselves too thin. Instead, the Aetolian League remained firmly rooted in the same 

upland environment as the fifth-century ethnos. In addition, the way of war that the 

fifth-century Aetolians developed turned out to be better suited to the shifting demands 

of the fourth and third centuries, and as noted above, aspects of it are recognizable in 

later generations.260  

Perhaps this was no coincidence. The Aetolian League had every reason to retain 

the geographical advantages that the Aetolians from earlier generations exploited to 

great effect. Furthermore, if the Aetolians of the late-fourth century and throughout the 

Hellenistic period did in fact build on the foundations of the fifth-century ethnos, their 

rise to power during this time should be less enigmatic. After all, they would have been 

                                                           
260 For shifting tactical emphases in Greek warfare during the fourth century, and in particular, 

the increased employment of light-armed troops, see Wheeler 2007a: 215-23 and Wheeler 2007b: 

xlvi-lxiv. However, see also van Wees 1995b: 153-78 and Hunt 1998 who argue that increased 

interest in light-armed troops in fourth-century sources does not necessarily mean that such 

individuals contributed little in fifth-century conflicts. 
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building on what was already a relatively cohesive political formation, one with proven 

success in achieving desired ends in war.  
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CHAPTER 4 

 

The Defense of Acarnania 389 

 

 

 
The most successful are they who watch for such mistakes, and after 

weighing their own abilities, attack not along open and conventional 

lines, but in a way suited to the actual situation. 

       Thucydides 5.9.4   

 

 

 

i. Introduction261 

  During the sixth and early-fifth centuries, Acarnania was a geographically and 

politically diverse region. Its interior consisted of a large plain near the Acheloos River 

and an expansive mountainous sub-region further inland. Forming Acarnania’s western 

and southern limits was a coastland stretching from the Gulf of Corinth into the Ionian 

Sea.262 Before the classical period, the coastal region and its adjacent islands hosted a 

series of Corinthian colonies. These colonists interacted minimally with the inland 

                                                           
261 All dates are BC; all translations are my own. 

262 For an up-to-date survey of the physical geography of fifth- and fourth-century Acarnania, 

see Schoch 1997, esp. 9-66. 
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inhabitants of the western mainland, of whom we know very little before the fifth 

century.263  

 By the middle of the fifth century, some of these regional divisions had 

dissolved. In terms of politics, most of the colonies on the mainland were now oriented 

toward the Acarnanians of the interior. Meanwhile, those on the islands of Leucas, 

Kephallania, Ithaca, Zacythus, and Corcyra had chosen to remain independent, which 

in some cases led to conflict with the Corinthians, and eventually, with the Athenians.264 

The Athenians understood the Ionian Sea as a gateway to the Italian peninsula, Sicily, 

and the western Mediterranean, and so went to great pains to establish and maintain 

influence in the region. Ultimately, Athenian interests in the Ionian Sea came to involve 

the Acarnanians of the mainland. 

 However, although the fifth-century Acarnanians undoubtedly constituted an 

ethnos, that is, a “people” recognizable to outsiders, for the most part, the internal 

structure of the their polity at this time remains in the dark.265 There were a number of 

independent Acarnanian poleis both in the coastal region and further inland, and 

various populations that lacked urban centers also inhabited the region’s mountainous 

                                                           
263 Not even Homer was aware of “Acarnania” – he makes no mention of Acarnanians in his 

Catalogue of Ships. For Corinthian colonies in the territory of classical Acarnania, see Murray 

1982, Domingo-Foresté 1988 and Jouan 1990: 155-66. 

264 The conflict between the Corcyraeans, Corinthians and Athenians ca.435-432 is the best 

known example of such conflict in the region (Thuc. 1.24-55). 

265 Acarnanian ethnos: Ps.-Scylax 34 and see Corsten 1999: 95-100. 
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interior.266 But there has been some debate as to the extent of political integration in 

Acarnania by the second half of the fifth century, and in particular, whether a koinon or 

federal state existed at this time.  

  Proponents of a fifth-century koinon point to Stratos – a centrally located inland 

polis – as evidence of a federal state.267 That the Acarnanians developed this particular 

polis to the extent they did by the middle of the fifth century can only suggest that they 

were fashioning a federal capital for themselves, or so the argument goes. In addition, 

Thucydides (3.105.1) mentions the existence of a “common” court that existed at Olpae 

on the northern limits of Acarnanian territory ca.426, which some have taken as 

evidence of a federal judiciary.268 Furthermore, Xenophon (Hell. 4.6.4) says that 

Agesilaus once sent an embassy to to koinon of the Acarnanians at Stratos in 389. In this 

context, to koinon “must” mean the Acarnanian federal government, and by this view, it 

would follow that the same federal government also existed in previous generations.  

 There a few problems with these views. First, although Stratos occupied an 

unambiguously central location and was unusually developed among Acarnanian 

                                                           
266 Acarnanian poleis: Gehrke and Wirbelauer 2004: 354-78. For the mountainous interior of 

Acarnania as Lebensraum, see Gehrke 1996: 71-8. 

267 Klaffenbach (1957: xiv) was one of the first to make this suggestion. Subsequent treatments of 

this issue have tended to follow suit, especially those in favor of an early koinon. See, for 

example, Larsen 1968: 89-95, Giovannini 1971: 55-60, Freitag 1996: 75-86 and Beck 1997: 31-6. See 

also Gehrke 1994-5: 41-8. For a survey of the latest historical and archaeological research 

relating to the polis of Stratos, see Funke 2001: 189-203. 

268 Olpae and its common court: Schoch 1996: 87-90 
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settlements during the time in question, Stratian coinage ca.450-400 in fact gives no 

indication of the existence of a federal state, let alone a shared Acarnanian identity. For 

that matter, Acarnanian coinage in general does not exhibit a common ethnic until 

ca.350-330.269 As for epigraphic evidence of league activities from Stratos, or from any 

other place in Acarnania, there is none.  

 Furthermore, as proponents of an early koinon reluctantly admit, the court at 

Olpae may have not have been the location of a federal judiciary at all, but a site where 

the Acarnanians could settle disputes with their Amphilocian neighbors to the north.270 

The language of Thucydides’ narrative is ambiguous.271 As for Xenophon’s notice of an 

Acarnanian koinon, while it is clear that Agesilaus’ embassy addressed a diplomatic 

congress of Acarnanians, there are no indications that this congress formed part of a 

standing government with jurisdiction over the entire region. Xenophon may have had 

only a rudimentary understanding of the Acarnanians, and so his brief notice by itself 

can not be taken as definitive evidence of a formal league structure. 

 Notwithstanding Xenophon’s notice, there is no unambiguous internal evidence 

from Acarnania to indicate the existence of a federal state during the fifth- and early-

                                                           
269 Acarnanian coinage: Imhoof-Blumer 1878: 1-180; Acarnanian “federal” coinage: Head 1911: 

282-3. As Dany notes (1999: 280-1), though, the use of a common Acarnanian ethnic by itself 

does not necessarily mean that such coins were federal. 

270 See, for example, Larsen 1968: 91. 

271 Gomme 1956: 416-17 
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fourth centuries. Nothing, that is, comparable to the epigraphic evidence from the 

second half of the fourth century and the Hellenistic period.272 It is possible that the 

Acarnanians had formed a formal federal state by the time of Agesilaus’ embassy, but if 

so, there is no formal evidence that they had done so. At the very least, the collective 

activities documented by outsiders do suggest that the Acarnanians had formed a loose 

confederation as early as the second half of the fifth century.273 And by the first quarter 

of the fourth, if they had not already done so, the Acarnanians were well on their way 

to establishing the koinon recognizable in the Hellenistic period.  

 Otherwise, the fifth- and early-fourth-century Acarnanians constitute yet another 

case of an aloof upland ethnos. They rarely took part in major Greek affairs, and often 

only when Athens, Corinth or Sparta took interest in their region. In fact, during the 

fifth and fourth centuries until ca.375, there were only two instances of the Acarnanians 

having to deal with external aggression that impinged directly on the Acarnanians as a 

collective.  

 The first was Phormio’s brief incursion inland in the winter of 429/8 where, for 

some reason, Thucydides was more interested in detailing the course of the Acheloos 

                                                           
272 The most famous example is a federal decree of the Acarnanian League found at Olympia 

that dates to the last quarter of the third century (Habicht 1957: 86-122). See also Corsten 1999: 

67-94 for a discussion of Acarnanian inscriptions ca.350-200. For the Hellenistic Acarnanian 

koinon, see Larsen 1968: 264-73 and Dany 1999. 

273 See also Corsten 2006: 157-67 on the existence of a regional cult connecting most of Acarnania 

during the time in question. 
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River than the activities of the Athenians and Acarnanians.274 The other was the 

Spartan-led invasion of 389 alluded to above. This is the most extensive account of the 

Acarnanians’ collective activities for the entire classical period, and is the focus of the 

present chapter.  

 However, Xenophon’s narrative of the encounter raises a number of questions. 

First, given that the Acarnanians constituted some sort of political entity during the 

time in question, what can the Defense of 389 reveal about the collective capabilities of 

the early-fourth-century Acarnanians? Given that the Acarnanian ethnos had some form 

of internal organization, this chapter seeks to determine how this organization shaped 

collective action and reveal the sorts of ends that the Acarnanians writ large aimed to 

achieve. Building on this, the analysis also investigates possible continuities between 

the defensive activities documented by Xenophon and those from earlier periods, 

specifically, to the notices in Thucydides.  

 But if the distinction between the Acarnanian ethnos and koinon is unclear, are 

there any indications that Defense of 389 was a “federal” defense? This chapter 

questions the extent to which wide-scale collective action in Acarnania depended on the 

existence of a formal koinon, and suggests instead that the Acarnanians’ defensive 

capabilities were rooted in the pre-league era of Acarnanian history.  

 

                                                           
274 Thuc. 2.102-3. For the peculiarities of this passage, see Hornblower 1991: 377-8. 
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ii. Past Approaches and Sources 

 Despite a relatively shallow depth of analysis, no study of the fifth- and fourth-

century Acarnanians has ever overlooked the Defense of Acarnania in 389. But beyond 

referencing the Defense as the earliest mention of an Acarnanian koinon, no scholarly 

approach has investigated what the incident reveals about the collective capabilities of 

the Acarnanians during the early-fourth-century. Again, Xenophon’s usage of to koinon 

says very little about the internal structure and organization of the Acarnanian polity, 

and if that structure and organization is the main point of interest, the incident has little 

else to offer.    

 On the other hand, the Defense of Acarnania has been the focal point of a 

centuries-long topographical debate regarding the location of the violent encounter 

between Acarnanians and Spartans in 389. This debate will be quite important for 

reconstructing, re-narrating, and understanding the incident, and so is discussed in 

depth below. At present, suffice it to say that as illuminating as these studies have been, 

not a single one has ever considered whether the Acarnanians engineered the encounter 

with the Spartans.  

 Studies of the so-called Corinthian War of 395-387 have treated the Spartan-led 

invasion of Acarnania in 389 as a sideshow to more important developments in the 
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northern Peloponnese.275 And admittedly, this is a legitimate perspective. After all, the 

ramifications of the Defense vis-à-vis broader affairs of the Greek world were slight.  

 But what is troubling about this perspective is that it views the outcome of the 

Defense as a Spartan success, and in particular, as a success of Agesilaus.276 The main 

reason that this interpretation still prevails is that Xenophon is the primary narrative 

source for the Defense of Acarnania. Plutarch, Pausanias, and Polyaenus summarily 

treat the incident, but they are in full agreement with Xenophon and make no major 

additions to his account in the Hellenica.277 In fact, the language and structure of each of 

these later narratives are so similar to that of Xenophon’s account that all three were 

likely derivatives thereof. To complicate matters even further, no other contemporary 

source exists for comparison with Xenophon. 

 This source situation raises a series of concerns. The first has to do with 

Xenophon’s methodology. As is well known, Xenophon’s historical writings were based 

almost entirely on memory, and there are few indications that he conducted his own 

investigation of events in which he did not participate or that did not involve his close 

associates. As a result, Xenophon tended to remain silent on matters for which he had 

no information.  

                                                           
275 See, for example, Hamilton 1979: 287-8, Cartledge 1987: 224-6 and Cartledge 2002: 244. 

276 In addition to the sources cited in the previous note, see Halladay 1982: 98. 

277 Plut. Ages. 22; Paus. 3.10.2; Polyaenus 2.1.10. Xenophon also summarily treats the incident in 

his life of Agesilaus (Xen. Ages. 2.20). 
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 Given the basis of his historical writings, the material Xenophon did relate was 

subject to the vagaries of memory and the various interests and agendas of his 

sources.278 In particular, Xenophon was an open admirer of the Spartans. He could be 

critical of particular actions, but in general, he was sympathetic toward their cause and 

wrote about them favorably. In this case, it is likely that Xenophon downplayed the 

sophistication of the Acarnanians’ defense response to give the impression that the 

Spartans maintained the initiative in Acarnania.   

 Nevertheless, as Christopher Tuplin has demonstrated, rarely are there grounds 

to doubt Xenophon’s accuracy in relating the dynamics of actual military engagements, 

especially in the Hellenica.279 Xenophon’s narrative of the Defense of Acarnania is 

internally coherent, it contains descriptions of terrain that are reconcilable to the 

topography of the region, and is based on eye-witness accounts.280 If Xenophon did not 

take part in the Spartan-led invasion of Acarnania in 389 (and it is possible that he did), 

he certainly had direct access to Agesilaus, the commander of the invading army.281 In 

                                                           
278 For an eminently useful treatment of Xenophon’s historical methods, see Cawkwell 1979: 15-

46. See also Tuplin 1993 for the literary aims and composition of the Hellenica.  

279 Tuplin 1986c: 37-66 

280 Cf. Whatley 1964: 119-39. 

281 For Xenophon’s close relationship with Agesilaus, see Anderson 1974: 146-71 at 165 for 

Xenophon’s possible involvement in the incident. However, the basis of Anderson’s suggestion 

is dubious: “His reports of Agesilaus’s campaigns round Corinth and in north-west Greece still 

read like those of an eye-witness” (cf. Pritchett 1991b: 99-100).  
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short, no aspect of the narrative appears to have been the work of Xenophon’s 

imagination. 

 But if Xenophon was an admirer of the Spartans, he positively adored Agesilaus, 

and without question, cast the actions of the Spartan king in as favorable a light as 

possible. What this means is that when viewed from a different angle any incident in 

Xenophon’s writings that involved a success of Agesilaus may turn out to be less 

inevitable or praise-worthy than Xenophon would have his readers believe. As we will 

see, Xenophon’s account of what Agesilaus allegedly accomplished in Acarnania in 389 

is no exception.  

 In addition, and not surprisingly, Xenophon is effectively silent on the 

organization and leadership of the Acarnanian defense, and as a result, he offers only a 

one-sided perspective of the encounter slanted entirely in favor of the invading army. 

To appreciate the dynamics of the Defense and its greater significance, then, 

Xenophon’s narrative must be read against the grain. 

 But before turning to Xenophon’s narrative, some context: toward the end of the 

first decade of the fourth century, the fifth year of the Corinthian War, the Spartans 

found themselves pitted against the recently formed quadruple alliance of Athens, 

Boeotia, Argos and Corinth.282 By 390, most of the fighting centered on the northern 

Peloponnese where the Spartans were experiencing a mix of minor successes around 

                                                           
282 Xen. Hell. 4, Hell. Oxy., Diod. 14 and see Hamilton 1979:  233-98. 
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Corinth. They also suffered a few setbacks, first in Arcadia, and then the disaster near 

Lechaeum engineered by Iphicrates and his peltasts.283  

 In contrast, the Acarnanians were mostly aloof from the conflict. They were 

allied with the Athenians and Boeotians as early as 394 when they sent a contingent of 

light-armed fighters to support the Corinthians at Nemea.284 But short of that, they seem 

to have kept to their own affairs, although not peacefully. On the contrary, the 

Acarnanians were making good use of their alliance to pursue their own territorial 

interests in the western mainland, namely, the settlement of Calydon. Eventually, their 

aggression would prompt a response from the coalition opposing the Athenians and 

Boeotians and bring the fighting of the Corinthian War to the Acarnanians’ own 

borders. 

 

 

iii. the Defense 

 In the late summer of 389, an embassy of Achaeans gained an audience in Sparta 

and asked for help: backed by their Athenian and Boeotian allies, the Acarnanians were 

attacking Calydon, had compelled the Achaeans to maintain a garrison there, and now 

                                                           
283 For a detailed study of the Spartan disaster at Lechaeum, see Konecny 2001: 79-127. 

284 Xen. Hell. 4.2.17 
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were threatening to seize the Achaeans’ sole “overseas” possession.285 But the Achaeans 

did not merely request assistance from their Spartan allies. They also threatened to send 

the majority of their military resources across the Gulf of Corinth should the Spartans 

refuse. In other words, they were going to abandon the Spartans’ war in the 

Peloponnese. And if this was not enough to protect the Calydonians, they had plans to 

make peace with the Acarnanians and their allies.286 The threat worked. 

The ephors and the assembly decided that they had to launch an expedition with 

the Achaeans against the Acarnanians, so they sent Agesilaus with two morai 

and a contingent of allies.287  

 

This was not a token gesture on the part of the ephors. At this time, the entire 

Lacedaemonian army consisted of only six morai, each composed of anywhere between 

600 and 1,100 hoplites.288 That the Spartans sent at least one third of their standing army 

under the charge of their most competent commander indicates that they took the 

Achaeans’ threat rather seriously.  

                                                           
285 Xen. Hell. 4.6.1. The dating of the embassy to the late summer (between July and October) is 

based on the logistical constraints of the invasion and the timing of the invading army’s 

departure from Acarnania (below). Kahrstedt (1910: 194-5) also argued for this time of year but 

based solely on the structure of Xenophon’s Hellenica. For Achaean control of Calydon in the 

fourth century, see Merker 1989: 303-11.  

286 Xen. Hell. 4.6.2 

287 Xen. Hell. 4.6.3: τούτων δὲ λεγομένων ἔδοξε τοῖς τ’ ἐφόροις καὶ τῇ ἐκκλησίᾳ ἀναγκαῖον 

εἶναι στρατεύεσθαι μετὰ τῶν Ἀχαιῶν ἐπὶ τοὺς Ἀκαρνᾶνας. καὶ ἐκπέμπουσιν Ἀγησίλαον, 

δύο μόρας ἔχοντα καὶ τῶν συμμάχων τὸ μέρος. 

288 Xen. Lac. 11.  Anderson estimates 600 hoplites as the most realistic size of a mora during this 

time (1970: 225-6), Toynbee estimates 1,120 (1969: 379). I have avoided the anachronistic and 

inaccurate convention of referring to a Spartan mora as a regiment. 
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 Furthermore, accompanying the two morai would have been approximately 120 

to 300 Lacedaemonian horsemen (hippeis), meaning that the Spartan force totaled about 

1,400 to 2,500 individuals.289 The rest of the allies remain unnamed in Xenophon’s 

narrative, but whoever they were, there is no indication that they contributed much to 

the effort.290 On the other hand, 

the Achaeans joined the expedition in full force.291  

The capabilities of the Achaean ethnos at this time are somewhat vague, but they would 

not have been negligible. The twelve “divisions” of Herodotus’ day still would have 

provided a means of summoning and organizing resources on a large scale.292  

 But estimating even an approximate size of the Achaean contingent is too 

speculative, and as a result, the size of the entire expeditionary force (2,000 to 4,000?) is 

imprecise. Even at its lowest estimate, though, the army about to cross the Gulf of 

Corinth was indeed sizeable, and it certainly made an impression on the Acarnanians 

that observed its arrival.  

                                                           
289 Spartan army in the age of Xenophon: Lazenby 1985: 3-50; Spartan hippeis: Figueira 2006: 57-

84   

290 At Xen. Hell. 4.6.4 (below), the Acarnanians are “offered” an alliance only with the Spartans 

and Achaeans, suggesting the presence of very few additional allies. However, the Eleans, 

smaller Arcadian poleis or even the Phocians could have supplied additional contingents. 

291 Xen. Hell. 4.6.3: οἱ μέντοι Ἀχαιοὶ πανδημεὶ συνεστρατεύοντο.  

292 Divisions (merea): Hdt. 1.145. For the fifth- and fourth-century Achaean ethnos, see Larsen 

1968: 80-9, Beck 1997: 55-66, Corsten 1999: 160-5, and Makil 2013: 46-52. See also Morgan 2000: 

189-211. 
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After Agesilaus crossed, all of the Acarnanians from the country districts fled into 

the towns, and they withdrew their livestock inland to prevent it from being 

captured.293  

 

The Acarnanians, it seems, were taking a series of precautionary measures. Specifically, 

they headed toward their fortified and more defensible settlements and sent their 

valuable livestock to the mountainous interior of Acarnania outside of the invading 

army’s reach.  

 Xenophon does not specify the actual landing site, but given the Acarnanian 

response, there are only two reasonable possibilities. The first is somewhere along the 

coast that the Calydonians controlled, or more likely, somewhere in the Paracheloitis 

region, a spacious and fertile plain near at the mouth of the Acheloos River (Map 4).294 

 Nevertheless, Xenophon’s description of the Acarnanians’ response should give 

pause. A powerful army arrives, the natives head for the hills – this sounds very much 

like a literary trope. However, given the circumstances, such a response on the part of 

the Acarnanians actually would have made sense.

                                                           
293 Xen. Hell. 4.6.4: ἐπεὶ δὲ διέβη ὁ Ἀγησίλαος, πάντες μὲν οἱ ἐκ τῶν ἀγρῶν Ἀκαρνᾶνες 

ἔφυγον εἰς τὰ ἄστη, πάντα δὲ τὰ βοσκήματα ἀπεχώρησε πόρρω, ὅπως μὴ ἁλίσκηται ὑπὸ 

τοῦ στρατεύματος. The “country districts,” that is, the expansive agricultural lowlands near the 

Acheloos River, complemented the more mountainous interior of the Acarnanian landscape. 

These districts appear to have remained relatively consistent in antiquity (Schoch 1997 and see 

above). Acarnanian fortifications: Pritchett 1992: 115-44. Presumably, the astē were the urban 

centers of the Acarnanian system of poleis that Xenophon will allude to later in his narrative 

(below).   

294 Landgraf and Schmidt 1996: 105-12 at 112. See also Freitag 1999: 30-57 for an up-to-date 

treatment of the topography of the Acarnanian-Aetolian Coast. 
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First, we have no reason to think that the Acarnanians were somehow oblivious 

to maritime activity along their coastal borders, and this applied in particular to the 

inhabitants of Oiniadai.295 In addition, if the Acarnanians were preparing another attack 

on Calydon, there already would have been an increased Acarnanian presence near the 

coast. In each case, a large number of non-Athenian vessels transporting personnel, 

horses and military equipment would not have boded well for the Acarnanians. It is 

also possible that the abandoning of the fields was visible to invaders. At the very least, 

Xenophon (or his source) could have pieced together the Acarnanians’ response after 

the fact. 

 For the Acarnanians, abandoning the countryside in favor of fortified inland 

settlements likely was a standard response, as it was during the fifth century. For 

instance, when the Spartans under Eurylochus made their way through Acarnanian 

territory in the winter of 426/5 they also found the land empty of its inhabitants: the 

Acarnanians who had not gone to the aid of Amphilocian Argos were garrisoned at 

Stratos.296  

When Agesilaus arrived at the border of enemy territory, he sent an embassy to 

the congress of the Acarnanians at Stratos.297  

                                                           
295 For Oiniadai as a hub of maritime activity in the region, see Mulliez 1982: 107-18 and Freitag 

1994: 212-38. 

296 Thuc. 3.106 

297 Xen. Hell. 4.6.4: ὁ δ’ Ἀγησίλαος ἐπειδὴ ἐγένετο ἐν τοῖς ὁρίοις τῆς πολεμίας, πέμψας εἰς 

Στράτον πρὸς τὸ κοινὸν τῶν Ἀκαρνάνων. As discussed above, this is the earliest mention of 
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Stratos was a large, inland polis, approximately fifty kilometers from the coast, well 

developed even during the classical period.298 Evidently, the location of the 

Acarnanians’ decision-making assembly was also well known to outsiders. In addition, 

assuming the embassy went on horseback, the geographical distance form the coast and 

the time it would have taken to gather the Acarnanian assembly gave the Acarnanians 

more time to prepare their defense. Once both parties were assembled at Stratos, 

Agesilaus’ embassy 

announced that if the Acarnanians did not renounce their alliance with the 

Boeotians and Athenians and become allies of the Spartans and Achaeans he 

would ravage their entire country – one portion after another – and would spare 

nothing.299 

 

Before making a decision in the face of such an ultimatum, the Acarnanians would have 

had to take into consideration a variety of factors – above all was their long-standing 

affiliation with the Athenians and enmity with the Achaeans. Would there have been 

any serious repercussions if the Acarnanians broke their alliance with the Athenians? 

For that matter, would the Athenians come to the aid of the Acarnanians now that a 

considerable force of Spartans and their allies was poised to devastate their agricultural 

                                                                                                                                                                                           

an Acarnanian koinon, but not necessarily the earliest evidence of a federal political structure in 

Acarnania (cf. Gehrke 1994/5: 42-3). 

298 See above for the polis of Stratos. 

299 Xen. Hell. 4.6.4: εἶπεν ὡς, εἰ μὴ παυσάμενοι τῆς πρὸς Βοιωτοὺς καὶ Ἀθηναίους συμμαχίας 

ἑαυτοὺς καὶ τοὺς συμμάχους αἱρήσονται, δῃώσει πᾶσαν τὴν γῆν αὐτῶν ἐφεξῆς καὶ 

παραλείψει οὐδέν. 
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resources? If not, could the Acarnanians sustain the consequences of the imminent 

invasion? Put another way, how confident were the Acarnanians in their own defensive 

capabilities?  

 Although the extent to which these considerations weighed on the congress of 

Acarnanians must remain open, what is clear is that the embassy failed to make a 

persuasive case. 

Since the Acarnanians refused, Agesilaus did as he said he would: he advanced no 

more than ten or twelve stadia per day, devastating the land methodically.300  

 

The invaders covered approximately two kilometers per day, destroying whatever 

agricultural resources they encountered. Most likely, these resources consisted of 

grains, fruit trees (to include olive trees), and vines.301 It bears emphasizing that a 

systematic destruction of these resources in the fertile Paracheloitis region would have 

been an intensive and time-consuming task, especially east of the Acheloos where the 

invasion most likely began.302 Hence the slow advance.  

                                                           
300 Xen. Hell. 4.6.5: ἐπεὶ δὲ οὐκ ἐπείθοντο, οὕτως ἐποίει, καὶ κόπτων συνεχῶς τὴν χώραν οὐ 

προῄει πλέον τῆς ἡμέρας ἢ δέκα ἢ δώδεκα σταδίων. 

301 For an approximate stadium conversion (1 stadion = 200 meters), see Bauslaugh 1979: 1-6. For 

methods of agricultural devastation, see Hanson 1998: 42-76, citing this invasion at 49 and 54-6.  

302 Wherever the landing site, the actual starting point of the invasion is uncontroversial, even 

though Xenophon does not mention the exact location (Pritchett 1991b: 91, Landgraf and 

Schmidt 1996: 111-12). 
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Because of the army’s slowness, the Acarnanians thought it was safe to drive their 

livestock down from the mountains and to go on cultivating the greater part of the 

countryside.303   

 

This seems like a natural enough response: the majority of Acarnanian territory was 

west of the Acheloos River, well out of the invading army’s reach. At any rate, it stands 

to reason the livestock could have been withdrawn again if necessary. Again, we will 

return to this. 

 Notice, though, what the Acarnanians did not do, namely, marshal support from 

their Athenian and Boeotian allies. Why? Is this merely a function of Xenophon’s 

limited knowledge? Perhaps, but as the defense of Acarnania unfolds, the Acarnanians’ 

allies are nowhere to be found, at least not in Acarnania.304  

 Now, it could have been the case that the Acarnanians were prevented from 

reaching their allies, but it only would have taken a single successful messenger to 

summon aid. Perhaps, then, the Acarnanians underestimated the intentions of the 

invading army. In fact, maybe they were overconfident, as Agesilaus thought. 

On the fifteenth or sixteenth day after the start of the invasion, when it seemed to 

Agesilaus that the Acarnanians were now overly confident, he made a sacrifice 

                                                           
303 Xen. Hell. 4.6.5:  οἱ μὲν οὖν Ἀκαρνᾶνες, ἡγησάμενοι ἀσφαλὲς εἶναι διὰ τὴν βραδυτῆτα τοῦ 

στρατεύματος, τά τε βοσκήματα κατεβίβαζον ἐκ τῶν ὀρῶν καὶ τῆς χώρας τὰ πλεῖστα 

εἰργάζοντο.  

304 The only mention of the Acarnanians’ allies comes much later in the narrative at 4.6.14 when 

Xenophon explains that the Athenian fleet was blocking the sea passage to the Peloponnese 

from Oiniadai. This forced Agesilaus to cross the Gulf elsewhere. However, it is unclear 

whether the Athenians were supporting the Acarnanians or using Oiniadai as a base of 

operations for their own purposes. 
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early in the day and marched the army 160 stadia before evening to the lake 

around which nearly all of the Acarnanians’ livestock was located.305  

 

If the invaders maintained their two-kilometer pace per day, by now they would have 

advanced approximately thirty to thirty-two kilometers. And even if they advanced 

north in a relatively straight line – as opposed to a more realistic meandering route – 

they only would have been approaching the southern limits of the Stratike region, that 

is, the district surrounded the polis of Stratos.306  

 This means that the 160 stadia march matched the distance that the army had 

covered in two and a half weeks. Without question, a certain amount of scouting 

enabled Agesilaus to learn of the location of the Acarnanians’ livestock, and the 

individuals who gathered this information likely were the same ones who led the army 

to the lake.307  

                                                           
305 Xen. Hell. 4.6.6: ἐπεὶ δὲ ἐδόκουν τῷ Ἀγησιλάῳ πάνυ ἤδη θαρρεῖν, ἡμέρᾳ πέμπτῃ ἢ ἕκτῃ 

καὶ δεκάτῃ ἀφ’ ἧς εἰσέβαλε, θυσάμενος πρῲ διεπορεύθη πρὸ δείλης ἑξήκοντα καὶ ἑκατὸν 

στάδια ἐπὶ τὴν λίμνην περὶ ἣν τὰ βοσκήματα τῶν Ἀκαρνάνων σχεδὸν πάντα ἦν. 

306 Meandering route: Landgraf and Schmidt 1996: 109 

307 These individuals are unnamed in the narrative, but the task of tactical reconnaissance and 

surveillance for Spartan armies usually fell to the Sciritai and hippeis, according to Xenophon 

(Lac. 12-13). For tactical information gathering during the fifth and fourth centuries, see Russell 

1999: 10-62. 
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 However, the lake itself is unnamed, and although its identification has 

generated some controversy, as we are about to see, this is less important for 

understanding what unfolded in Acarnania in 389.308 

At present, it is important to note that the Acarnanians only seemed overly 

confident to Agesilaus. This is a crucial distinction. In the past, scholars have all too 

easily ascribed a complacent state of mind to the Acarnanians, based solely on 

Xenophon’s account.309 Such a view will become untenable in light of the reconstruction 

below.  

But to return to the narrative, when Agesilaus reached the Acarnanians’ herds, 

he seized great numbers of cattle and horses, all sorts of livestock, and many 

slaves.310  

 

                                                           
308 The sheer number of lakes in Acarnania renders untenable Underhill’s suggestion (1900: ad 

loc) that Xenophon’s imprecise usage of “the Lake” assumed “a previous acquaintance with the 

facts.” That is, the reader would have understood which lake Xenophon meant. As Landgraf 

and Schmidt point out (1996: 109, n.19), Xenophon (or his source) may not have even known the 

name of the lake. This entire issue is discussed further below. 

309 “[Agesilaus’ strategy] took the form of a day’s march of forty kilometres into the interior to a 

position by a lake where the Akarnanians had fondly supposed their cattle, horses, other 

animals, and slaves would all be quite secure” (Cartledge 1987: 225); “In any case, [the army’s] 

slow pace lulled the Akarnanians into security, and they brought their cattle from the 

mountains to a certain lake” (Pritchett 1991b: 91); “The Acarnanians … [from the army’s slow 

advance and their own peltast capabilities] were given a sense of security – a false sense as 

events later turned out – and continued to work their holdings as long as possible” (Hanson 

1998: 127-8).  

310 Xen. Hell. 4.6.6: καὶ ἔλαβε παμπλήθη καὶ βουκόλια καὶ ἱπποφόρβια καὶ ἄλλα παντοδαπὰ 

βοσκήματα καὶ ἀνδράποδα πολλά. 
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To consider: why do we hear only of slaves? What had happened to the rest of the 

Acarnanians? Did a hostile army numbering in the thousands march through the heart 

of Acarnanian territory over the course of an entire day and somehow go unnoticed? 

Were the Acarnanians so careless as to leave their valuable herds and slaves 

unguarded?  

 In the context of Agesilaus’ invasion, the animals and slaves were indeed 

“booty,” but there is no indication that the invaders faced any resistance in seizing the 

Acarnanians’ resources.311 On the contrary, 

After the seizure, [Agesilaus] remained there for the next day, and sold the 

booty.312 

 

Who Agesilaus sold the booty to within Acarnanian territory remains a puzzle. The 

most reasonable explanation is that merchants accompanied the invading army. 313 But 

this raises a number of questions. First of all, who were these merchants? Assuming 

they were not Acarnanians, were they following Agesilaus’ army the entire time? 

Where did they go after they bought the livestock and slaves? Did they stay with the 

army? We will return to these questions later. In the meantime, though, the Spartan 

commander was about to suffer from his own case of overconfidence. 

                                                           
311 For booty (τὰ αἰχμάλωτα) as “taken by the spear, captive, [or] prisoner of war,” see Pritchett 

1991a: 169. 

312 Xen. Hell. 4.6.6: λαβὼν δὲ καὶ μείνας αὐτοῦ τὴν ἐπιοῦσαν ἡμέραν διεπώλει τὰ αἰχμάλωτα.  

313 Pritchett 1991b: 91 
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While Agesilaus was camped on the mountain slopes, many Acarnanian peltasts 

arrived.314 

 

Consider what this development presumes. Within twenty-four hours of Agesilaus’ 

arrival at the lake and the seizure and sale of the livestock and slaves, a specialized 

contingent of Acarnanians had assembled and approached the army’s camp 

undetected.315  

 But perhaps this should not come as a surprise. By this time, the Acarnanians 

would have had almost three weeks to observe the size, activities, and disposition of the 

invading army, a task that would have been ideally suited to the light-armed peltasts 

that were native to the region. The 160 stadia march cross country could not have gone 

unnoticed, and in fact, it may have been unopposed for a very good reason.316 

 From the invaders’ perspective, the arrival of the peltasts would have been the 

first hostility encountered since landing in Acarnania, but importantly, this would not 

have been the Acarnanians’ first defensive activity. Rather, after Agesilaus crossed the 

Gulf of Corinth, what seemed to Xenophon (or his source) as essentially a fear response 

on the part of the Acarnanians appears to have been just the opposite. That is, rather 
                                                           
314 Xen. Hell. 4.6.7: τῶν μέντοι Ἀκαρνάνων πολλοὶ πελτασταὶ ἦλθον, καὶ πρὸς τῷ ὄρει 

σκηνοῦντος τοῦ Ἀγησιλάου.  

315 The Acarnanian peltasts presumably were from the more mountainous interior of Acarnania, 

itself a resource-rich environment (Gehrke 1996: 71-8) that would have required protection. The 

peltasts’ specialization is implied from the terminology of the narrative, as Xenophon for the 

most part distinguishes between Greek peltasts and light-armed troops (psiloi) in his writings 

(Best 1969: 45-7, and see further below).   

316 cf. Hanson 1998: 127 
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than fleeing to the safety of their fortified settlements (astē), the Acarnanians were 

rushing to mobilization points to prepare their defense.317 That Agesilaus met with no 

resistance when capturing the livestock and slaves only reinforces this view – the 

Acarnanians responsible for defense were attending to just that.  

Hurling and slinging projectiles from the ridge of the mountain, they remained 

unharmed and forced the army down onto the level ground, even though the 

invaders were already preparing their evening meal.318  

 

Xenophon will go on to use five separate verbs for discharging missiles. The first two 

here indicate that the Acarnanians’ initial volleys consisted of javelins, light spears, and 

almond-shaped bullets fired from slings, either of clay, stone or lead.319  

 In addition, that the Acarnanians attacked when the invaders were preparing a 

meal suggests a sense of timing, and this would have been possible only with some 

form of direct observation. Agesilaus’ army seems to have responded effectively, at 

                                                           
317 Corsten (1999: 112-20 at 113) suggests that the Acarnanians’ larger poleis – in particular, 

Oiniadai and Stratos – functioned as gathering points for mobilizing the Acarnanian army later 

in the fourth century and into the third. See also Gernet 1982: 21-61. 

318 Xen. Hell. 4.6.7: βάλλοντες καὶ σφενδονῶντες ἀπὸ τῆς ἀκρωνυχίας τοῦ ὄρους ἔπασχον 

μὲν οὐδέν, κατεβίβασαν δὲ εἰς τὸ ὁμαλὲς τὸ στρατόπεδον, καίπερ ἤδη περὶ δεῖπνον 

παρασκευαζόμενον. 

319 Javelins and light spears: Best 1969: 3-16; clay, stone and lead sling bullets: Pritchett 1991a: 39-

53. I will use the term “javelineers” below to leave open the possibility that less-specialized 

Acarnanian or even non-Acarnanian (Thuc. 2.80-2) light-armed troops (psiloi) took part in the 

incident. There are no Acarnaniam psiloi in Xenophon’s narrative of the incident in the Hellenica, 

only peltasts are named explicitly. However, in Xenophon’s summary account of the incident in 

his Agesilaus (2.20), he does use the term psiloi to describe the Acarnanians. On this 

“discrepancy,” see Tuplin 1986c: 44-5. 
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least to a certain extent, since it took the Acarnanians some time to force the invaders off 

of the mountain slope.  

 From the invaders’ perspective, the attack may have seemed like nothing more 

than harassment. The Acarnanians disturbed their meal, forced them to change the 

location of their camp after they had settled in for the evening, and perhaps even 

wounded a few individuals, but they did not follow up on their “success.” They did just 

the opposite: 

at night the Acarnanians went away.320  

The Acarnanians did not trouble the invaders after nightfall. Instead, they kept quiet, 

remained out of site, and evidently, refrained from making fires. Such is the import of 

“went away,” but the Acarnanians had not gone anywhere. In fact, forcing the invading 

army down into the level ground was the first openly hostile act in a sophisticated, 

well-coordinated attack, as Agesilaus and his army were about to learn. 

The soldiers posted sentries and slept.321      

With this remark, it is almost as if Xenophon meant to imply that Agesilaus, contrary to 

the Spartans’ customary practice, had not posted sentries on the mountain slope. 

Perhaps he was relying on the seeming security of the terrain before the Acarnanians’ 

                                                           
320 Xen. Hell. 4.6.7: εἰς δὲ τὴν νύκτα οἱ μὲν Ἀκαρνᾶνες ἀπῆλθον. 

321 Xen. Hell. 4.6.7: οἱ δὲ στρατιῶται φυλακὰς καταστησάμενοι ἐκάθευδον.  
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arrival.322 This may be an indication that the accumulating exhaustion of the two-and-a-

half-week invasion, the devastation of the Acarnanian countryside, and the thirty-

kilometer march cross country was taking its toll on the Spartans and their allies. If so, 

this could not have been lost on the Acarnanians, and may have signaled that it was 

time to attack. In any case, the invaders passed the night uneventfully. 

The next day Agesilaus started to lead the army away. But the route out of the 

meadow and plain around the lake was narrow because of the encircling 

mountains.323  

 

Xenophon’s description of the terrain is quite clear: the army camped in a relatively flat, 

grassy area next to a lake, surrounded by mountains, and from the invaders’ 

perspective, this basin had only one narrow exit. Given this description and the 

approximate distance that the invading army had covered since its arrival in Acarnania, 

nineteenth-century topographers identified three likely candidates for the lake of 

Xenophon’s narrative, all within three to five kilometers of each other: Lake Ambracia, 

the Lake of Lutraki, and the Lake of Podovinissa.324 Pritchett conducted his own survey 

                                                           
322 The Spartans’ customary practice of posting sentries: after setting up a camp, “the hippeis 

were posted where they could observe someone approaching from afar” (Xen. Lac. 12). For 

Spartan encampment in general, see Anderson 1970: 59-66 and Lazenby 1985: 32-6.  

323 Xen. Hell. 4.6.8: τῇ δ’ ὑστεραίᾳ ἀπῆγεν ὁ Ἀγησίλαος τὸ στράτευμα. καὶ ἦν μὲν ἡ ἔξοδος ἐκ 

τοῦ περὶ τὴν λίμνην λειμῶνός τε καὶ πεδίου στενὴ διὰ τὰ κύκλῳ περιέχοντα ὄρη. 

324 Lake Ambracia: Oberhummer 1887: 121-2; Lake of Lutraki: Leake 1835: 3.508-9; Lake of 

Podovinissa: Heuzey 1860: 357-8 
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of the region and backed the identification of the Lake of Lutraki, but most recently, 

Landgraf and Schmidt have argued for the southern tip of Lake Ambracia.325 

 However, what is most significant about this ongoing topographical debate is not 

that modern researchers have been unable to identify with certainty the site of the 

violent encounter between the Acarnanians and the Spartans and their allies in 389; 

rather, that there are at least three lakes that are reconcilable to Xenophon’s narrative. 

This means that the Acarnanians could have executed their attack in any number of 

places within their territory.  

 And so it could not have been a mere coincidence that the site described by 

Xenophon was where the Acarnanians sent their livestock: Agesilaus appears to have 

taken the Acarnanian bait. 

The Acarnanian peltasts had ensured that the invading army moved away from 

the encircling heights and down into the bottom of this natural basin. And even more 

Acarnanians had escaped Agesilaus’ notice in occupying these heights because as the 

invading army attempted to advance out of the natural basin,   

the Acarnanians, in control [of the high ground], were launching projectiles 

and hurling javelins from the heights above the right of the army.326  

 

                                                           
325 Pritchett 1991b: 90-100; Landgraf and Schmidt: 1996: 105-12 

326 Xen. Hell. 4.6.8: καταλαβόντες δὲ οἱ Ἀκαρνᾶνες ἐκ τῶν ὑπερδεξίων ἔβαλλόν τε καὶ 

ἠκόντιζον. 
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Xenophon gives no indication that the Acarnanians surprised the army to great effect, 

and even if they did, the attack was weathered well by the invading force. It does 

appear that the assailants were keeping themselves at a distance just as they had done 

the previous day; again, as if only to harass the invaders, but this time, 

the Acarnanians gradually descended to the lowest slopes, pressed their attack, 

and made things so difficult that the army was no longer able to advance.327 

 

In other words, the invaders could no longer rely on their individual shields to deflect 

sling stones and javelins from their right flank as they moved toward the exit of the 

basin. They had to turn and respond to the attack. And at first glance, this may not have 

appeared as too daunting of a task since the Acarnanian slingers likely were the ones 

spearheading the assault. 

 What supports this interpretation, for one, is that the closer the Acarnanian 

slingers could approach the army, the higher the impact velocity of their sling stones, 

and the slingers needed to be within at least 100 to 150 meters of their targets to inflict 

any significant damage.328 Furthermore, because of the high velocity and consequent flat 

                                                           
327 Xen. Hell. 4.6.8: καὶ ὑποκαταβαίνοντες εἰς τὰ κράσπεδα τῶν ὀρῶν προσέκειντο καὶ 

πράγματα παρεῖχον, ὥστε οὐκέτι ἐδύνατο τὸ στράτευμα πορεύεσθαι. 

328 I base this estimate on the reconstruction of an eighth-/seventh-century Egyptian sling 

excavated at el-Lahun (Burgess 1958: 226-30) that fired projectiles similar in weight and shape to 

those recovered in the Greek world (above). Since then, Thom Richardson and George Alsatian 

among others have conducted extensive experiments designed to ascertain the physics and 

ballistics of the ancient sling. The results of their efforts are available at 

http://slinging.org/index.php?page=the-ballistics-of-the-sling---thom-richardson for ballistics, 

and at http://slinging.org/index.php?page=the-physics-of-the-sling---george-alsatian for physics 

(accessed 7 June 2013). 

http://slinging.org/index.php?page=the-ballistics-of-the-sling---thom-richardson
http://slinging.org/index.php?page=the-physics-of-the-sling---george-alsatian
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trajectory of the sling-fired projectiles, the slingers also needed to remain above the 

peltasts and javelineers on the slope, or at least rush in front of them to fire at the army. 

On relatively level ground, the javelineers could lob their projectiles over the heads of 

the slingers, but the reverse was not the case.  

 The gradual descent that Xenophon mentions would have made room for more 

Acarnanians to join the fight, although the Acarnanians certainly would not have 

wanted to flood the slope with slingers and javelineers in case they needed to retreat. In 

response, the invaders formed a phalanx, and some actively countered the Acarnanian 

attack, but 

the hoplites and hippeis who broke out of the phalanx in pursuit of their attackers 

were doing no damage since the Acarnanians were always quick to fall back to 

strong-points.329  

 

There are no indications that the hoplites and hippeis attempted a coordinated assault. If 

they did, it did not matter, since the Acarnanians quickly withdrew to what would have 

been unassailable positions and presumably continued to shoot at those who had 

rushed out of the phalanx.330  

 Given Xenophon’s silence on the matter, one has to wonder about the fate of 

these bold attackers. Outside of the phalanx, they would have been easy targets for the 

                                                           
329 Xen. Hell. 4.6.9: ἐπιδιώκοντες δὲ ἀπὸ τῆς φάλαγγος οἵ τε ὁπλῖται καὶ οἱ ἱππεῖς τοὺς 

ἐπιτιθεμένους οὐδὲν ἔβλαπτον· ταχὺ γὰρ ἦσαν, ὁπότε ἀποχωροῖεν, πρὸς τοῖς ἰσχυροῖς οἱ 

Ἀκαρνᾶνες. 

330 The strong-points (τοῖς ἰσχυροῖς) were not actual fortifications, but “places inaccessible to 

hoplites and horses” (Underhill 1900 ad loc). 
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slingers and javelineers who were not currently being chased up the slope. And 

perhaps the Acarnanians were well aware of this. By approaching the army that had 

consolidated in defense, they may have been attempting to draw individuals out from 

the protection of the phalanx just as Iphicrates’ peltasts did against the Spartans at 

Lechaeum the previous year.331 

Realizing that it would be difficult to exit the narrow pass under these conditions, 

Agesilaus decided to go after the rather large number of attackers pressing hard 

from the left.332 

 

Now we learn that Agesilaus was dealing not only with the Acarnanian slingers and 

javelineers to the army’s right but an even larger-scale attack from the other side of the 

basin.  

 Consider the import of what this notice reveals: using the terrain to their 

advantage and remaining undetected, the Acarnanians had surrounded and attacked a 

sizeable invading army led by one the most seasoned commanders in the Greek world 

                                                           
331 Peltasts at Lechaeum: Xen. Hell. 4.5.14-18. Agesilaus’ apparent lack of light-armed troops is 

curious, especially in the wake of Lechaeum. The explanation of silence on Xenophon’s part will 

not suffice: Xenophon knew and appreciated the value of peltasts like no other contemporary 

source, and he mentioned their contributions throughout his writings (Best 1969: 120-6). Note, 

also, that the Spartan hippeis may have been fighting on foot as hoplites at this time – evidently 

their usual practice (Figueira 2006: 57) – although later in the incident it is clear that some were 

also fighting on horseback. 

332 Xen. Hell. 4.6.9:  χαλεπὸν δ’ ἡγησάμενος ὁ Ἀγησίλαος διὰ τοῦ στενοπόρου ἐξελθεῖν ταῦτα 

πάσχοντας, ἔγνω διώκειν τοὺς ἐκ τῶν εὐωνύμων προσκειμένους, μάλα πολλοὺς ὄντας.  
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at the time.333 And while this may be remarkable in itself, we have yet to see the full 

extent of the Acarnanians’ defensive capabilities.   

 First, though, a few observations on the current situation: the exact nature of the 

Acarnanian attack from the army’s left is unclear. The hoplites and horsemen who were 

rushing out of the phalanx seem to have been targeting only the slingers and javelineers 

on their right. Perhaps, then, the Acarnanians attacking from the other side of the basin 

were keeping their distance, although still “pressing hard” with sustained volleys of 

sling stones and javelins.334  

 Either way, what must have become clear to Agesilaus by this time was that he 

needed to move the army out of the basin as soon as possible. The pass appeared to be 

unguarded – although the Acarnanians may have had a surprise waiting for anyone 

who attempted to exit it – but as noted above, the army could no longer advance in that 

direction. In the opposite direction was the lake, and the army as a whole could not 

traverse the steep and well guarded terrain to the right. The only remaining option was 

the other side of the basin. 

                                                           
333 Agesilaus’ generalship: Cartledge 1987: 203-41 

334 A speculative point, but this may be the significance of the different “attack” verbs that 

Xenophon uses in 4.6.9 to describe the Acarnanians’ activities on both sides of the basin. Below 

(Xen. Hell. 4.6.11) he will use yet another projectile verb that suggests that the Acarnanians were 

throwing missiles from a distance – that is, not at close quarters (or as close as those attacking 

from the army’s right), but not at a great distance, either. 
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The mountain in this direction was more traversable for both hoplites and 

horses.335 

 

Agesilaus made a plan to break out of the basin, circulated it to the rest of the Spartans 

and their allies and prepared a sacrifice. It stands to reason that the Acarnanians were 

able to observe this activity and may have responded in some way.336 On this point, 

Xenophon mentions that 

while Agesilaus was making the sacrifice, the Acarnanians continued to launch 

projectiles and hurl javelins, and coming in close, they were wounding many.337  

 

This means that the Acarnanians in both directions were still attacking. But whatever 

the Acarnanians on the more traversable slope were doing beforehand, it is clear that at 

this time they too were closing with Agesilaus’ army and firing sling stones and javelins 

from a closer distance, again, as close as 100 to 150 meters. 

 The notice that the Acarnanians were wounding many at this time is the first of 

only two indications in Xenophon’s entire narrative that some of the invaders actually 

bled in Acarnania. But regardless of Xenophon’s potential understatement, it does seem 

that the invading army was holding up well. 

                                                           
335 Xen. Hell. 4.6.9:  εὐβατώτερον γὰρ ἦν τοῦτο τὸ ὄρος καὶ ὁπλίταις καὶ ἵπποις.  

336 Circulation of orders: Xen. Lac. 11 discussed in depth by Humble 2006: 219-34. For sacrifice 

before battle, a conventional practice in hoplite warfare, see Pritchett 1971: 109-15 and Jameson 

1991: 197-227. 

337 Xen. Hell. 4.6.10: καὶ ἐν ᾧ μὲν ἐσφαγιάζετο, μάλα κατεῖχον βάλλοντες καὶ ἀκοντίζοντες οἱ 

Ἀκαρνᾶνες, καὶ ἐγγὺς προσιόντες πολλοὺς ἐτίτρωσκον. 
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 The Acarnanians, though, certainly would have been wearing down the army 

that they had trapped in the basin, and by all accounts, were steadily subduing the 

invaders. 

But when Agesilaus gave the command, the fifteen-year class rushed out from the 

hoplites, the hippeis charged, and Agesilaus himself followed with the others.338  

 

By “gave the command,” Xenophon likely meant that Agesilaus ordered a salpinx call. 

The cries of the wounded and shouting of those still fighting combined with the impacts 

and reverberations of Acarnanian projectiles on shields and armor would have made a 

verbal signal inaudible, especially one intended for a large portion of the army.339  

 The fifteen-year class – those aged twenty to thirty-five – would have been the 

most physically competent of the Spartan hoplites, and this time, the hippeis advanced 

on their horses. Xenophon cannot resist adding that Agesilaus also advanced, but with 

the unnamed “others” behind the leading wave. Given the nature of the Acarnanians’ 

weapons, the hoplites would have needed to retain their shields and helmets for the 

assault. In addition, the Spartans’ lightweight pilos helmets would have been no 

burden, and importantly, they offered additional protection.340 

                                                           
338 Xen. Hell. 4.6.10: ἐπεὶ δὲ παρήγγειλεν, ἔθει μὲν ἐκ τῶν ὁπλιτῶν τὰ πεντεκαίδεκα ἀφ’ 

ἥβης, ἤλαυνον δὲ οἱ ἱππεῖς, αὐτὸς δὲ σὺν τοῖς ἄλλοις ἠκολούθει.  

339 Cf. Arr. Tact. 27 and see Krentz 1991: 110-20 for the salpinx in Greek warfare during the time 

in question. 

340 Pilos helmet: Cartledge 1977: 14 
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The Acarnanians who had advanced down the mountain and were throwing 

missiles turned around quickly but were killed to a man as they fled.341  

 

Agesilaus’ apparent tactical acumen here is remarkable. He waited for the Acarnanians 

to approach and signaled the assault while the Acarnanians were launching – or more 

likely, preparing to launch – another volley of javelins. 342 In the process of firing, the 

Acarnanians would have been least prepared to run back up the mountain. And as the 

uncoordinated and ineffective Spartan rushes from earlier in the encounter revealed, 

the invaders needed every possible advantage against their speedy assailants. 

 As it turned out, the annihilation of the slingers and javelineers was the invaders’ 

first success, but not the end of their difficulties. 

On the summit, Acarnanian hoplites were drawn up for battle as was the 

majority of the peltasts, and they stood firm.343  

 

The intricacy of the Acarnanian attack is now on full display: the Acarnanians had 

prepared a phalanx of their own, supported presumably by the same peltasts who had 

initiated the Acarnanians’ attack so effectively the previous day. But this development 

also raises a number of questions.  

                                                           
341 Xen. Hell. 4.6.11: οἱ μὲν οὖν ὑποκαταβεβηκότες τῶν Ἀκαρνάνων καὶ ἀκροβολιζόμενοι 

ταχὺ ἐνέκλιναν καὶ ἀπέθνῃσκον φεύγοντες πρὸς τὸ ἄναντες. 

342 It is interesting to note that Agesilaus’ plan would have been ineffective if the Acarnanians 

were attacking in uncoordinated and unpredictable waves (cf. Pritchett 1991a: 65-6 on 

organized corps of stone throwers). 

343 Xen. Hell. 4.6.11:  ἐπὶ μέντοι τοῦ ἀκροτάτου οἱ ὁπλῖται ἦσαν τῶν Ἀκαρνάνων 

παρατεταγμένοι καὶ τῶν πελταστῶν τὸ πολύ, καὶ ἐνταῦθα ἐπέμενον. 
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 First, was it the Acarnanians’ intention to lure the invading army up the slope so 

the Acarnanian hoplites could attack with the aid of the peltasts and an extraordinary 

terrain advantage?344 This would explain why the Acarnanians initially kept their 

distance on this side of the basin and pressed the attack from the other. 

 Then again, were the slingers and javelineers meant to soften up the army so 

these hoplites and peltasts could attack at the most opportune time? For that matter, 

were Acarnanian hoplites drawn up for battle all around the basin or just on this side? 

We will return to these questions below, but it bears emphasizing that the Acarnanians 

assembled and deployed this force in a relatively short amount of time – roughly from 

the time the Acarnanian peltasts located the invading army camped on the mountain 

slope – and that they executed such a sophisticated attack, seemingly undetected in its 

initial stages.  

They launched various projectiles and threw their spears, wounding the 

cavalrymen and killing some horses.345  

 

To the credit of the Spartan fifteen-year class and hippeis, they continued the assault up 

the slope, and by doing so, they deserve recognition for preventing a rout. Had they 

hesitated, and if the Acarnanian hoplites and peltasts then advanced, the fight on the 

slope would have ensued.  

                                                           
344 Advantage of fighting from higher ground: Rawlings 2007: 89 

345 Xen. Hell. 4.6.11:  καὶ τά τε ἄλλα βέλη ἠφίεσαν καὶ τοῖς δόρασιν ἐξακοντίζοντες ἱππέας τε 

κατέτρωσαν καὶ ἵππους τινὰς ἀπέκτειναν. 
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 Notice that the Acarnanians – quite unusually – threw their spears. Xenophon 

may have included this detail to convey a sense of desperation, that is, the undeterred 

Spartan assault rattled the Acarnanian phalanx. However, it is entirely possible that the 

Acarnanian hoplites carried two spears, threw one, and continued to stand firm with 

the other. (Xenophon does not say who did the actual throwing.)346 The Acarnanians 

would have known that they were up against a contingent of Spartan cavalry, so it is 

possible that the peltasts brought heavier spears for this very reason. 

But when they were almost within reach of the Lacedaemonian hoplites, they 

retreated.347   

 

Note the slight discrepancy in Xenophon’s narrative. Earlier he claimed that the fifteen-

year class was to lead the assault up the slope, but it is clear that the horsemen were the 

first to engage with the Acarnanian hoplite and peltast contingents. And despite 

Xenophon’s best efforts to downplay the Acarnanians’ actions – they wounded the 

cavalrymen (all of them?) and killed “some” horses – the hoplites and peltasts in fact 

stopped the cavalry charge and were still standing firm. 

 But in the end, the Acarnanians wheeled around and retreated.348 The persistent 

assault of the Spartan fifteen-year class with the rest of the Lacedaemonian and 

                                                           
346 For hoplites carrying two spears, throwing one and fighting with the other, see Anderson 

1991: 19-21. 

347 Xen. Hell. 4.6.11:  ἐπεὶ μέντοι μικροῦ ἔδεον ἤδη ἐν χερσὶ τῶν Λακεδαιμονίων ὁπλιτῶν 

εἶναι, ἐνέκλιναν. 
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Achaean hoplites in tow was too much.349 The Acarnanian hoplites may have been 

outnumbered, or perhaps the unnamed Acarnanian generals were smart enough to 

avoid fighting the Lacedaemonian army on equal footing. 

 To return to some of the questions raised above, then, it does not appear that 

there were Acarnanian hoplites out of sight on the other side of the basin. If there were, 

one has to wonder why they would not have attacked when they saw the invading 

army launch its assault. Instead, it seems that the Acarnanian slingers and javelineers 

on the steeper slope withdrew when they saw that the invaders were making their way 

out of the basin.  

 Since these particular Acarnanians were also preventing the army from moving 

toward the narrow exit, it is most likely, then, that they were attempting to compel (or 

lure) the invading army up the slope for a decisive engagement. In other words, the 

Acarnanians left Agesilaus only one option which they expected him to take. 

On that day, about 300 of them died.350 

The significance of this number is difficult to gauge. For one, although Xenophon has 

hinted at the high casualty rate sustained by Agesilaus’ army, he does not relate the 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
348 Tactical retreat: Xenophon tends to add a verb of fleeing to ἐγκλίνω to depict a hasty or 

disordered retreat, as he does above in 4.6.11 (the Spartans’ initial assault out of the basin). See 

also Xen. Hell. 3.4, 4.4, 4.5, 6.5, and 7.2. 

349 cf. Holladay 1982: 98 and Cartledge 1987: 225 who credit only Agesilaus’ skillful and 

determined leadership for the Spartans’ “success” in these circumstances. 

350 Xen. Hell. 4.6.11: καὶ ἀπέθανον αὐτῶν ἐν ἐκείνῃ τῇ ἡμέρᾳ περὶ τριακοσίους. 
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number of invaders slain or the status of the wounded for comparison. It would be 

helpful to know, for instance, how many of Agesilaus’ wounded were still able to fight 

and how many could no longer contribute to the invasion.  

 More importantly, Xenophon does not specify the various contingents to which 

the 300 Acarnanians who died in the encounter belonged. Modern scholarship has yet 

to treat this as a problem. Interestingly, though, the rest of Xenophon’s narrative 

provides enough information to discern who these Acarnanians were, and this sheds 

light on a significant aspect of the Acarnanian defense. 

First, as there is no indication of a rout and pursuit of the Acarnanian hoplites in 

Xenophon’s narrative, and on the contrary, Xenophon clearly states that they withdrew 

before coming within reach of the Lacedaemonians, very few Acarnanian hoplites 

would have been included in the 300. In addition, the Acarnanian peltasts who were 

drawn up for battle out of sight could have easily outrun the Lacedaemonian hoplites 

just as the Acarnanian slingers and javelineers on the army’s right had evaded the 

hoplites and hippeis who broke out of the phalanx. 

This means that the wave of slingers and javelineers “great in number,” caught 

and killed to a man in the army’s charge out of the basin, constituted the most 

significant portion of the 300 Acarnanian dead.351 These individuals were likely some of 

                                                           
351 Great in number: Xen. Hell. 4.6.9 (above) 
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the youngest, poorest, and least specialized members of the Acarnanians’ defensive 

repertoire, and from the cold perspective “from higher,” the easiest to replace.352  

Furthermore, to judge from Xenophon’s account, the Acarnanians did not even 

admit defeat by requesting to recover their dead, a detail that Xenophon tended to 

include in his more elaborate narratives of military encounters.353 Nevertheless, 

after that, Agesilaus set up a trophy, and going around from there, cut down and 

scorched the countryside.354  

 

Destruction by fire was absent from the army’s earlier devastation activities – perhaps 

Xenophon meant to convey a sense of heightened aggression on the part of the invaders 

in response to the disaster that they had nearly suffered. Or maybe Agesilaus ordered 

the scorching to elicit a response from the Acarnanians, that is, to fight in the open. If 

the latter, he was unsuccessful.  

Compelled by the Achaeans, he even attacked some of the poleis, but he did not 

take a single one.355 

 

                                                           
352 Social status of slingers and stone throwers: Pritchett 1991a: 53-4, to which we could include 

unskilled light-armed troops (javelineers, psiloi). 

353 Xen. Hell. 1.2, 2.4, 3.5, 4.3, 4.13, 6.2, 6.4, 7.1, 7.5. In this light, it may be worth considering 

Xenophon’s silence on the booty that resulted from this particular engagement: was there even 

any to speak of? 

354 Xen. Hell. 4.6.12: τούτων δὲ γενομένων ὁ Ἀγησίλαος τροπαῖον ἐστήσατο. καὶ τὸ ἀπὸ 

τούτου περιιὼν κατὰ τὴν χώραν ἔκοπτε καὶ ἔκαε. Trophy as expression of victory: Pritchett 

1974: 246-75 

355 Xen. Hell. 4.6.12: πρὸς ἐνίας δὲ τῶν πόλεων καὶ προσέβαλλεν, ὑπὸ τῶν Ἀχαιῶν 

ἀναγκαζόμενος, οὐ μὴν εἷλέ γε οὐδεμίαν. 
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The distinction, if any, that Xenophon was attempting to make between the Acarnanian 

poleis here and the astē from earlier in his narrative is unclear, as is the nature of these 

attacks and the Acarnanians’ defensive methods.356 But given the logistical constraints 

of the invasion and the time that had already passed, the burning and “besieging” 

portion of the invasion only could have lasted two to four weeks.357 

 Evidently, the Acarnanians refused to fight Agesilaus on his terms, and 

Agesilaus avoided fighting the Acarnanians on theirs. But logistics aside, Agesilaus 

certainly did not want to stay in Acarnania once the colder seasons started to approach. 

Heavy rainfalls would have restricted his army’s mobility, leaving the invaders 

vulnerable to yet another Acarnanian attack.358 

When autumn was coming on, he left the country.359 

Such was the defense of Acarnania. 

 

iv. Aftermath and Discussion 

                                                           
356 For possible distinctions between poleis and astē, see Hansen 2006: 56-61. Some combination 

explains Xenophon’s wording here: he could be using both terms as synonyms for towns; poleis 

could refer to Acarnanian settlements with the astē understood as their urban center; or by “not 

taking a single one,” Xenophon may have meant that Agesilaus was unable to win over the 

political community associated with a given polis (cf. Xen. Hell. 4.6.13 below).  

357 Logistics for a geographically constrained invasion: van Wees 2004: 104-8 at 106 

358 For this reason, Phormio put an early end to his campaign in Acarnania during the winter of 

429/8 (Thuc. 2.102-3). 

359 Xen. Hell. 4.6.12: ἡνίκα δὲ ἤδη ἐπεγίγνετο τὸ μετόπωρον, ἀπῄει ἐκ τῆς χώρας. 
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 The Achaeans were less than pleased with the outcome of the invasion. They had 

asked Agesilaus to stay in country long enough to prevent the Acarnanians from 

sowing their fields, but he refused, claiming that the more the Acarnanians sowed their 

fields, the more willingly they would come to terms with the Spartans and their allies 

the following year. Not impressed, and citing in addition Agesilaus’ inability to gain 

control of a single Acarnanian polis, the Achaeans concluded that the expedition had in 

fact accomplished nothing (Xenophon kept his own view of the matter to himself).360 

Was there anything to the Achaeans’ claim? 

 Part of the Achaeans’ grievance with Agesilaus was that not only had he failed to 

win over a single Acarnanian polis by force, but he was unable to do so even through 

diplomacy. Agesilaus left the region without the Acarnanians having agreed to 

anything – no truce with the Achaeans, no alliance with the Spartans, not even a pledge 

to cease from attacking the Calydonians.  

 However, there are some additional considerations to explore beyond the surface 

of Xenophon’s narrative. For instance, did the invasion bring about economic ruin? The 

crop destruction and disruption of the harvest would have been significant, but the 

Acarnanians should have been prepared for at least one bad year. Preventing the 

Acarnanians from sowing their fields would have been more devastating. In fact, given 

that the invaders disrupted and partially destroyed the harvest, if they had then 

                                                           
360 Xen. Hell. 4.6.13 
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prevented the sowing of the fields, the Acarnanians might have been willing to consider 

the potential terms offered by Agesilaus.  

 Given their initial response to the Spartan embassy at Stratos, though, Agesilaus 

possibly figured that the Acarnanians were going to refuse any terms and instead 

prepare another attack. The Spartans escaped the first engagement with the 

Acarnanians and needed to be cautious about another one. 

 In any case, we also need to consider the fate of the Acarnanians’ livestock and 

slaves. The loss of these possessions also would have been significant, but did the 

Acarnanians actually lose them? The first and last that we hear of the livestock and 

slaves is the brief notice in Xenophon’s narrative, so it is difficult to say. In addition, not 

only is the identity of the supposed merchants unknown, but Xenophon gives no 

indication as to where they went after buying the livestock and slaves. He may not have 

known. 

 Nevertheless, whoever the merchants were, they could not have gone far in the 

span of a day or two, that is, they still would have been in the heart of Acarnanian 

territory. What this means is that the merchants who were now burdened with 

Acarnanian livestock and slaves would have been easy targets as soon as they left the 

protection of the invading army.  

 Xenophon and his sources had no way of knowing what happened to the 

livestock and slaves after Agesilaus sold them near the lake. But the Acarnanians were 
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already in the vicinity of whichever direction the merchants actually went. We know 

this because the Acarnanians attacked the Spartans and their allies the following 

evening. 

 However, it is possible that the merchants remained with the army (after all, they 

could have been Calydonians) and then followed the army out of Acarnania. Again, 

though, the army’s protection would have lasted only until the Spartans left the region. 

The Acarnanians were fully capable of attacking coastal settlements beyond their own 

borders. In one way or another, then, the Acarnanians easily could have regained their 

livestock and slaves.  

 The notion that the invasion of 389 brought about agricultural or economic ruin 

for the Acarnanians, then, is difficult to sustain. 

 That said, the Acarnanians did send an embassy to Sparta the following spring to 

make peace with the Achaeans and become allies of the Spartans. According to 

Xenophon, they did this because Agesilaus was making preparations to invade 

Acarnania again, and the potential ramifications of further crop destruction worried the 

Acarnanians.361 But it is far from apparent how Xenophon could have known the 

Acarnanians’ motives, and it is likely the case that he did not. In his view, though, it 

must have been the case that the Acarnanians feared another invasion. Otherwise, why 

else would they have capitulated? 

                                                           
361 Xen. Hell. 4.7.1, Ages. 2.20 
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 Well, there are a few reasons. First, very little was at stake for the Acarnanians by 

making peace with the Achaeans and becoming allies of the Spartans. They had to stop 

attacking Calydon, at least temporarily – that was about it. The Athenians and 

Boeotians had shown little concern for what was happening in Acarnania. Evidently, 

they were dealing with more pressing issues. If coming to terms with the Achaeans and 

Spartans was going to prevent further destruction and keep the Spartans from 

meddling in Acarnania, what reason did the Acarnanians have to sustain another 

invasion? 

 In addition, there are few indications that the Acarnanians’ newly pledged 

loyalty to the Spartan cause was anything more than a calculated move. Never once 

does Xenophon mention that the Acarnanians took part in subsequent engagements 

during the Corinthian War. That is, they offered no support to the Spartan cause. And 

the next record of Acarnanian involvement in Greek affairs is in 375 when they joined 

the Second Athenian League (allied against Sparta) and then in 370 when they joined 

the Thebans in invading Sparta.362 

 In light of the foregoing discussion, then, should the encounter between 

Acarnanians and Spartans in 389 be understood as a Spartan victory? What exactly had 

the Spartans accomplished? They had secured no terms of peace with the Acarnanians, 

                                                           
362 Joining of the Second Athenian League: Rhodes and Osborne 24 = 2003: 108-13 (cf. Diod. Sic. 

15.36.5); allied with Thebes: Xen. Hell. 6.5.23 
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and perhaps even more importantly from the Spartans’ perspective, they had not even 

quieted the Achaeans.  

 Was it a military victory? It is difficult to say. As noted above, Xenophon is 

curiously silent on the number of Spartan and Achaean casualties. This suggests that he 

was attempting to downplay Spartan and Achaean losses and give the impression that 

only the Acarnanians suffered loss in the encounter. After all, according to Xenophon, 

Agesilaus set up a trophy after the attack at the basin and did not seek a truce to recover 

his dead. 

 However, what must be realized is that all of the Spartan and Achaean dead 

would have been confined to the limits of the basin. This means that the Spartans did 

not need a truce to recover their dead and set up a trophy. And since there was no truce 

or exchange of dead, Xenophon could afford to omit the extent of the Spartans’ and 

Achaeans’ losses. In a technical sense, the encounter may have been a victory in the eyes 

of Agesilaus and Xenophon, but the real victory seems to have been that the Spartans 

and their allies managed to survive the Acarnanian attack. 

 It is clear that the Acarnanians did not share the view of Agesilaus and 

Xenophon. In fact, from their perspective, the Defense of 389 could have been nothing 

short of a success. They had sustained the trauma of a large-scale, destructive invasion 

while almost annihilating the invading army. Then, drawing on the advantages of the 

region’s physical environment and aided by their own network of fortified settlements, 
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the Acarnanians drove off the Spartans and Achaeans in time to sow their fields. 

Furthermore, they did all of this without granting the invaders a single concession, at 

least not until shrewdly “capitulating” the following spring.  

 But although some revisionism may be welcome here, the Defense of Acarnania 

reveals that the Acarnanians ca.389 could organize and execute a wide-scale, intricate 

defense on short notice under conditions of uncertainty. 

 The attack at the lake was a coordinated effort of Acarnanian peltasts, hoplites 

and an array of slingers and other javelineers – in all, a considerable force displaying 

great tactical sophistication. Most of the peltasts and at least some of the slingers and 

javelineers would have originated from the mountainous interior of Acarnania, while 

the hoplites represented the poleis of the plain and coast. In short, the Acarnanian 

defensive force spanned the entire region.  

 It bears emphasizing, though, that not only had the Acarnanians assembled this 

force in response to the Spartan embassy at Stratos, but they had kept it out of sight as 

the invaders made their way through Acarnanian territory. And crucially, the 

Acarnanians initiated their attack only after securing every geographical and tactical 

advantage against Agesilaus and his army. That the Acarnanians managed to do this 

without fully knowing the intentions of the invading army is remarkable. True, 

Agesilaus had announced that he would ravage the countryside should the 

Acarnanians refuse his offer, but the Acarnanians had no way of knowing the exact 
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course that the invaders would take or how fast they would be moving through the 

coastal region and plain. In short, the Acarnanians would have needed to be prepared 

for anything. 

 Nevertheless, the analysis above has suggested that the location of the attack was 

no coincidence, and specifically, that the Acarnanians used their livestock and slaves to 

bait Agesilaus to the site of the attack. This calls for elaboration.  

 The first thing to keep in mind is that Xenophon (or his source) could not have 

known exactly where the Acarnanians removed their livestock when the invading army 

arrived in the region. This means that the notices in Xenophon’s narrative of the 

Acarnanians “withdrawing the livestock inland” and then “driving the livestock down 

from the mountains” should be understood not as matters of fact, but as deductions. 

Since the livestock initially disappeared from the invaders’ sight but then reappeared by 

the lake, it “must have been the case” that the Acarnanians had driven their livestock to 

the interior and then brought the animals back to the plain because they felt safe, at 

least from perspective of the Spartans and Achaeans. 

 This may be a reasonable conclusion, but it begs the question: why would the 

Acarnanians return their livestock from the mountains, even if they felt safe? The 

invasion took place in the late summer – there would have been no shortage of water 

and pasture for the animals in the Acarnanian interior. Nothing, then, was stopping the 

Acarnanians from keeping their livestock well out of the invaders’ reach. That they left 
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their animals under the care of slaves in an area that was fully visible and accessible to 

the invading army can only suggest that they wanted the Spartans to notice them. And 

what lends support to this interpretation is the timing of the Acarnanians’ highly 

coordinated attack, which occurred directly after the invaders’ seized the livestock and 

slaves. Note too the location of the attack: the “lake” gave every advantage to the 

Acarnanian defensive force.  

 But this raises an even bigger question, namely, was the Defense of Acarnania a 

strategic response to the Spartan-led invasion, or nothing more that a series of reactive 

measures strung together on an ad hoc basis? The invading army had been in 

Acarnania for a little over two weeks by the time of the attack – that should have been 

enough time for the Acarnanians to figure out a response. Are there any indications of 

high-level planning on the part of the Acarnanians to challenge this interpretation?  

  There are. The first is the response of the Acarnanian congress at Stratos in light 

of Agesilaus’ unmistakable ultimatum to the Acarnanians. Even though the Spartans 

and their allies were already in the region and poised for an invasion, the Acarnanians 

rejected the embassy’s terms of peace. It seems unlikely that the Acarnanians would 

have done this without a plan, but it is an open question. However, given the 

sophistication and aggressive nature of the Acarnanians’ subsequent activities, it is clear 

that the Acarnanians were not daunted by the prospects of facing a large-scale invasion. 

On the contrary, they had full confidence in their defensive capabilities. 
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 A better indication of the existence of a defensive strategy in Acarnania is the 

course of the defense itself, especially since it seems that the Acarnanians were 

following a multi-scalar contingency plan. This plan seems to have run along the 

following lines: first, in response to the invading army’s arrival, the occupants of the 

coast and plain were to abandon their settlements, withdraw inland, send their 

moveable goods to a remote location, and then notify the rest of the Acarnanians, just as 

they had done in 426/5. This set the defense in motion. 

 From there, the Acarnanians were to remain within their fortified inland 

settlements, most of which were also protected to the east and north by Acarnania’s 

mountainous interior. An open engagement with a large-scale army like that of the 

Spartans and their allies clearly was not an option. Instead, the Acarnanians would 

concede their fields, monitor the invading army’s activities, and wait for the invaders to 

depart after destroying whatever agricultural resources were within their reach. 

However, as the Acarnanians would have known, it was not a given that the invaders 

would depart, and in 389, the Spartans and their allies decided to stay.  

 The next step, then, entailed drawing the invading army to one of the various 

locations that favored the Acarnanians. In this case, the Spartans took the bait, and the 

Acarnanians attacked. This was the third step, detailed at length above. If the attack 

was unsuccessful, the Acarnanians were to return to their fortified settlements where 
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the cycle could begin again. In this way, although the attack at the lake was not wholly 

successful, the Defense of 389 was. 

 But if we accept the existence of a defensive strategy, the next question is what 

motive the Acarnanians had to develop such a high-level plan. In this case, the answer 

is relatively clear. The Acarnanians had taken great interest in gaining control of 

Calydon, and it was no secret that the Spartans were allied with the Aetolians and 

Achaeans. In short, the potential consequences of attacking the Calydonians could not 

have been lost on the Acarnanians.  

 However, the Spartans had ventured into Acarnania in recent decades, so the 

possibility remained that they would return for some reason. But more to the point, the 

Athenians were unreliable allies, and in the past had even launched their own invasion 

to interfere with Acarnanian internal affairs. This means that the Acarnanians could 

have counted only on themselves for defense, and they would have realized this by the 

second quarter of the fifth century, at the latest.  

 But was the need for a defensive strategy clear to an ethnos of Acarnanians or a 

koinon? Although the full extent of political organization in Acarnania ca.389 cannot be 

known in detail, the reconstruction and re-narration above has revealed a high level of 

coordination among Acarnanians writ large, and this would support the view of a 

federal state ca.389. Furthermore, the solidarity that the Acarnanians exhibited after the 
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attack also suggests that the bonds connecting the loose confederation of the fifth-

century had indeed become tighter by the first quarter of the fourth.  

 Then again, it is also clear that the sophistication and solidarity of the 

Acarnanians was unexpected, at least from an outsider’s perspective. The Spartans and 

Achaeans knew that an Acarnanian decision-making assembly was located at Stratos, 

but this could have been all that they knew about the Acarnanians. At any rate, 

Agesilaus himself certainly underestimated the Acarnanians’ collective capabilities. The 

evidence from Xenophon’s narrative is ambiguous, so the possibility that a koinon did 

not exist during the time in question must remain on the table.  

 And yet, why does it matter if a federal state existed in Acarnania ca.450-389? As 

in the case of the Phocians ca.525-475, the answer seems to be that the existence of an 

early league flies in the face of the Thucydidean view of upland ethnē. This would be 

particularly important in the case of the Acarnanians as Thucydides specifically named 

them in his assessment of the western mainland. The forming of an early koinon in 

Acarnania would be undeniable evidence that the Acarnanians were not centuries 

behind the polis-centric Greek world, even if this insight was limited strictly to the 

realm of political development.  

 But here we arrive at the greater significance of the Defense of Acarnania. Even if 

Xenophon’s use of to koinon referred to an actual federal government – and this is a 
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possibility – the Defense of 389 was possible without the structure of a formal federal 

state and the direction of a central power. 

 A successful defense did require leadership, and notwithstanding Xenophon’s 

silences on the matter, there is no question that Acarnanian generals were directing the 

individual contingents of slingers, javelineers, peltasts and hoplites that attacked the 

Spartans and their allies. In fact, Thucydides mentions such generals as early as 425 – 

they likely were leading figures within individual Acarnanian communities.363 These 

generals may have even constituted the Acarnanian congress at Stratos. But there are no 

grounds to conclude that they were federal magistrates constituting or supervised by a 

standing central power. 

 What this means is that even if a koinon did not exist in Acarnania at the time of 

the Spartan-led invasion, the Defense of 389 still would negate the Thucydidean view of 

upland ethnē for the case of Acarnania. By the first quarter of the fourth century, the 

ethnos of the Acarnanians was a well-connected, well-organized and efficient political 

entity that was thoroughly adapted to the broader geopolitical context of the Greek 

mainland. The polis-centric Greek world of the late-fifth and early-fourth centuries may 

have been ignorant of the collective capabilities of this political entity, but as the 

Spartans and their allies learned in 389, the reverse certainly was not the case.  

 

                                                           
363 Thuc. 3.109 
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CHAPTER 5 

 

The Defense of Arcadia 370 

 

 

 

Wherever they wanted to fight, nothing hindered them – not darkness, 

not storms, not long marches, not difficult mountains. 

Xenophon, Hellenica 7.1.25 

 

 

 

i. Introduction364 

 At the dawn of the Archaic age, Arcadians had already laid claim to the 

landlocked, mountainous interior of the central Peloponnese.365 Then, as now, 

mountains reaching as high as 2,300 meters gave shape to a number of expansive 

upland plains. The largest of these was the so-called central Arcadian plain. It was here 

that the region’s largest city-states, Mantineia and Tegea, came to power during the 

classical period. However, before the classical period “Arcadia” was nothing more than 

a shorthand expression for “land inhabited by Arcadians.”366 A network of Archaic 

                                                           
364 All dates are BC; all translations are my own. 

365 Arcadians in the Catalogue of Ships: Il. 2.603-14. For Archaic Arcadia (ca.600-479), its 

geographical extent and the emergence of its various historical communities, see Nielsen 2002: 

92-7 and 159-228. 

366 For Arcadia as “fundamentally a human [sc. outsider’s] construct,” see Morgan 2003: 39 (cf. 

Jones 1967: 131). 
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sanctuaries provides evidence of regional cooperation in the religious sphere, but 

whatever political significance these sanctuaries may have had, if any, has left no 

traces.367   

 By the late-sixth and early-fifth centuries, a more coherent regional identity had 

emerged. Herodotus, for example, could speak of an ethnos of Arcadians, that is, a 

“people” composed of various city-states and tribal communities.368 Around the same 

time, outsiders had also come to recognize Arcadians as ideal mercenaries.369 And later 

in the fifth century, the Arcadians attempted to politicize their shared identity by 

circulating coinage throughout the region that bore a common ethnic.370  

 Nevertheless, small-scale conflicts with Argives, Spartans, and Eleans led most 

Arcadians to identify first with their local communities, and only secondarily with 

“Arcadia.” There are some indications that the Arcadians had formed an ethnos-wide 

                                                           
367 Archaic sanctuaries, most which were located in eastern Arcadia: Jost 1994: 217-30, Morgan 

2003: 155-62 

368 Hdt. 8.73.1. For the emergence and development of an Arcadian regional or “national” 

identity, see Hejnic 1961, Nielsen 1999: 16-79 and Scheer 2010: 11-25. The essential features of 

this identity included a common name, a common origin myth, a shared culture, and as alluded 

to above, an association with a specific territory. 

369 See Trundle 2004: 53-4 who discusses the epigraphic and literary evidence for Arcadian 

mercenaries. 

370 The landmark study of Arcadian coinage is Williams 1965. Williams, among others, 

interpreted the coinage as distinctively federal in character, but a series of subsequent studies 

has pointed out the problems with this view (Roy 1972a: 334-41, Psomi 1999: 81-96, Nielsen 

2002: 121-41). In short, coinage alone cannot establish the existence of a federation, and in this 

case, there is no additional literary or epigraphic evidence to support a “federal” interpretation 

for the fifth century. 
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symmachy against Sparta during the fifth century, but that is the only evidence of 

sustained political cooperation on a regional scale.371  

 All of this changed in the fourth century. During the summer of 370, the 

Arcadians formed a formal koinon known to moderns as the Arcadian League.372 

According to Xenophon and Diodorus, the primary elements of the League were to be a 

council and assembly of 10,000 voting citizens. Collectively, the council and assembly 

could pass resolutions binding on all constituent polities, whether poleis, smaller towns 

or tribal communities.373  

 In addition to the notices in Xenophon and Diodorus, an Arcadian inscription 

found at Tegea attests to the existence and political structure of the koinon by 369.374 This 

epigraphic evidence means that the Arcadians constitute the first of an unambiguous 

koinon among the upland ethnē considered in previous chapters. Furthermore, unlike the 

Phocians ca.490, the Aetolians in 426, and the Acarnanians in 389, the Arcadians 

provide the only example of intra-ethnos conflict. In fact, internal dissent would play an 

important role in the development and eventual demise of the Arcadian koinon ca.370-

362 (below).  

                                                           
371 Larsen, for instance, did not treat the Arcadians as a confederacy before the King’s Peace. For 

the possible symmachy of the fifth century, see Nielsen 2002: 142-5. 

372 Xen. Hell. 6.5.6, Diod. Sic. 15.59.1 

373 For the structure and character of the Arcadian League, see Larsen 1968: 186-9, Giovannini 

1971: 43-6, Beck 1997: 75-83, Corsten 1999: 61-6 and Roy 2000b: 308-26. 

374Rhodes and Osborne 32 = 2003: 156-61 (cf. Xen. Hell. 7.4.33) 
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 Before that, though, at the very interface of the transition from ethnos to koinon, 

the Arcadians had to face a Spartan-led invasion that threatened the existence of their 

nascent League. The Arcadians’ response to this invasion – referred to below as the 

Defense of Arcadia – was the first collective action of the Arcadian League documented 

in a contemporary source. Nevertheless, past scholarship has virtually ignored the 

dynamics and greater significance of this encounter, leaving a series of questions open 

for investigation. 

 First, to what extent were the collective capabilities of the Arcadians in 370 

related to those of pre-league Arcadians? During the fifth and early-fourth centuries, for 

instance, Mantineia and Tegea had been allied off and on with the Spartans, yet both 

played a key role in the Defense of 370. Was it the case, then, that the founding of a 

formal league finally enabled wide-spread collective action in Arcadia? In other words, 

did the Arcadians need a koinon to defend themselves against the Spartans?    

 Similarly, was the organized force of Arcadians opposing the Spartan invasion of 

370 a federal army? The Arcadians did eventually form a standing army in the 360’s, 

but it is unclear whether this force existed at the time of the koinon’s founding. Were 

pre-league Arcadians also capable of mobilizing, organizing and positioning personnel 

as an ethnos? If so, to what extent did the Arcadian “federal” army exist before 370, and 

what does this say about the relationship between the Arcadian koinon and the ethnos 

that preceded it?  
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 This chapter seeks to answer these questions by detailing and piecing together 

the intricacies of the Arcadians’ defense – that is, how the Arcadians observed, 

controlled, menaced, and attacked the large-scale invading army of 370 – and then re-

narrating the encounter primarily from the defenders’ perspective. Such an approach 

reveals that the Defense of Arcadia was a sophisticated and calculated action based on a 

defensive strategy that preexisted the invasion of 370. The Arcadians’ strategy made use 

of the basic infrastructure of the region (roads, fortified settlements), exploited a 

number of geographical and tactical advantages, and relied on the cooperation of 

civilian populations. By attending to the minutiae of the Arcadians’ defense, the 

analysis below offers a different interpretation of why the encounter unfolded the way 

it did and sheds new light on the character and capabilities of the emergent Arcadian 

koinon.  

 

ii. Past Approaches and Sources 

 Modern scholarship has mentioned the Defense of Arcadia only in passing, and 

has yet to give the incident serious consideration.375 This neglect is due to a series of 

factors: there are no major discrepancies between sources to debate, no topographical 

puzzles to solve, and no indications that the encounter between Arcadians and Spartans 

in 370 had major repercussions vis-à-vis the rest of the Greek world. In addition, the 

                                                           
375 See, for example, Cartledge 1987: 383-4, 2002: 253, Hamilton 1991: 223, and Roy 1991: 190.  
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Defense took place between the Battle of Leuctra in 371 and the Theban-led invasion of 

Laconia in 370. 376 In a way, the Defense of Arcadia remains in the shadows of these two 

monumental events.  

 When scholars discuss the Defense is discussed, they usually treat the encounter 

as a non-event: the Spartans invaded Arcadia, the Arcadians refused to fight, the 

Spartans went home. According to modern scholarship, the reason the Arcadians did 

not fight was simple: they were scared of the Spartans. However, this is the same 

explanation of Xenophon and Diodorus, the encounter’s two narrative sources. Since 

these narratives are central to the study of the Defense, they call for some preliminary 

discussion.  

 Xenophon is the primary source for the Defense of Arcadia. In this case, the 

considerations discussed in the previous chapter are still in effect: Xenophon’s extensive 

and detailed narrative is internally coherent, it contains descriptions of terrain that are 

reconcilable to the topography of the region, and is based on eye-witness accounts. In 

addition, although Xenophon provides an outsider’s perspective of the Defense, he 

would have known comparatively more about the Arcadians than he knew about some 

of the Spartans’ other adversaries. After all, Xenophon dealt with Arcadians extensively 

                                                           
376 Both events are discussed further below. 
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during his mercenary exploits in Anatolia, and he also lived for a number of years in 

Elis close to the central Peloponnese.377 

 As before, Xenophon’s narrative focuses primarily on the decisions and actions 

of Agesilaus.378 Xenophon is also at pains to show that Agesilaus and the Spartans 

maintained the initiative in Arcadia, even more so than in other incidents. 

Consequently, it is clear that he has omitted, obscured, and downplayed a number of 

significant features pertaining to the Arcadians.  

 But these biases can be overcome. Recent archaeological, topographical, and 

ethnographic research casts in a different light most of what Xenophon related about 

the Arcadians’ defense. By reading his narrative from the perspective of this research, 

Xenophon’s one-sided account becomes an illustrative source for understanding the 

collective capabilities of the Arcadians ca.370.  

 The other source for the Defense of Arcadia is less illustrative. Not only was 

Diodorus writing approximately 300 years after the fact, he was also epitomizing 

material from Ephorus’ fourth-century universal history. To make matters worse, the 

pertinent material drawn from Ephorus’ history was based on second-hand sources, at 

                                                           
377 For Arcadians in Xenophon’s Anabasis, see Roy 1972b: 129-36. See Anderson 1974: 172-3 for 

Xenophon’s residence in Elis. 

378 Xen. Hell. 6.5.10-23 
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best.379 As a result, Diodorus relates several details about the Arcadians that are clearly 

anachronistic, and his summary account diverges from Xenophon’s narrative in a few 

instances. Nevertheless, these two narratives can be reconciled, as shown below. 

 As for context, the Defense of Arcadia took place a little less than two decades 

after the King’s Peace of 387/6. The King’s Peace ended the Corinthian War and 

guaranteed political autonomy for participating Greeks, but also allowed the Spartans 

to administrate the terms of the decree.380 Under the guise of protecting and enforcing 

the Peace, the Spartans continued to attack their political enemies. The Thebans were of 

particular concern for the Spartans, and hostilities between the two powers were both 

frequent and violent.   

 This conflict culminated in 371 with the Thebans’ decisive victory over the 

Spartans at Leuctra.381 Leuctra effectively ended Spartan hegemony on the Greek 

mainland and established the Thebans as the leading power of the Greek world. But by 

the summer of 370, the full impact of the Theban victory had yet to reach the rest of the 

Greeks. Amidst this uncertainty, a few polities took steps to secure their place in a 

                                                           
379 Diod. Sic. 15.59, 62. See Stylianou 1998: 49-50 for Diodorus’ sources for the Greek and Persian 

narratives of Books 11-16. Importantly, Xenophon does not appear to have been one of them. 

380 The King’s Peace or Peace of Antalcidas (renewed in 375): Xen. Hell. 5.1.31, 6.2.1 and see 

Urban 1991, Badian 1991: 25-48 and Seager 1994: 156-86. 

381 For a concise survey and analysis of the sources and issues surrounding Leuctra and its 

aftermath, see Hamilton 1991: 204-14. 
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changing world, and among these were the Arcadians. Their response to the events of 

371 was soon to make the central Peloponnese a hub of further conflict. 

 

iii. the Defense 

 At some point during the summer of 370, in an unspecified location, an assembly 

of Arcadians formed a formal federation of towns and cities that encompassed most of 

the geographical realm of Arcadia. However, a few Arcadian poleis refused to join the 

league, opting instead to remain loyal to their foreign allies and independent within the 

central Peloponnese. Tegea was one of these poleis, at least at the start.382  

Stassipus, a leading Tegean politician with a substantial following, had 

persuaded the Tegean assembly to maintain the status quo in external matters, that is, 

to remain allies of Sparta. But his political opponents took to arms, overthrew the 

council’s decision, summoned aid from Mantineia, and ended up killing Stassipus and a 

large number of his following.383 After this particularly violent bout of stasis, the polis of 

Tegea became part of the Arcadian League and, according to Xenophon, 

 about eight hundred of the Tegeans loyal to Stassipus fled to Sparta.384 

                                                           
382 The other major poleis were Orchomenos and Heraia – see below. 

383 Xen. Hell. 6.5.7-9 

384 Xen. Hell. 6.5.10: [Τούτων δὲ γιγνομένων] ἔφυγον εἰς Λακεδαίμονα τῶν περὶ Στάσιππον 

Τεγεατῶν περὶ ὀκτακοσίους. 
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Eight hundred was a significant number. It may have represented approximately a 

third of the Tegeans’ total population of male citizens at this time.385 Nevertheless, those 

who remained in Tegea still would have made a significant addition to the nascent 

Arcadian League, and the city-state’s territory of ca.385 square kilometers in southern 

Arcadia would have been welcome, as well.386 

 As for those Tegeans who were forcibly exiled, Sparta would have been the only 

refuge within reason that they could have sought. The significance of their flight south 

would not have been lost on the rest of the Arcadians. It is likely that they expected 

some sort of response from the Spartans, even if the nature thereof was uncertain. 

Presumably, the eight hundred Tegeans gathered an audience rather quickly in Sparta 

and detailed their injustice. 

The Lacedaemonians decided that in accordance with their oaths they had to 

provide assistance on behalf of the dead and exiled of the Tegeans, so they 

organized an expedition against the Mantineians on the grounds that they had 

violated their oaths by attacking the Tegeans.387 

 

                                                           
385 Roy 1971b: 439-41, citing the 2,400 Tegean hoplites at the River Nemea in 394. See also 

Forsén, B. 2000: 35-55 for estimates of the entire civilian population. 

386 Size of Tegean territory: Nielsen 2004: 531 

387 Xen. Hell. 6.5.10: [μετὰ δὲ ταῦτα] τοῖς Λακεδαιμονίοις ἐδόκει βοηθητέον εἶναι κατὰ τοὺς 

ὅρκους τοῖς τεθνεῶσί τε τῶν Τεγεατῶν καὶ ἐκπεπτωκόσι· καὶ οὕτω στρατεύουσιν ἐπὶ τοὺς 

Μαντινέας, ὡς παρὰ τοὺς ὅρκους σὺν ὅπλοις ἐληλυθότων αὐτῶν ἐπὶ τοὺς Τεγεάτας. 
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The oaths mentioned here seem to have been the peace terms sworn by a number of 

Greek polities after the Spartans’ defeat at Lecutra.388 The cities that took part in this 

agreement – including, evidently, Tegea and Mantineia – were entitled to protection 

from the others. 

 But the relationship between the Mantineians and Spartans had become unstable, 

and in previous decades the Mantineians had repeatedly resisted Spartan domination in 

the Peloponnese, usually with a violent and unsuccessful end for the Mantineians.389 

Earlier in the year 370, for instance, the Mantineians had once again reasserted their 

independence from Sparta, this time by rebuilding the fortifications that the Spartans 

had once demolished. This made the Spartans uneasy, but they could do nothing about 

it.390 However, after the Mantineians aided the Tegeans in killing and exiling those loyal 

to Stassipus, the Spartans now had a legitimate pretext to attack them.  

The ephors ordered a levy and the voting citizens placed Agesilaus in command.391 

Agesilaus would have been the natural choice for this expedition: he was a seasoned 

(though aging) commander, quite familiar with the land of Arcadia by this time, and he 

                                                           
388 Post-Leuctra oaths: Xen. Hell. 6.5.2, a reaffirmation of those sworn immediately before the 

battle in 371 (Xen. Hell. 6.3.18-20 and see Cawkwell 1979: 335). 

389 Strained relations between Mantineia and Sparta during the late-fifth and fourth centuries: 

Nielsen 1996c: 87-93 

390 Xen. Hell. 6.5.3-5 

391 Xen. Hell. 6.5.10: καὶ φρουρὰν μὲν οἱ ἔφοροι ἔφαινον, Ἀγησίλαον δ’ ἐκέλευεν ἡ πόλις 

ἡγεῖσθαι.  
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also had personal ties with some Mantineians.392 It is interesting to note that the 

Spartans singled out the Mantineians for retaliation. It is almost as if in their minds they 

could invade Arcadia without dealing with the rest of the Tegeans, not to mention the 

rest of the Arcadians. But were the Spartans in any position to be campaigning in 

Arcadia one year after Leuctra? 

 It is difficult to say. At least one scholar has pointed to this incident as an 

indication of how desperate the Spartans had become to maintain their influence in the 

Peloponnese.393 We learn later that the invasion occurred in early- to mid-winter 

(roughly December or January) well after the traditional campaigning season had 

ended for the Greeks. It would seem, then, that the Spartans felt pressured to respond to 

the threats developing in Arcadia, whatever the costs.394  

 And yet, as arrogant as Spartan decision makers traditionally were, it had to 

have been clear to them that the winter of 370 was a poor time for risking the lives of 

the remaining citizen population, especially against a large number of Greeks such as 

the Arcadians who maintained a long-standing reputation as fierce soldiers.395 If 

                                                           
392 Ties with Mantineia: Xen. Hell. 5.2.3, 6.5.4 

393 “For the first time in seven years [Agesilaus] took the field at the head of an army, and it is a 

fair measure of his and Sparta’s desperation that he did so in the winter of late 370” (Cartledge 

1987: 383-4). 

394 The significance of the time of year is discussed further below. 

395 Incidentally, the ancient truism of Arcadian ferocity was articulated most explicitly by 

Xenophon himself (Xen. Hell. 7.1.23-6). 
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anything, the unconventional timing of the campaign suggests that not only were the 

Spartans desperate to maintain their in influence in the region, but also that they were 

somewhat ignorant or dismissive of the Arcadians’ collective capabilities. Depleted of 

manpower, the Spartans still figured that they could invade Arcadia with relative 

impunity. Then again, perhaps they were attempting to catch the Mantineians and the 

rest of the Arcadians off guard.  

 If the latter, to what effect? Well, to judge from Xenophon’s narrative, very little. 

In fact, as Agesilaus was organizing his army, 

 most of the Arcadians were assembling at Asea.396 

Asea was a sizeable settlement in southern Arcadia with a fortified acropolis and a 

population of approximately 2,000 to 3,000 during the first half of the fourth century 

(Map 5).397 Upwards of a third of this population may have been scattered across the 

polis’ 60 square kilometers of mountainous yet arable high country which included the 

Asea Valley itself.398

                                                           
396 Xen. Hell. 6.5.11: οἱ μὲν οὖν ἄλλοι Ἀρκάδες εἰς Ἀσέαν συνελέγοντο.  

397 Forsén and Forsén 1997: 163-176 at 176 for the population estimate. For the geography, 

topography, and settlement history of the Asea Valley see the contributions in Forsén and 

Forsén 2003. 

398 Size of Asean territory: Forsén and Forsén 1997: 175 
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 Furthermore, the polis of Asea was unusual in that it was connected with an 

extensive network of paths, roads, and mountain passes that connected the valley to the 

rest of Arcadia.399 In short, Asea would have been an ideal point of assembly for an 

army numbering in the thousands, especially one that was about to face an invasion 

from the south: Arcadians from across the central Peloponnese could have reached the 

polis rather quickly. 

 Again, to judge from Xenophon’s narrative, the Arcadians assembled in response 

to the levy in Sparta, that is, they were not permanently mobilized at Asea.400 How 

Xenophon (or his source) would have known this is unclear, but as we will see, he could 

have deduced where the Arcadians initially assembled after the fact. Later, it would 

have also been clear to him that not all of the Arcadians had gathered at Asea before the 

Spartan invasion. On the contrary, 

the Mantineians remained in place to keep a watch on the Orchomenians who had 

refused to join the koinon of the Arcadians out of enmity with Mantineia and 

                                                           
399 Forsén, B.  2003: 63-75 

400 “Unter den Koiná unterhielten nur die Arkader zusätzlich zu ihrer Bundesstreitmacht eine 

stehende Militäreinheit, die Epariten” (Beck 1997: 173). However, there is no evidence that the 

Arcadians maintained a standing army at this time, even if they had already designated the 

eparitoi who are first mentioned for the year 366 in Xen. Hell. 7.4.22 (cf. Larsen 1968: 188). The 

most suitable and consequently most likely locations for such a permanent garrison would have 

been Tegea or Mantineia as at Xen. Hell. 7.4.33 and 7.4.36. Significantly, Asea was not the only 

potential mobilization point in Arcadia at this time. 
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who had received into their city the mercenary force assembled at Corinth that 

was led by Polytropus.401 

 

From the Arcadians’ perspective, the Orchomenians were threatening the political 

integrity of the rest of the nascent league by remaining independent. Perhaps even more 

importantly, they were now threatening the physical security of the constituent polities 

by accommodating a considerable mercenary force led by a Spartan commander.402  

 The Mantineians – themselves yet another powerful Arcadian polis – were 

approximately fifteen kilometers south of Orchomenos and well able to defend at least 

part of the northern limits of the league’s territory until assistance could arrive.403 But by 

this time, the Arcadians would have realized that they were in fact facing an invasion 

from two fronts – to the south was the Spartan army under Agesilaus, to the north the 

Orchomenian and mercenary one. 

The Heraians and the Lepreans also campaigned with the Lacedaemonians against 

the Mantineians.404 
                                                           
401 Xen. Hell. 6.5.11: Ὀρχομενίων δὲ οὐκ ἐθελόντων κοινωνεῖν τοῦ Ἀρκαδικοῦ διὰ τὴν πρὸς 

Μαντινέας ἔχθραν, ἀλλὰ καὶ δεδεγμένων εἰς τὴν πόλιν τὸ ἐν Κορίνθῳ συνειλεγμένον 

ξενικόν, οὗ Πολύτροπος ἦρχεν, ἔμενον οἴκοι οἱ Μαντινεῖς τούτων ἐπιμελόμενοι. 

402 Xenophon’s and Diodorus’ narratives give little indication as to the approximate size of 

Polytropus’ force, but it would have been large (Stylianou 1998: 423-4). 

403 Mantineian territory and border with Orchomenos: Hodkinson and Hodkinson 1981: 242-6. 

The Arcadian district of Kleitor was further north, part of the Arcadian League at this time, and 

had also been at odds with Orchomenos (Roy 1972c: 78-80), however, there is no mention of the 

Kleitorians being involved in this particular incident. The Azanians were another northern 

Arcadian community (Nielsen and Roy 1998: 5-44), but again, they are absent from Xenophon’s 

narrative. 

404 Xen. Hell. 6.5.11: Ἡραεῖς δὲ καὶ Λεπρεᾶται συνεστρατεύοντο τοῖς Λακεδαιμονίοις ἐπὶ τοὺς 

Μαντινέας.  
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The Lepreans were from Tryphylia, the coastal region in the western Peloponnese 

between Elis and Messenia; the Heraians were Arcadians dwelling on the Alpheios 

River on the western edge of Arcadian territory during the time in question.405 Both had 

long-standing ties with the Spartans.  

 However, what the Lepreans and Heraians added to Agesilaus’ army is 

unknown, and Xenophon does not mention them again in his account of the 

Lacedaemonians in Arcadia. As we will see, though, the rest of the Arcadians did not 

fail to notice the Heraians’ involvement in the invasion. 

As soon as the crossing sacrifices turned out favorably for him, Agesilaus 

advanced into Arcadia.406 

 

Based on Agesilaus’ first stop in Arcadia and the subsequent route of his campaign 

(below), the most likely point of entry into Arcadia was through Oresthasion on the 

northwest edge of Laconian territory.407 There was also a narrow pass at Oion in Sciritis 

that led directly to Tegea – the Spartans would have faced no opposition there.408 That 

Agesilaus avoided Oion does speak to the possibility that he was attempting to surprise 

the Arcadians. On the other hand, the Tegeans who had remained in Arcadia were now 

                                                           
405 Lepreon: Nielsen 1997: 129-62, Roy 1997: 282-320; Heraia: Nielsen 2004: 513-14; see also Roy 

2000a: 133-56 for the frontier between Arcadia and Elis. 

406 Xen. Hell. 6.5.12: ὁ δὲ Ἀγησίλαος, ἐπεὶ ἐγένετο αὐτῷ τὰ διαβατήρια, εὐθὺς ἐχώρει ἐπὶ τὴν 

Ἀρκαδίαν. For τὰ διαβατήρια – rites of crossing – see Jameson 1991: 202-3. 

407 Oresthasion: Roy 2009: 205-11 at 206 and see Drakopoulos 1991: 29-41. 

408 Pass at Oion open to Agesilaus: Xen. Hell. 6.5.25-6 
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hostile to the Spartans, so perhaps Agesilaus simply wanted to bypass them on his way 

north. 

He seized the neighboring town of Eutaia and there discovered that the old men, 

women, and children were still living in their homes.409  

 

In other words, Agesilaus was prepared for a fight. At the very least he expected the 

Arcadians to oppose his entrance into their territory. Instead he found an entire civilian 

population going about its everyday business.  

 Eutaia itself seems to have been more of a dependent town of the tribal 

Mainalians than an independent polis, so its inhabitants would not have posed a 

significant threat to the invading army, as Agesilaus likely knew.410 He could subdue 

the Eutaians, gain a foothold in Arcadia and proceed from there, only there was no one 

to subdue. 

The men of fighting age had departed to join the assembling Arcadians.411   

Presumably Agesilaus learned this information from the Eutaians. Reasonable enough. 

However, what is particularly significant about this remark in Xenophon’s narrative is 

                                                           
409 Xen. Hell. 6.5.12: καὶ καταλαβὼν πόλιν ὅμορον οὖσαν Εὔταιαν, καὶ εὑρὼν ἐκεῖ τοὺς μὲν 

πρεσβυτέρους καὶ τὰς γυναῖκας καὶ τοὺς παῖδας οἰκοῦντας ἐν ταῖς οἰκίαις. 

410 Eutaia: Nielsen 1996a: 132-4 and 1996c: 95 

411 Xen. Hell. 6.5.12: τοὺς δ’ ἐν τῇ στρατευσίμῳ ἡλικίᾳ οἰχομένους εἰς τὸ Ἀρκαδικόν. It is not 

entirely clear what Xenophon meant by “τὸ Ἀρκαδικόν”since elsewhere he refers to the joint 

army of the Arcadians explicitly as the eparitoi (above and at Xen. Hell. 7.5.3). Incidentally, the 

legend ΑΡΚΑΔΙΚΟΝ – a variation of the ethnic proper of Arcadia (Arkás) – was also prevalent 

on fifth- and early-fourth-century Arcadian coins either in full or abbreviated form (above). See 

also Corsten 1999: 62-3, n.8. 
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what the Eutaians appear to have withheld from Agesilaus, namely, precise information 

pertaining to the Arcadians’ collective capabilities. Agesilaus’ dealings with the 

Eutaians may have gone something like this: Where are the men? They left. Where to? 

To the Arkadikon. Where’s that? Could be anywhere by now. How big is the Arkadikon? 

Depends. And so on.  

 But imaginative conversations aside, what supports the interpretation of the 

Eutaians as passively uncooperative is this: the large number of the Arcadians was 

assembling en masse at Asea only five kilometers to the northwest of Eutaia across an 

open mountain valley, and there are absolutely no indications that Agesilaus was aware 

of it. 

Nevertheless he did not harm the city; rather, he allowed them to go on living 

there and his men paid for whatever they needed. Agesilaus also found and 

returned whatever was taken when his army initially assaulted the city.412 

 

Xenophon rarely misses an opportunity to praise Agesilaus, so no surprise here, yet in 

the process, he also confirms that the Spartans attacked Eutaia expecting a fight. And to 

a certain extent Xenophon also reinforces the interpretation of the Eutaians as 

uncooperative by insisting that Agesilaus did no injustice to the Eutaians, even though 

they did nothing to assist him. 

He passed the time waiting for Polytropus’ mercenaries by having the city wall 

repaired where it was needed.413 

                                                           
412 Xen. Hell. 6.5.12: ὅμως οὐκ ἠδίκησε τὴν πόλιν, ἀλλ’ εἴα τε αὐτοὺς οἰκεῖν, καὶ ὠνούμενοι 

ἐλάμβανον ὅσων δέοιντο· εἰ δέ τι καὶ ἡρπάσθη, ὅτε εἰσῄει εἰς τὴν πόλιν, ἐξευρὼν ἀπέδωκε.  
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Repairing the wall served a number of functions for Agesilaus: it gave his otherwise 

idle and potentially fidgety army something to do, strengthened his toehold in Arcadia, 

and given Agesilaus’ treatment of the Eutaian civilians, could have laid the 

groundwork for a potential ally.414 Xenophon’s narrative suggests that the Spartans 

remained in Eutaia for at least a few days, if not a few weeks.  

 But this wall building raises an important question: why was Agesilaus waiting 

for Polytropus in the southernmost region of Arcadia if the Spartan mercenary 

commander was already at Orchomenos and the alleged aim of the invasion was to 

punish the Mantineians? Why not move to Polytropus? We will return to this.  

Meanwhile the Mantineians attacked the Orchomenians.415 

Even without direct observation of the Spartans’ activities at Eutaia, the Arcadians at 

Asea would have realized that the Spartans were now delayed in the south, and they 

easily could have relayed this information to the Mantineians via runners. As alluded to 

above, the mountainous sub-region of western Arcadia with its various routes of 

communication was open to the Arcadians to communicate with each other, and to 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
413 Xen. Hell. 6.5.12: καὶ ἐπῳκοδόμει δὲ τὸ τεῖχος αὐτῶν ὅσα ἐδεῖτο, ἕωσπερ αὐτοῦ διέτριβεν 

ἀναμένων τοὺς μετὰ Πολυτρόπου μισθοφόρους.  

414 Pikoulas (1988: 75) associated the wall mentioned here with what appears to be a fortification 

wall found on a nearby hill. The lower town of Eutaia itself seems to have been unfortified. At 

any rate, if Agesilaus was attempting to gain an ally, he failed. 

415 Xen. Hell. 6.5.13: Ἐν δὲ τούτῳ οἱ Μαντινεῖς στρατεύουσιν ἐπὶ τοὺς Ὀρχομενίους. 
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judge from the speed with which the Arcadians must have circulated a mobilization 

order prior to the invasion, this system worked quite well.416 

 In addition, without precise knowledge of the invaders’ intentions, the Arcadians 

had to assume that the Orchomenians and Polytropus were planning to attack from the 

north in conjunction with an attack from the south. And so, from the Arcadians’ 

perspective, now was the time to act, that is, while the invaders from the south were 

camped at Eutaia rebuilding a wall. 

But their attack on the wall [of Orchomenos] was unsuccessful, and some of them 

died.417 

 

Xenophon does very little to illuminate the nature of this attack, but his narrative 

contains a few important details: first, the mention of a wall suggests that the 

Mantineians attacked the urban center of asty of Orchomenos. The asty was situated on 

the top and southern slope of the modern-day Kalpaki Hill at an elevation of 

approximately 929 meters.418 The hill divides and overlooks the northern and southern 

sub-plains of Orchomenian territory and so would have been an ideal location for a 

                                                           
416 Cf. Xen. Hell. 7.4.38: threatened by the Thebans in 365, the Mantineians called on the “cities of 

Arcadia” to take up arms and man the passes. In addition, the presumed mobilization order 

could have reached the rest of Arcadia in much the same way that summons and voting 

information reached the assembly of 10,000 (Larsen 1968: 186-8). See also Rhodes and Osborne 

32 = 2003: 256-61 (above), a federal decree listing voting members of the Arcadian assembly in 

369 that attests to the geographical expanse of the League’s constituents. 

417 Xen. Hell. 6.5.13: καὶ ἀπὸ μὲν τοῦ τείχους μάλα χαλεπῶς ἀπῆλθον, καὶ ἀπέθανόν τινες 

αὐτῶν. 

418 Paus. 8.13.2. For the walls of Orchomenos – 2,300 meter long enclosing a space of 

approximately 20 hectares – see Winter 1989: 194-5. 
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fortified defensive position.419 It was here that the Mantineians would have found the 

Orchomenians and Polytropus’ peltasts. 

 But what did the Mantineians do? Try to scale the wall? They certainly were not 

settling in for siege, and according to Xenophon, only a few of them died in the 

encounter, so the attack could not have been too involved. The bulk of the Mantineians 

would have been hoplites, perhaps upwards of 1,000, but they gave up the attack 

without accomplishing anything.420 Or so it seemed. 

By the time that the Mantineians had withdrawn to Elymia the Orchomenian 

hoplites were no longer following them, but Polytropus’ mercenaries were still in 

hot pursuit.421 

 

                                                           
419 Whether there was an actual residential area within the fortification walls of Orchomenos at 

this time has been debated (Osborne 1987: 118), but it is difficult to say as archaeological 

investigations to date have  focused only on the agora, theater, and temple of Artemis (Nielsen 

2004: 524). For a survey of Orchomenian territory – the two sub-plains in relation to the city – 

see Jost 1985: 113-14. 

420 Potential number of Mantineians: in 420 the Mantineians sent 1,000 hoplites to Olympia to 

protect the games against an expected Spartan attack (Thuc. 5.50.4), and Lysias (34.7) writing in 

403 points out that the Mantineians were resisting the Spartans even though they were less than 

3,000 capable of doing so, suggesting a number slightly less than that. There is no record of 

Mantineians fighting as anything other than hoplites during the fifth and fourth centuries, but 

light-armed individuals most likely would have accompanied the hoplites. See, for example, 

Hdt. 9.29.2 for a psilos accompanying each of the 1,500 Tegean hoplites that fought at Plataea in 

479 and Xen. Hell. 6.5.26 for what must have been light-armed Arcadians on the attack at Oion 

during the invasion of Laconia in 370. Diodorus (15.62.2) claims that the entire Arcadian army 

advanced against Orchomenos and puts their numbers at 5,000, but as we saw, according to 

Xenophon – a more credible source in this particular instance – the majority of the Arcadians 

were still gathered at Asea (see further below). 

421 Xen. Hell. 6.5.13: ἐπεὶ δὲ ἀποχωροῦντες ἐν τῇ Ἐλυμίᾳ ἐγένοντο, καὶ οἱ μὲν Ὀρχομένιοι 

ὁπλῖται οὐκέτι ἠκολούθουν, οἱ δὲ περὶ τὸν Πολύτροπον ἐπέκειντο καὶ μάλα θρασέως. 
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Elymia was a small town built against the mountainous Arcadian interior, evidently 

only about five kilometers away across the southern Orchomenian sub-field near the 

limits of Orchomenian and Mantineian territory.422 Given that the route back to 

Mantineia was still open and that the Mantineians seem to have withdrawn together 

without any apparent confusion, it would follow that the Mantineians had planned to 

withdraw toward Elymia after the attack.423 

 In light of this, it is interesting to note that the Orchomenian hoplites did not 

pursue the Mantineians to a great extent. Perhaps they suspected something. On the 

other hand, Polytropus and his peltasts pressed the attack as if to follow up on a 

seeming victory. 

The Mantineians, realizing that many of them would be cut down by javelins if 

they failed to drive off the mercenaries, turned, and closed with their attackers.424 

 

So far, Xenophon’s narrative of the incident has given the following impression: the 

Mantineians, seemingly on their own accord, launched a half-hearted and probably 

disorganized attack on a rival of the Arcadian League, were completely unsuccessful, 

retreated before suffering any major losses, and then, pursued by a mass of aggressive 

                                                           
422 Little else is known about Elymia aside from what can be deduced from this notice in 

Xenophon’s narrative. 

423 For hoplite methods of constructing routes and traversing mountains, see Ober 1991: 174-9. 

424 Xen. Hell. 6.5.13: ἐνταῦθα γνόντες οἱ Μαντινεῖς ὡς εἰ μὴ ἀποκρούσονται αὐτούς, ὅτι 

πολλοὶ σφῶν κατακοντισθήσονται, ὑποστρέψαντες ὁμόσε ἐχώρησαν τοῖς ἐπικειμένοις.  
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hoplite-killing mercenaries led by a Spartan general, at the very last moment, with no 

other option, turned to make a desperate stand. 

 But what Xenophon has left out of his narrative is that the Mantineians would 

have been led by the thoroughly competent and exceptionally shrewd Lycomedes, the 

architect of the Arcadian League, who, it would follow, was now responsible for 

maintaining the watch on Orchomenos.425  

 The Orchomenians and Polytropus’ mercenary force had occupied a virtually 

unassailable position, and from Lycomedes’ perspective – and that of the Arcadians in 

general – were poised to invade Arcadia from the north. The Mantineians’ aim all along, 

then, may have been to wait for an opportune time to draw the Orchomenians and 

Polytropus’ peltasts out from behind the walls of Orchomenos to some place where the 

Mantineians could fight under more favorable conditions. What better way to prompt a 

chase than feigning incompetence and a lack of resolve, especially when the other half 

of the invading force was building a wall in Eutaia incapable of providing assistance?  

Polytropus died fighting at Elymia. The others who fled would have died to a man 

had not the Phliasian cavalry arrived and ridden round the Mantineians’ rear 

forcing them to give up the pursuit.426 
                                                           
425 According to Diodorus, Lycomedes led the attack on Orchomenos (15.62.2). Larsen (1968: 

188) takes this as evidence that Lycomedes was the Arcadian League’s first elected stratēgos – 

Lycomedes would be elected for certain in 366 (Diod. Sic. 15.67.2) – but Xenophon is silent on 

the matter (cf. Xen. Hell. 7.3.1 on the election of Aeneas of Stymphalus to stratēgos sometime 

between 370 and 366). 

426 Xen. Hell. 6.5.14: καὶ ὁ μὲν Πολύτροπος μαχόμενος αὐτοῦ ἀποθνῄσκει· τῶν δὲ ἄλλων 

φευγόντων πάμπολλοι ἂν ἀπέθανον, εἰ μὴ οἱ Φλειάσιοι ἱππεῖς παραγενόμενοι καὶ εἰς τὸ 

ὄπισθεν περιελάσαντες τῶν Μαντινέων ἐπέσχον αὐτοὺς τῆς διώξεως.  
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Again, Xenophon’s narrative provides very little detail regarding the nature of the 

fighting, but it is clear that Polytropus failed to keep a safe distance between his peltasts 

and the Arcadians. So close, in fact, that when the Mantineians turned and closed with 

their attackers the peltasts’ javelins would have been useless against the Mantineians’ 

armor, shields and spears and an actual rout ensued.427  

 Without question, what the Mantineians pulled off required nothing less than 

skillful coordination and an expert sense of timing, and this suggests that the entire 

action against Orchomenos was intentional from the start. If so, it would not have been 

the first time in ancient Greek history that a hoplite army’s feigned retreat surprised a 

mass of overly confident pursuers to great effect, as a Spartan commander such as 

Polytropus ought to have known.428  

 As for the Phliasians, where they were before this engagement and what they 

were doing is unknown, but by riding in between the Mantineians and Elymia they 

managed to redirect the efforts of the Mantineians and thereby gave the routed peltasts 

                                                           
427 Comparative advantages and disadvantages of hoplites versus peltasts during the first half of 

the fourth century: Anderson 1970: 111-40 

428 The most famous example of this was the Spartans’ repeated feigned retreats at Thermopylae 

(Hdt. 7.211), and most recently, Thespian hoplites executed a similar tactic to great effect against 

the Thebans and their mercenary peltasts (Xen. Hell. 5.4.42-5), although again, in Xenophon’s 

view, the Thespians’ success was the result of desperation. 
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a chance to run.429 Incidentally, the arrival of the Phliasian cavalry would have 

confirmed the Arcadians’ suspicions that they were facing an invasion from the north in 

conjunction with one from the south. 

After accomplishing these things, the Mantineians went home.430 

No exchange of dead, no trophy, no offer of a truce.431 It bears emphasizing what the 

Mantineians had just accomplished: almost unscathed, they returned to their original 

defensive position after killing a Spartan general and decimating his mercenary force 

that had been poised to invade Arcadia. This was no minor victory for the Arcadians, 

but they had not entirely eliminated the threat from the north, and Agesilaus was still in 

the south. 

After Agesilaus heard of this he figured that the mercenaries from Orchomenos 

would not be joining him, and so he advanced.432 

 

Apparently, Agesilaus wanted to move through Arcadia with more peltasts, or perhaps 

Polytropus was to supply him with a light-armed contingent that he otherwise lacked. 

However, that Agesilaus “heard” of what happened suggests that he may have had 

                                                           
429 According to Diodorus, the Arcadians killed a total of 200 individuals in addition to 

Polytropus (15.62.2), but he makes no mention of mercenaries. 

430 Xen. Hell. 6.5.14: καὶ οἱ μὲν Μαντινεῖς ταῦτα πράξαντες οἴκαδε ἀπῆλθον.  

431 Compare, for example, the post-battle activities of Arcadians and Spartans at Xen. Hell. 

7.4.22-4. That said, the inclusion of such details is inconsistent across the Xenophontic corpus 

(Tuplin 1986c: 39-41). 

432 Xen. Hell. 6.5.15: Ὁ δὲ Ἀγησίλαος ἀκούσας ταῦτα, καὶ νομίσας οὐκ ἂν ἔτι συμμεῖξαι αὐτῷ 

τοὺς ἐκ τοῦ Ὀρχομενοῦ μισθοφόρους, οὕτω προῄει.  
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some sort of communication with his allies to the north, unless he simply advanced 

after waiting longer than he figured was necessary.433 

On the first day they spent the evening in the territory of Tegea.434 

As mentioned above, the territory of Tegea covered approximately 385 square 

kilometers to include the southern portion of the central Arcadian plain and its 

surrounding mountains. This means that the army would have advanced 

approximately ten kilometers to the northeast of Eutaia over fairly mountainous terrain 

to reach the western limits of the Tegean countryside. And since the Tegeans were now 

part of the Arcadian League, Agesilaus likely did not advance too far from the security 

of the mountains before setting up camp: the Tegeans could have had potentially 

immense resources at their disposal.435  

The next day they passed into the territory of Mantineia and set up camp at the 

foot of the mountains west of the city of Mantineia.436 

 

Agesilaus skirted the Maenalian Mountains which formed the western limit of the 

central Arcadian plain. He would have covered a distance of approximately twenty 

                                                           
433 Reconnaissance and surveillance agents as part of Greek armies: Russell 1999: 10-62. This 

does not prove that Agesilaus had such capabilities, but as Russell demonstrates, the practice of 

scouting appears to have been prevalent towards the middle of the fourth century. 

434 Xen. Hell. 6.5.15: καὶ τῇ μὲν πρώτῃ ἐν τῇ Τεγεάτιδι χώρᾳ ἐδειπνοποιήσατο. 

435 See above on the Tegeans’ potential numbers even after the departure of those loyal to 

Stassipus. 

436 Xen. Hell. 6.5.15: τῇ δ’ ὑστεραίᾳ διαβαίνει εἰς τὴν Μαντινικήν, καὶ ἐστρατοπεδεύσατο ὑπὸ 

τοῖς πρὸς ἑσπέραν ὄρεσι τῆς Μαντινείας·  
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kilometers if he set up camp due west of Mantineia. As with Tegea, though, the 

territory associated with Mantineia was rather large, and since it occupied most of the 

northern half of the central Arcadian plain by this time, the invading army may have 

advanced as little as fifteen kilometers, still a good distance from the region’s urban 

center.437 In fact, this seems to have been the case because according to Xenophon, 

there they ravaged the land and plundered the farms.438 

This suggests that the Lacedaemonians were closer to the southern limits of the vast 

Mantineian countryside as the invading army destroyed or carried off the Mantineians’ 

resources seemingly without fear of being attacked. But one day’s worth of destruction 

during the wintertime could not have done too much damage given the size of the 

Mantineians’ territory.439 At any rate, they did not trigger a response from the 

Mantineians. 

                                                           
437 Mantineian territory covering most of the northern half of the central plain (also referred to 

as the Plain of Mantineia): Hodkinson and Hodkison 1981: 234 

438 Xen. Hell. 6.5.15: καὶ ἐκεῖ ἅμα ἐδῄου τὴν χώραν καὶ ἐπόρθει τοὺς ἀγρούς. For a detailed 

study of the agricultural potential of the Mantineian countryside and the literary and 

archeological evidence of extra-urban settlements in the region see Hodkinson and Hodkinson 

1981: 261-71. Based on the results of this research, and Xenophon’s silence on the matter, it 

seems that Agesilaus was unable or unwilling to harm the smaller Mantineian towns and 

villages scattered throughout the area. In addition, it is curious that Xenophon makes no 

explicit mention of livestock (cf. Xen. Hell. 7.5.15) as Mantineia was unusually rich in this 

respect. 

439 The potential effectiveness of the Spartans’ agricultural devastation is discussed further 

below. 
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 That the farms were abandoned indicates that the Mantineians had left well in 

advance of the army’s arrival. For that matter, the Lacedaemonians had yet to encounter 

any Arcadians since they left Eutaia, but this was about to change. 

During the night the Arcadians assembled at Asea moved to Tegea.440  

Tegea was more than capable of supporting an army of Arcadians numbering around 

5,000.441 Preparing this force for a nighttime movement across twelve to fifteen 

kilometers of mountainous terrain required time. In light of this, it would follow that 

the Arcadians at Asea did in fact have the Spartans at Eutaia under some form of 

observation – even if direct observation was impossible – and were simply waiting for 

them to make a move. 

 But a large, conventional army like Agesilaus’ only had one place to go in 

Arcadia:  the central plain. In other words, the Arcadians did not need to lure the 

Spartans into the plain; if the invaders were going to advance, that was where they 

were headed. And so, once Agesilaus made his move, the Arcadians at Asea made 

theirs. 

                                                           
440 Xen. Hell. 6.5.16: τῶν δὲ Ἀρκάδων οἱ συλλεγέντες ἐν τῇ Ἀσέᾳ νυκτὸς παρῆλθον εἰς τὴν 

Τεγέαν.  

441 Diododrus is the only source for this number. Pritchett (1974: 223) considers 5,000 too large, 

but given the potential numbers of individual Arcadian contingents discussed above, a 

combined number in the range of 3,500 to 5,000 is entirely possible. Tegea would later 

accommodate the so-called eparitoi for an extended period of time (above), and in 362, the city 

itself was the base of a substantial Boeotian garrison (Xen. Hell. 7.5.8, discussed further below). 
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 And once they reached Tegea, the Arcadians now had Agesilaus and his army 

completely surrounded in the Arcadian interior. To the south were the Arcadians who 

had assembled at Asea, in the east and west were the mountains enclosing the central 

Arcadian plain, and in the north, of course, were the sizeable and skilled Mantineians. 

The next day Agesilaus set up camp about twenty stadia from the city of 

Mantinea.442  

 

It seems as if the Spartans had now set up camp due west of Mantineia – they were only 

about three to five kilometers from the city, roughly the distance across the plain. They 

could not have been camped along the eastern mountains because once they had settled 

in to their new location, 

the Arcadians from Tegea – a great many hoplites – made their appearance 

skirting the mountains between Mantineia and Tegea.443 

 

Unfortunately, what exactly constituted “a great many hoplites” for Xenophon is 

unclear. Two things are clear enough, though. One, this large force – numbering at least 

in the thousands – was moving along the eastern limit of the central Arcadian plain, 

and two, from the invaders’ perspective, the Arcadians’ arrival was unexpected. 

 But was this all of the Arcadians who had originally assembled at Asea and 

moved to Tegea, or only a contingent? Some Arcadians presumably stayed in Tegea to 

                                                           
442 Xen. Hell. 6.5.16: τῇ δ’ ὑστεραίᾳ ὁ μὲν Ἀγησίλαος ἀπέχων Μαντινείας ὅσον εἴκοσι 

σταδίους ἐστρατοπεδεύσατο·  

443 Xen. Hell. 6.5.16: οἱ δ’ ἐκ τῆς Τεγέας Ἀρκάδες, ἐχόμενοι τῶν μεταξὺ Μαντινείας καὶ 

Τεγέας ὀρῶν, παρῆσαν μάλα πολλοὶ ὁπλῖται. 
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maintain the strategic advantage that they had just gained. But why move in the first 

place? Were the Arcadians making a show of force, were they attempting to augment 

their numbers at Mantineia, or did they have something else in mind? According to 

Xenophon, 

they wanted to join up with the Mantineians.444 

But how would Xenophon (or his source) have known the Arcadians’ intentions?  

Modern research of road networks in the mountainous eastern region of Arcadia 

north of Mt. Parthenion offers a different perspective; specifically, that had the 

Arcadians merely wanted to join up with the Mantineians as Xenophon suggests, there 

was a number of safer, more surreptitious, and arguably faster options open to them.445 

That the Arcadians chose to skirt the mountains along the eastern limit of the central 

plain means that they wanted to be seen. 

There were also Argives with them, but not in full force.446 

The Argives had long been allies of whichever Arcadians were currently opposing 

Sparta, so it should not come as a surprise that they were aiding the Arcadian League 

here.447 Interestingly, though, the Argives could have marched directly to Mantineia, so 

                                                           
444 Xen. Hell. 6.5.16: συμμεῖξαι βουλόμενοι τοῖς Μαντινεῦσι·  

445 Road networks of eastern Arcadia connected to Tegea: Petronotis 2005: 185-96. See also 

Pikoulas 1999: 258-99 on the remains of extant wheel ruts in central and eastern Arcadia. 

446 Xen. Hell. 6.5.16: καὶ γὰρ οἱ Ἀργεῖοι οὐ πανδημεὶ ἠκολούθουν αὐτοῖς· 

447 Argive relations with the Arcadian League: Piérart 1982:  119-38 
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for them to have joined the Arcadian force marching north, they would have had to 

have first assembled at Tegea using the mountain roads mentioned above.  

 What all of this suggests, in short, is that the Arcadians were orchestrating an 

elaborate defense that the invaders clearly did not appreciate. 

Some were trying to persuade Agesilaus to attack them before they could join the 

Mantineians, but he was afraid that while he was advancing against them the 

Mantineians would come out of the city and attack his flank and rear.448 

 

An interesting observation: evidently, the size of the Arcadian-Argive force did not 

deter “some” high ranking Spartans from attacking, but Agesilaus (or someone 

advising Agesilaus who was not part of the “some”) sensed that the Arcadians were up 

to something.  

 It was indeed likely that the Mantineians would have attacked from the north 

had the Spartans gone after the Arcadians, and little did Agesilaus know, there very 

well may have been another Arcadian attack waiting for them from the south out of 

Tegea. In addition, Xenophon explicitly states that the Arcadians visible to Agesilaus 

were hoplites. Were there light-armed Arcadians out of sight anywhere? How would 

Agesilaus or anyone else have known? 

Agesilaus decided that the best thing to do was to allow them to join up, and if 

they wanted to fight, to have a conventional and open battle.449 

                                                           
448 Xen. Hell. 6.5.16: καὶ ἦσαν μέν τινες οἳ τὸν Ἀγησίλαον ἔπειθον χωρὶς τούτοις ἐπιθέσθαι· ὁ 

δὲ φοβούμενος μὴ ἐν ὅσῳ πρὸς ἐκείνους πορεύοιτο, ἐκ τῆς πόλεως οἱ Μαντινεῖς ἐξελθόντες 

κατὰ κέρας τε καὶ ἐκ τοῦ ὄπισθεν ἐπιπέσοιεν αὐτῷ. 
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Put another way, Agesilaus could not discern the Arcadians’ intentions, suspected that 

they were baiting him into a trap, and in response, did nothing but remain in place. He 

may have been willing to face the Arcadians, but only on terms that suited the strengths 

of his own army.  

Now the Arcadians had all joined forces.450 

The Arcadians from Tegea continued on into Mantineia. From the invaders’ 

perspective, this could have been the entire Arcadian force or only a large contingent. 

Again, though, the Arcadians could not have appeared too overwhelming in number if 

some of the Spartans were willing to launch an impromptu attack across the plain. This 

reinforces the interpretation that only a contingent of Arcadians had left Tegea, but it is 

difficult to say with certainty since there are few indications of the size of the invading 

army for comparison.451     

 It is important to note, though, that Mantineia already sustained a sizeable 

population of its own. Consequently, the Mantineians would have needed some sort of 

system in place for accommodating thousands of additional Arcadians on short notice 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
449 Xen. Hell. 6.5.16: ἔγνω κράτιστον εἶναι ἐᾶσαι συνελθεῖν αὐτούς, καὶ εἰ βούλοιντο 

μάχεσθαι, ἐκ τοῦ δικαίου καὶ φανεροῦ τὴν μάχην ποιεῖσθαι.  

450 Xen. Hell. 6.5.17: καὶ οἱ μὲν δὴ Ἀρκάδες ὁμοῦ ἤδη ἐγεγένηντο.  

451 Cartledge estimates that approximately 1,000 Spartiates remained after Leuctra (2002: 251-2), 

but the potential number of non-Spartans – both perioikoi and helots – capable of taking up arms 

could have reached approximately 6,000 (cf. Xen. Hell. 6.5.29). We would have a clearer sense of 

the invading army’s size had Xenophon known or cared to detail the types and numbers of 

Lacedaemonian contingents entrusted to Agesilaus. 
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in addition to their own countryside residents who would have already withdrawn into 

the city’s fortifications.452 This is yet another testament to the coordination of the 

Arcadians’ defense. 

During the night the peltasts from Orchomenos and the Phliasian cavalry with 

them made their way past Mantineia and appeared before Agesilaus who was 

sacrificing before the camp at dawn.453 

 

The peltasts out of Orchomenos likely were the remnants of Polytropus’ mercenary 

force. Apparently, the Orchomenians themselves offered no aid. 

 The cavalry and peltasts would have skirted the mountains along the western 

limit of the central Arcadian plain, and it seems that their efforts to join Agesilaus were 

of little concern to the Arcadians, that is, the Arcadians were not actively blocking the 

northern entrances into the plain. 

The cavalry and peltasts caused the soldiers to rush to their stations – Agesilaus 

withdrew into the camp. But when they were recognized as allies, Agesilaus 

obtained good omens and led out the army after breakfast.454 

                                                           
452 Based on a variety of methods – army figures in ancient authors, demographic modeling, 

comparisons with modern populations – estimations of the urban population of Mantineia 

range from 10,000 to 12,000, but the territory of Mantineia could have supported upwards of 

18,000 (Hodkinson and Hodkinson 1981: 274-7, 286 and Forsén, B. 2000: 42-4, 51-4). As long as 

the population of Mantineia was not at full capacity, and there are no indications that it was, it 

would have been entirely possible to accommodate the additional Arcadians for a short period 

of time. 

453 Xen. Hell. 6.5.17: οἱ δ’ ἐκ τοῦ Ὀρχομενοῦ πελτασταὶ καὶ οἱ τῶν Φλειασίων ἱππεῖς μετ’ 

αὐτῶν τῆς νυκτὸς διεξελθόντες παρὰ τὴν Μαντίνειαν θυομένῳ τῷ Ἀγησιλάῳ πρὸ τοῦ 

στρατοπέδου ἐπιφαίνονται ἅμα τῇ ἡμέρᾳ. 

454 Xen. Hell. 6.5.17: καὶ ἐποίησαν τοὺς μὲν ἄλλους εἰς τὰς τάξεις δραμεῖν, Ἀγησίλαον δ’ 

ἐπαναχωρῆσαι πρὸς τὰ ὅπλα. ἐπεὶ δ’ ἐκεῖνοι μὲν ἐγνώσθησαν φίλοι ὄντες, Ἀγησίλαος δὲ 

ἐκεκαλλιέρητο, ἐξ ἀρίστου προῆγε τὸ στράτευμα.  
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The ostensible point here is that the Spartans were not expecting reinforcements, as we 

already learned above. 

 Most importantly, this passage reveals that the Arcadians – by watching, 

waiting, and limiting their exposure – were exacting a certain psychological toll on the 

invaders: the Lacedaemonians were expecting an attack, but had no idea when it would 

occur or from what direction. 

 Nevertheless, reinforced with peltasts and cavalry, Agesilaus decided it was safe 

to move. 

In the evening, he unwittingly set up camp in the valley behind the territory of 

Mantineia, a rather narrow place with mountains all around.455 

 

Before addressing Agesilaus’ decision to set up camp where he did, an important 

question calls for consideration, namely, during the hours of daylight between breakfast 

and evening, what were the invaders doing in close proximity to Mantineia? Marching 

around the plain aimlessly? Ravishing the countryside to draw the Arcadians out of 

Mantineia?  

 To judge from Xenophon’s account, the invading army did in fact cross the plain 

– not that this should have taken eight hours – and ended up in a narrow valley 

                                                           
455 Xen. Hell. 6.5.17: ἑσπέρας δ’ ἐπιγιγνομένης ἔλαθε στρατοπεδευσάμενος εἰς τὸν ὄπισθεν 

κόλπον τῆς Μαντινικῆς, μάλα σύνεγγυς καὶ κύκλῳ ὄρη ἔχοντα.  
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northeast of the city of Mantineia.456 Xenophon implies that this was a mistake, and 

Agesilaus’ decision raises more questions. 

 Above all, why would Agesilaus set up camp in a narrow valley if he wanted a 

“conventional and open” battle with the Arcadians? Was he disoriented from 

meandering around all day? He ought to have been familiar enough with Mantineian 

territory by now, so this explanation is insufficient.457 Was he trying to surprise the 

Arcadians somehow, perhaps by attacking the city from a more advantageous angle? 

Did he really think that he could move his army around Mantineia unnoticed or with 

impunity? If so, he was mistaken. 

The next day at dawn he was sacrificing before the camp and saw the Arcadians 

gathering out of Mantineia on the heights above the rear of his own army.458 

 

Again, the trope arises of Agesilaus making the crucial observation while sacrificing 

before the camp. But were the Lacedaemonians that lax and oblivious so close to so 

                                                           
456 Hodkinson and Hodkinson identify this valley as the Valley of Nestane (1981: 244 and see 

Plates 46a and 46b), a narrow 3,000 meter extension of the Nestane Plain – the so-called Untilled 

Plain in Pausanias’ day (Paus. 8.7.1-3) – in between Mt. Stavromiti (800m) and Mt. Kofinas 

(1,100m). The Nestane Plain itself is at approximately 615m above sea level. Except for the 

entrance at the south, the valley is completely enclosed by mountains. 

457 Agesilaus had recently visited Mantineia on an embassy (Xen. Hell. 6.5.4 and above) and so 

would have been familiar with the layout of the city and perhaps even parts of the Mantineian 

hinterland. 

458 Xen. Hell. 6.5.18: τῇ δ’ ὑστεραίᾳ ἅμα τῇ ἡμέρᾳ ἐθύετο μὲν πρὸ τοῦ στρατεύματος· ἰδὼν δὲ 

συλλεγομένους ἐκ τῆς τῶν Μαντινέων πόλεως ἐπὶ τοῖς ὄρεσι τοῖς ὑπὲρ τῆς οὐρᾶς τοῦ 

ἑαυτῶν στρατεύματος. 
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many hostile Arcadians? If so, perhaps Xenophon failed to realize that relaying this 

information actually reflected poorly on the Spartans’ pious commander. 

 There are a couple of more likely possibilities. The first is that the Arcadians 

observed the invading army set up camp the evening prior and then, undetected, 

surreptitiously occupied the heights during the night to prepare for an attack at 

dawn.459 Several years later, the Arcadians would use a similar tactic to great effect 

against the Eleans near the town of Lasion.460 

 It is also possible that they were aware of the Lacedaemonians’ location and 

disposition and organized an attack force within Mantineia to set out early the 

following morning. Either way, they surprised the invading army, and in particular, its 

commander. 

Agesilaus realized that they had to get out of the valley as soon as possible, but he 

was afraid that if he himself led the way the Arcadians would attack the army’s 

rear.461 

 

First of all, what exactly does this mean? Are we to believe that the Arcadians would 

have refrained from attacking simply because they saw Agesilaus stationed in the 

                                                           
459 An ideal location for this observation would have been from the heights of Mt. Stavromiti, 

also the location of a fortified tower that is unmentioned in Xenophon’s narrative but appears to 

date to the fourth century (Lattermann 1913: 425-7). 

460 Xen. Hell. 7.4.13 

461 Xen. Hell. 6.5.18: ἔγνω ἐξακτέον εἶναι τὴν ταχίστην ἐκ τοῦ κόλπου. εἰ μὲν οὖν αὐτὸς 

ἀφηγοῖτο, ἐφοβεῖτο μὴ τῇ οὐρᾷ ἐπίθοιντο οἱ πολέμιοι. 
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army’s rear, or simply that the Spartans were in too vulnerable of a formation to exit the 

valley? This is unclear. 

 What is clear, though, is that the Arcadians had only shown themselves on one 

side of the valley – that is, the western side closest to Mantineia – and perhaps were also 

on the slopes of Mt. Kofinas near the northern end of the valley at the rear of the 

invading army. But despite having the Spartans strung out at the bottom of a valley, 

they appear to have had no intention of leaving the heights. 

Keeping calm, and presenting his front to the enemies, Agesilaus ordered the men 

at the rear to turn and move toward him behind the phalanx’s frontline.462 

 

It seems that Agesilaus initially had everyone face to the west and then instructed those 

farthest from him to peel off and march behind this newly formed line of shields 

toward the south where they had originally entered the valley. Advancing uphill to face 

the Arcadians clearly was not an option. 

And so, as he led them out of the narrow valley the phalanx was becoming 

increasingly stronger. Once the phalanx had been doubled in depth he marched 

out into the plain with the same formation and then extended the line once more 

to nine or ten shields deep.463 

 

                                                           
462 Xen. Hell. 6.5.18: ἡσυχίαν δὲ ἔχων καὶ τὰ ὅπλα πρὸς τοὺς πολεμίους φαίνων, 

ἀναστρέψαντας ἐκέλευε τοὺς ἀπ’ οὐρᾶς εἰς δόρυ ὄπισθεν τῆς φάλαγγος ἡγεῖσθαι πρὸς 

αὐτόν. 

463 Xen. Hell. 6.5.19: καὶ οὕτως ἅμα ἔκ τε τοῦ στενοῦ ἐξῆγε καὶ ἰσχυροτέραν ἀεὶ τὴν φάλαγγα 

ἐποιεῖτο. ἐπειδὴ δὲ ἐδεδίπλωτο ἡ φάλαγξ, οὕτως ἔχοντι τῷ ὁπλιτικῷ προελθὼν εἰς τὸ 

πεδίον ἐξέτεινε πάλιν ἐπ’ ἐννέα ἢ δέκα τὸ στράτευμα ἀσπίδων. See Underhill 1900 ad loc for 

a lucid exegesis of this complicated passage. 
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In short, the hoplite component of Agesilaus’ army managed to escape the valley with a 

lot of fancy footwork, but what had happened to the peltasts from Orchomenos and the 

Phliasian cavalry? We never hear of them again, at least not during the Defense of 

Arcadia. But whatever the reason for their absence from the narrative here, we can at 

least conclude that they did not enter the valley with the Lacedaemonian hoplites or 

even play a significant role in the outcome of events as before at Orchomenos and 

Elymia.464  

 However that may be, what still demands an explanation is why Agesilaus had 

his army enter the valley in the first place. Was he implicitly or explicitly pressured into 

attacking the Arcadians? Merely sitting in the Mantineian countryside does not appear 

to have been an option for the Spartan commander, so there may be something to this 

interpretation.  

 Then again, to dwell on Agesilaus’ decisions and the activities of his army is to 

view the incident from only one perspective and to imply, as Xenophon did, that 

Agesilaus somehow maintained the initiative in Arcadia. And that simply was not the 

case. 

 In fact, for all that Xenophon’s narrative distorts, omits and glosses over, the 

analysis above points to a different explanation, namely, that it was no coincidence that 

                                                           
464 “The mercenaries from Orchomenos” resurface in defense of Laconia during the same winter 

(Xen. Hell. 6.5.29). Where they were in the meantime is unknown. 
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Agesilaus and his hoplites one morning found themselves isolated at the bottom of a 

valley in Arcadia with a large force of Arcadians poised to attack them from the heights 

above. The Arcadians would not fight in the open – they knew better than that. So if the 

Lacedaemonians, or any other invading army, wanted to fight the Arcadians in Arcadia, 

they were going to have to fight on the Arcadians’ terms. 

The Mantineians, however, ceased from coming out of their city because their 

allies the Eleans persuaded them not to fight until the Thebans arrived.465  

 

According to Xenophon, it must have been the case that some of the Arcadians’ allies 

persuaded them to hold back. Why else would the Arcadians have failed to attack in 

such favorable circumstances? 

 Well, for one, the prospects of charging down a steep slope into the bottom of a 

narrow mountain valley could not have been that good: the Arcadians faced the 

possibility of losing control on their way down the slope. If the Lacedaemonians did not 

want to fight uphill, then the Arcadians would have to fight them elsewhere, that is, 

assuming the Arcadians wanted to fight at all.  

 Then again, perhaps it was the Arcadians’ intention to fight, but Agesilaus fled 

the scene so quickly and skillfully that the Arcadians never had a chance. Both are 

distinct possibilities. However, in light of the defenders’ clear strategic and tactical 

                                                           
465 Xen. Hell. 6.5.19: οἱ μέντοι Μαντινεῖς οὐκέτι ἐξῇσαν· καὶ γὰρ οἱ Ἠλεῖοι συστρατευόμενοι 

αὐτοῖς ἔπειθον μὴ ποιεῖσθαι μάχην, πρὶν οἱ Θηβαῖοι παραγένοιντο· The Eleans shared with 

the Arcadians a long history of resisting the Spartans (see, for example, Capreedy 2008: 485-503) 

but their relations with Arcadia could be strained at times (Nielsen 2002: 380-406 at 398). 
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advantages (and likely numerical one), to suggest that the Arcadians held back simply 

because the Eleans told them to wait for the Thebans is absurd. It is more likely that 

Spartans fled before the Arcadians could block the valley’s only exit. 

The Eleans said they were quite sure that the Thebans would arrive and help 

because the Eleans had paid them ten talents.466 

 

One more editorial comment from Xenophon, perhaps based on credible sources, 

perhaps not.467 

Hearing this, the Arcadians maintained a low profile in Mantineia.468 

And so, Agesilaus returned to the central Arcadian plain, once again enveloped by the 

Arcadians based in Mantineia, those in Tegea and the surrounding mountains 

themselves. In a sense, this was a macrocosm of the disaster that – to his credit – he had 

just avoided.  

 Now all the Arcadians needed to do was wait, adjust the balance of their forces if 

necessary, and watch for another bad decision. 

Agesilaus was quite anxious to lead the army away – it was the middle of the 

winter – but he remained three days not far from the polis of Mantineia so as not 

to appear eager to withdraw because he was afraid.469 
                                                           
466 Xen. Hell. 6.5.19: εὖ δὲ εἰδέναι ἔφασαν ὅτι παρέσοιντο· καὶ γὰρ δέκα τάλαντα δεδανεῖσθαι 

αὐτοὺς παρὰ σφῶν εἰς τὴν βοήθειαν.  

467 According to Diodurus (15.62.3), the Athenians had rejected an alliance with the Arcadians in 

the late winter of 370 (hence the involvement of the Thebans), but in Xenophon’s account, the 

Thebans  were already on their way to Arcadia before this alleged offer to the Athenians would 

have been possible (cf. Cawkwell 1979: 341). For Boeotian involvement in Peloponnesian affairs 

ca. 370-362 see Roy 1971a: 569-99. 

468 Xen. Hell. 6.5.20: οἱ μὲν δὴ Ἀρκάδες ταῦτα ἀκούσαντες ἡσυχίαν εἶχον ἐν τῇ Μαντινείᾳ·  
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With a finite amount of provisions in the middle of winter, the Lacedaemonians could 

not have stayed long in any single place. Soon they would have to move but then they 

would be vulnerable as the wintertime mud of the central Arcadian plain restricted 

large-scale movements of people and animals.470 The Arcadians were leaving Agesilaus 

only one option: to leave. 

On the fourth day, after an early breakfast, he led the army away intending to 

encamp where he had originally camped after leaving Eutaia.471   

 

That is, Agesilaus intended to return to the outskirts of Tegean territory, a movement of 

about five kilometers across the central plain and another fifteen kilometers south that 

took an entire day, as we are about to learn. This amounted to a pace of about two-and-

a-half kilometers (one-and-a-half miles) an hour. Indeed, the central Arcadian plain was 

no place for a large conventional army during the winter. 

Since the Arcadians could not be seen, he led them to Eutaia by the quickest route 

possible even though it was rather late. He wanted to remove his hoplites before 

they saw the enemies’ fires so that no one could say he withdrew in flight.472 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
469 Xen. Hell. 6.5.20: ὁ δ’ Ἀγησίλαος καὶ μάλα βουλόμενος ἀπάγειν τὸ στράτευμα, καὶ γὰρ ἦν 

μέσος χειμών, ὅμως ἐκεῖ κατέμεινε τρεῖς ἡμέρας, οὐ πολὺ ἀπέχων τῆς Μαντινέων πόλεως, 

ὅπως μὴ δοκοίη φοβούμενος σπεύδειν τὴν ἄφοδον.  

470 Recently researchers have discovered another ancient road that led from Tegea to Mantineia 

that seems to have intentionally avoided the level ground of the central Arcadian plain – based 

on some enthnographic comparisons, one researcher concluded that the “entire route was 

normally used during winter when the roads across the plains were buried in mud” (Petronotis 

2005: 194). 

471 Xen. Hell. 6.5.20: τῇ δὲ τετάρτῃ πρῲ ἀριστοποιησάμενος ἀπῆγεν ὡς στρατοπεδευσόμενος 

ἔνθαπερ τὸ πρῶτον ἀπὸ τῆς Εὐταίας ἐξώρμητο.  
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This is somewhat confusing, due in large part to Xenophons’ apologizing for Agesilaus’ 

decisions. Agesilaus could not see any Arcadians – which would follow, as he was five 

to ten kilometers from the fortifications of Tegea – so he rushed across ten kilometers of 

mountainous terrain at night so that no one could accuse him of fleeing?473 What else 

was Agesilaus doing but fleeing Arcadia? Although, that said, this might have been the 

best decision he made during the invasion. 

 Evidently, Agesilaus would have felt obligated to stay in Arcadia if anyone in his 

army were to observe the Arcadians preparing for battle. As at Eutaia during the initial 

stages of the invasion, he seems to have been expecting that the Arcadians would offer 

some form of formal, conventional defense.  

 But after seeing the coordination of the Arcadians’ movements and surviving the 

encounter outside of Mantineia, perhaps he finally realized the full extent of his 

disadvantages in Arcadia. It may have even dawned on him that the Arcadians had a 

different view of what constituted a victory in Arcadia, especially when he was allowed 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
472 Xen. Hell. 6.5.21: ἐπεὶ δὲ οὐδεὶς ἐφαίνετο τῶν Ἀρκάδων, ἦγε τὴν ταχίστην εἰς τὴν Εὔταιαν, 

καίπερ μάλα ὀψίζων, βουλόμενος ἀπαγαγεῖν τοὺς ὁπλίτας πρὶν καὶ τὰ πυρὰ τῶν πολεμίων 

ἰδεῖν, ἵνα μή τις εἴποι ὡς φεύγων ἀπαγάγοι.  

473 Xenophon later approves of Epaminondas’ decision to set up camp within the fortifications 

of Tegea in 362 instead of at Nemea (Xen. Hell. 7.5.8). He notes Epaminondas’ ability to observe 

the activities and disposition of his enemies from a secure location that was well provisioned, 

and importantly, the inability of his enemies to observe what he was doing. This means that 

although Agesilaus did not see any Arcadians at Tegea, the reverse was not the case. For the 

topography of Tegea to include the remains of the city wall and its history of urbanization see 

Ødegård 2005: 209-21. 
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to pass through Asea and Tegea, a major gateway into central Arcadia from the south. 

Ever the politician, though, Agesilaus found a way to spin the incident in his favor.  

In his mind, he had restored Spartan morale in that he had invaded Arcadia and 

ravaged the country and no one came out to fight him.474 

 

An almost ridiculous claim – the point of the invasion was to punish the Mantineians 

for assisting in the overthrow, exile and death of the pro-Spartan party in Tegea. For 

that matter, the amount of agricultural destruction that the Lacedaemonians could have 

brought about during the middle of winter could not have been much.475 

 The Arcadians did give Agesilaus a chance to attack – and they were nearly 

successful – but for his part Agesilaus refused to fight the Arcadians on any terms 

except his own. In response, the Arcadians restricted the movement of the invading 

army to the central Arcadian plain and only left open avenues of attack that favored the 

defenders. The last thing that the Arcadians were going to give Agesilaus was an open 

and conventional battle: there was no need to concede an advantage to the invading 

army and risk defeat so close to home, especially after neutralizing the threat from the 

north. 

                                                           
474 Xen. Hell. 6.5.21: ἐκ γὰρ τῆς πρόσθεν ἀθυμίας ἐδόκει τι ἀνειληφέναι τὴν πόλιν, ὅτι 

καὶ ἐνεβεβλήκει εἰς τὴν Ἀρκαδίαν καὶ δῃοῦντι τὴν χώραν οὐδεὶς ἠθελήκει μάχεσθαι.  

475 Importantly, by the time of the invasion, the Arcadians would have been well past their olive 

and vine harvests, and their fields would have been already planted. For the effects and 

effectiveness of agricultural devastation in general, see Hanson 1998: 129-73. 
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When Agesilaus reached Laconia he sent the Spartiates home and the perioikoi to 

their towns.476  

 

It is worth noting here that Agesilaus demobilized his army seemingly oblivious of the 

Arcadians’ intentions and capabilities. 

As for the Arcadians, after Agesilaus had departed and once they perceived that he 

had disbanded his army (they were still assembled), they attacked the Heraians 

because they had refused to join the League of the Arcadians and had taken part in 

an invasion of Arcadia with the Lacedaemonians.477 

 

According to Xenophon, it just so happened that the Arcadians were still assembled 

and so they decided to pursue an opportunity when they learned that Agesilaus had 

returned to Laconia. However, Heraia was far from the central plain – no less than sixty 

kilometers straight-line distance across the most mountainous terrain that Arcadia had 

to offer.  

 This means that if the decision-making Arcadians assembled in and around the 

central plain learned that the Lacedaemonian army had returned to Laconia and that 

the Heraians who had taken part in the invasion were now back in western Arcadia, 

they must have been relying on information carried to them from across the mountains. 

The Eutaians are the obvious candidates for information pertaining to the 

                                                           
476 Xen. Hell. 6.5.21: ἐπεὶ δ’ ἐν τῇ Λακωνικῇ ἐγένετο, τοὺς μὲν Σπαρτιάτας ἀπέλυσεν οἴκαδε, 

τοὺς δὲ περιοίκους ἀφῆκεν ἐπὶ τὰς ἑαυτῶν πόλεις.  

477 Xen. Hell. 6.5.22: Οἱ δὲ Ἀρκάδες, ἐπεὶ ὁ Ἀγησίλαος ἀπεληλύθει καὶ ᾔσθοντο διαλελυμένον 

αὐτῷ τὸ στράτευμα, αὐτοὶ δὲ ἡθροισμένοι ἐτύγχανον, στρατεύουσιν ἐπὶ τοὺς Ἡραιᾶς, ὅτι τε 

οὐκ ἤθελον τοῦ Ἀρκαδικοῦ μετέχειν καὶ ὅτι συνεισεβεβλήκεσαν εἰς τὴν Ἀρκαδίαν μετὰ τῶν 

Λακεδαιμονίων.  
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Lacedaemonians, and interestingly, the Alipheirans who occupied the high ground to 

the south of Heraia and who were part of the league at this time would have been fully 

capable of observing the activities of the Heraians and relaying information.478  

 In other words, after neutralizing the threat from Orchomenos and driving off 

the Lacedaemonians, the Arcadians remained vigilant and quite intentionally kept the 

army together as they prepared for their next move.  

They assaulted the Heraians, set fire to their homes, and cut down their trees.479 

Without question, there was a retaliatory aspect to this attack, as Xenophon figured. But 

at the same time, with Heraia subdued, the western entrance into Arcadian territory 

was now in the hands of the Arcadian League, or at least no longer under the control of 

the League’s enemies.480 In other words, the Arcadians’ intentions may have extended 

beyond mere retaliation. 

Once the Thebans were reported to have arrived at Mantineia to help, the 

Arcadians left Heraia and linked up with the Thebans … [who] thought that 

things had worked out well in that they had come to the assistance of the 

Arcadians.481  

 

                                                           
478 Alipheira in the Arcadian League: Nielsen 1996a: 132-4 

479 Xen. Hell. 6.5.22: ἐμβαλόντες δ’ ἐνεπίμπρων τε τὰς οἰκίας καὶ ἔκοπτον τὰ δένδρα.  

480 Furthermore, by 367 at the latest, both Heraia and Orchomenos were part of the Arcadian 

League (Rhodes and Osborne 2003: 156-61). 

481 Xen. Hell. 6.5.22-3: Ἐπεὶ δὲ οἱ Θηβαῖοι βεβοηθηκότες παρεῖναι ἐλέγοντο εἰς τὴν 

Μαντίνειαν, οὕτως ἀπαλλάττονται ἐκ τῆς Ἡραίας καὶ συμμιγνύουσι τοῖς Θηβαίοις … οἱ 

μὲν Θηβαῖοι καλῶς σφίσιν ᾤοντο ἔχειν, ἐπεὶ ἐβεβοηθήκεσαν 
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That is, they thought they had seized an opportunity to obligate the Arcadians to the 

Thebans’ future efforts in the Peloponnese. 

But not seeing a single enemy in the country, they prepared to leave.482 

 

Such was the defense of Arcadia. 

 

iv. Aftermath and Discussion 

 The Arcadians had other plans for both the Thebans and the Lacedaemonians. 

First they persuaded the Thebans to take part in an invasion of Laconia. The Arcadians 

then spearheaded the invasion and fought their way through the pass at Oion while the 

Thebans marched through the pass at Karyai unopposed. The Karyaians actually 

welcomed the invasion. Together, the Arcadians and Thebans (along with the Argives 

and Eleans) spent the next three to four days ravaging the land, plundering homes, and 

in general, menacing the Spartans.483  

 And yet, if the Arcadians were capable of invading Laconia in the winter of 370, 

it would follow that they were also were capable of preventing the Lacedaemonians 

from leaving Arcadia. They easily could have faced the Lacedaemonians in Arcadia, but 

in each instance, the Arcadians held back. This begs the question: what accounts for the 

                                                           
482 Xen. Hell. 6.5.23: πολέμιον δὲ οὐδένα ἔτι ἑώρων ἐν τῇ χώρᾳ, καὶ ἀπιέναι παρεσκευάζοντο. 

483 Invasion of Laconia: Xen. Hell. 6.5.25-32, Diod. Sic. 15.63.3-65.5; Cartledge 2002: 253-55, 

Hamilton 1991: 220-31 
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Arcadians’ refusal to pull the trigger, so to speak, when they had the Lacedaemonians 

surrounded in Arcadia?   

 Diodorus had the impression that the Arcadians felt a “prudent respect” for the 

Lacedaemonians; that is, they were uneasy about fighting them without external 

support, and so refused to engage with Agesilaus’ army during the invasion.484 

Xenophon was silent on the matter, although he did lead his readers in the same 

direction. In any case, Diodorus’ interpretation of the encounter still prevails, but there 

are a number of problems with this view. 

 First, the Arcadians already had external support during the invasion: the 

Argives and Eleans. In fact, the Argives and Eleans were the only support that the 

Arcadians could have counted on during the winter of 370 since they had yet to 

formalize an alliance with the Thebans. By the time the Lacedaemonian army had made 

its way to Mantineia, then, the Arcadians had already obtained as much external 

support as was possible.  

 However, even if the Arcadians really were uneasy about fighting a 

Lacedaemonian army, they certainly did not hesitate to attack a Spartan-led mercenary 

one: recall the Mantineians’ annihilation of Polytropus’ mercenary force at Elymia. It is 

possible that the Arcadians maintained a distinction between fighting light-armed 

mercenaries (even Spartan-led ones) and Spartan hoplites. But if so, the Arcadians must 

                                                           
484 Diod. Sic. 15.62.3 
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have misplaced their “prudent respect” shortly before they spearheaded the invasion of 

Laconia. 

 In addition, Xenophon relates that at an unspecified date within a year of the 

Defense the Argives had also called on the Arcadians for aid against the Spartans.485  

(Evidently, the Argives were unaware of a wide-spread fear of Spartans among 

Arcadians.) The Arcadians, without the support of allies, fulfilled the request. They 

attacked the Spartan garrison at Asine in the southern Argolid, killed its Spartan 

commander, and then devastated the surrounding countryside. A fear of fighting the 

Spartans, then, simply does not explain the Arcadians’ refusal to fight Agesilaus’ army 

in 370. 

 The coordinated and calculated Defense of Arcadia points to a different 

explanation; namely, that the Arcadians were enacting their version of a Fabian 

defensive strategy. They were avoiding a direct confrontation with Agesilaus in favor of 

wearing down and eventually driving off the large-scale, invading army.  

 But why would the prize fighters of the ancient Greek world need to develop 

such a strategy? By the first quarter of the fourth century the Arcadians had 

considerable military resources at their disposal. Why not devote these resources to 

preventing the Spartans and their allies from entering Arcadia in the first place?   

                                                           
485 Xen. Hell. 7.1.25 
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 Without question, the Arcadians could have prevented a Spartan army from 

entering Arcadia, but only if they knew where the Lacedaemonians were going to make 

their entrance. The problem was that there were at least three potential entry points into 

Arcadia from Laconia: the mountain pass near Oresthasion that led to Eutaia, the pass 

at Oion, and the one at Karyai. The distance between Oresthasion and Karyai was about 

thirty kilometers. Furthermore, as the invasion of 370 revealed, the Arcadians were also 

vulnerable from the north.  

 Keeping the Spartans and their allies out of Arcadia, then, was virtually 

impossible. The Arcadians needed a strategy for resisting the Spartans and their allies 

should they ever invade Arcadia. Their strategy was to contain and delay the invading 

army, neutralize whatever advantages the invaders could bring to bear, limit the army’s 

movement to predictable routes, and maintain the threat of attack. The Arcadians 

centered their efforts on the central Arcadian plain. With Mantineia in the north, Tegea 

in the south and the mountains to the east and west, the Arcadians could envelop a 

large-scale army and then attack, harass or threaten it from any direction.486 The 

ultimate aim of the Arcadians’ defensive strategy was to drive off the invading army. 

They were prepared to fight a conventional battle, but only as a last resort.  

                                                           
486 Morgan’s observation (2003: 39) that Arcadia lacked a unifying geographical feature is 

somewhat puzzling in this light. 
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 Why a last resort? By fighting an open engagement with a large-scale army 

within the territorial limits of Arcadia, the Arcadians would have sacrificed nearly all of 

the strategic and tactical advantages they had gained. And had the Arcadians fought 

such a battle and lost, the invading army could have then gained control of Mantineia 

or Tegea and put an end to the Arcadian koinon. In fact, disrupting wide-spread political 

unity in Arcadia is exactly what Agesilaus had in mind with the invasion of 370, as 

Xenophon suggests.  

 Outside of Arcadia, the Arcadians could afford to risk a defeat to the Spartans. 

They could concede whatever ground they occupied, withdraw, and then regroup in 

Arcadia. In fact, during their war with Elis in 366/5, the Arcadians did just that on 

several occasions.487 However, protecting their home territory from an invasion called 

for a different approach. 

 And so, in response to the two-pronged invasion of 370, most Arcadian 

combatants assembled at Asea to deal with the invading army to the south, but a 

sizeable contingent remained at Mantineia. The Mantineians then dislodged and 

annihilated the threat from the north, thereby depriving Agesilaus of a light-armed 

capability. The Arcadians at Asea then allowed Agesilaus to advance from Eutaia then 

moved their base of operations to Tegea. With that, the Arcadians had enveloped the 

invading army in the central Arcadian plain.  

                                                           
487 Xen. Hell. 7.4.13-40 
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 From there, an Arcadian-Argive contingent from Tegea enticed the Spartans to 

advance toward the eastern mountains of the plain. Agesilaus did not take the bait. 

Later, when Agesilaus attempted to move outside of the plain and attack Mantineia 

from a different direction, the Arcadians drove him back into the open. Since Agesilaus 

did not persist, the Arcadians let the invading army withdraw. Thus they achieved the 

aim of their defense. 

 The Defense of 370 clearly was a short-term success, but it did more than merely 

preserve the existence of the nascent Arcadian League. By successfully driving off the 

invading Lacedaemonian army, the Arcadians proved that the koinon they had formed 

earlier in the year was now a significant political entity in the Greek world.  

 Nevertheless, this raises a question about the roots of the League’s defensive 

strategy; namely, to what extent did it grow from the collective concerns and 

capabilities of pre-league Arcadians? 

 Throughout the fifth and early-fourth centuries, the main threat to pre-league 

Arcadians had been a relative constant: Sparta. This means that if the Mantineians and 

Tegeans ever hoped to be free of Sparta – and their rocky relationship with the Spartans 

during this time suggests that they did – they would have needed a plan for when (not 

if) the Spartans returned for retribution.  

 In the immediate aftermath of Leuctra, very little had changed between the 

Arcadians and Spartans. The Spartans lost the battle, but they remained the leading 
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power of the Peloponnese, and for that matter, had not capitulated to the Thebans. 

Furthermore, they could still field an army of their own and retained a number of key 

allies. From the Arcadians’ perspective, a Spartan invasion was still a possibility ca.370, 

just as it was in previous generations. It is plausible, then, that the defensive strategy on 

display in the Defense of Arcadia had pre-league roots.  

 Were the Arcadians capable of ethnos-level planning before the founding of the 

League? The fifth-century symmachy suggests that they were. More important, so does 

the Defense of 370. Without pre-league planning, the Arcadians would have had to 

have formed a standing army and then developed their defensive strategy from scratch 

within the span of a couple of months. However, Xenophon makes no mention of the 

so-called eparitoi in his description of the League’s founding – the Arkadikon repelled the 

invasion of 370 – and his first mention of such an army is in 366/5.488 By that time, the 

army of eparitoi had become a formal institution of the Arcadian League, and the paying 

of its members was creating internal conflict.  

 But if the federal army of the 360’s developed from the Arkadikon of 370, as it 

seems it did, it would follow that the Arkadikon represented the pre-league Arcadian 

army; that is, the ethnos-wide force that could mobilize and respond to external threats 

on short notice. The Arcadians’ initial point of assembly suggest as much. After all, 

Mantineia was the working capital of the League from 370 to 368 and (along with 

                                                           
488 Xen. Hell. 7.4.22, 33-4 
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Tegea) would have been an ideal location to assemble and house a standing army. Yet 

the Arcadians initially assembled in the mountains at Asea where they had never been 

Spartan influence. 

 More to the point, Asea would have been the most logical place to base a pre-

league defense of Arcadia. The mountain stronghold was naturally protected and had 

access to the substantial resources and strategic advantages of the central plain. With 

the addition of Tegea, the Arcadian League gained even more advantages over 

potential invaders. The Arcadians could have then adapted these advantages to the 

working strategy of the late-fifth- or early-fourth century. 

 This explains why the Arcadians were prepared for the invasion of 370, even 

though the traditional campaigning season had ended and the Arcadians’ newly-

formed koinon was still in its infancy: before the founding of the League, the Arcadians 

already understood the consequences of the Mantineians and Tegeans declaring their 

full independence from Sparta. In response, they had taken steps to defend themselves 

accordingly.  

 And yet, despite its promising start, the Arcadian League was short-lived. By the 

middle of the 360’s, Arcadian federal magistrates disagreed on nearly every major issue 

pertaining to the League. Then, early in 363/2, a treaty with Elis effectively split the 

koinon between the Mantineians, Tegeans, and their respective supporters.489 The 

                                                           
489 Xen. Hell. 7.4.35-5, 7.5.1-5 
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Second Battle of Mantineia soon followed, after which the koinon of the Arcadians 

disappears from the historical record. 

 As events of the 360’s revealed, the koinon never solidified the loose bonds that 

connected pre-league Arcadians. However, this was not fatal per se: security and self-

government simply were not enough for the Arcadians. Immediately after the 

successful defense of 370, they began to pursue other interests; in particular, expansion 

in and hegemony over the Peloponnese.  

 But the Arcadians never fully agreed on how they were to attain their collective 

aims, and for that matter, not all Arcadian communities desired to expand. Only the 

most powerful constituent polities embraced the difficulties inherent to the Arcadians’ 

more active role in Greek affairs. Among smaller Arcadian polities, local traditions of 

autonomy and self-determination eventually prevailed over the greater interests of the 

League. When they did, one of the most dynamic federal states in ancient Greek history 

ceased to exist as a political entity.490 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
490 Cf. Larsen 1968: 186. 
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CHAPTER 6 

 

 Conclusions 

 

 

 

Among the many objects to which a wise and free people find it necessary 

to direct their attention, that of providing for their safety seems to be the 

first. 

              John Jay, Federalist No. 3 

 

 

 

i. Review: Variety and Unity 

 Despite sharing some basic features, the defensive activities of the Phocians, 

Aetolians, Acarnanians, and Arcadians ca.490-362 exhibit a wide range of variety. For 

example, all four ethnē immediately emptied the countryside at the arrival of an 

invading force. But in addition to emptying the countryside, the Phocians and Aetolians 

abandoned a number of settlements and then gathered en masse at Tithorea and 

Aigition, respectively. Both of these sites were centrally-located and easily defensible. In 

contrast, the Acarnanians withdrew into fortified settlements that stretched across the 

region. And some Arcadian civilians remained in place (as at Eutaia) while the 

Arcadians of fighting age gathered at Asea.  
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 In terms of tactics, the Aetolians and Acarnanians were more aggressive than the 

Phocians and Arcadians. The Acarnanians, for instance, used their livestock as bait to 

set up an elaborate attack against the Spartans. Similarly, the Aetolians set up a ruthless 

ambush at Aigition and then waited as the physical geography of the region gradually 

brought the Athenians into the kill zone. In both cases, it seems that the primary aim of 

the defenders was to destroy the invading army, unlike the aim of the Arcadians and 

Phocians. 

 In fact, the Phocians would have been content to let the Thessalians plunder and 

pass through the Kephisos River Valley and the Parnassus region, but they were also 

prepared to fight. And when left with no other option, they launched the Chalk Raid 

and effectively ended Thessalian aggression against Phocis for the rest of the classical 

period. The Arcadians also avoided large-scale engagements. Instead, they initiated 

only limited-scale (though highly effective) attacks against contingents of the invading 

army. At the same time, they contained and menaced the Spartans in the central 

Arcadian plain, and ultimately forced them to withdraw.     

 The potential threats to each ethnos varied, as well. The Phocians and Arcadians 

were dealing with longstanding, hostile neighbors known for their aggressive 

tendencies. For the Phocians, the threat was the Thessalians and their various allies in 

the central mainland; for the Arcadians, the Spartans and theirs in the Peloponnese. The 

threats to the Aetolians and Acarnanians were less clear. However, although neither 
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ethnos was at odds with one of the main centers of power during the classical period, 

the Aetolians and Acarnanians still understood that their regional rivals could call on 

the Athenians or Spartans for assistance. In the case of the Acarnanians, they recognized 

in addition that their own aggressive actions could prompt a large-scale invasion in 

response.    

 Each defense also involved differing levels of foreign involvement. The Aetolians 

and Acarnanians had outside assistance when attacking regional rivals, but no allies 

came to their aid during the invasions of 426 and 389. The Phocians had no outside 

assistance at all, aside from a possible foreign advisor. In contrast, the Arcadians had 

outside assistance for the defense of 370 and the subsequent invasion of Laconia.  

  Despite all of this variety, though, a common theme cuts across the fours cases 

that reveals an underlying unity to the defense of Greek upland ethnē. To wit, the 

Phocians ca.490, Aetolians ca.426, Acarnanians ca.389, and Arcadians ca.370 developed 

peculiar defensive strategies tailored to their respective environmental and geopolitical 

circumstances that protected against potential invasions from the lowlands. Their 

methods and aims may have been different, but the calculation, coordination, and 

sophistication on display in the Phocian Chalk Raid of the Thessalian Camp, the 

Aetolian Rout of the Athenians, and the Defenses of Acarnania and Arcadia show that 

these ethnē recognized the potential threats that surrounded them and planned 

accordingly.  
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 Yet this strategic capability is far from the surface of the ancient sources. In fact, 

the historical narratives of Herodotus, Thucydides, and Xenophon give no indication 

that the defensive capabilities of upland ethnē were common knowledge. Furthermore, 

to judge from these narratives, there was no standard way of relating encounters with 

upland Greeks among classical writers. That is, although stereotypes of upland peoples 

and their way of life certainly prevailed during the time in question, Herodotus, 

Thucydides, and Xenophon did not have recourse to established tropes of what ethnē do 

when the mighty polis armies advance into the mountains.491 Instead, these narratives 

consist of biased outsiders’ impressions of the defensive responses of the Phocians, 

Aetolians, Acarnanians, and Arcadians. 

 But drawing on various archaeological, topographical, and ethnographic studies, 

the critical re-narrations at the heart of Chapters 2-5 provide an entirely different 

perspective of these one-sided accounts, shedding light on the defensive activities of 

upland ethnē. And these re-narrations stand alone as contributions in their own right. 

They piece together the dynamics of the four defenses and recreate the experience of 

unconventional warfare between Greeks of the classical period. In addition, the 

underlying unity brought to light from them leads to even broader insights into the 

character of upland ethnē during the time in question. 

  

                                                           
491 Cf. Dench 1995: 111-53 on Roman accounts of mountain peoples from the Central Apennines.  
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ii. A Way of War beyond the Polis 

 The Phocians, Aetolians, Acarnanians, and Arcadians ca.490-362 practiced a 

peculiar way of war that differed from that of the polis-centric realm in three key 

respects.492 First, the Greeks of upland ethnē displayed little interest in fair, open, or 

gentlemanly fights. Instead, they engineered the site of violent encounters to surprise 

and gain tactical advantages over conventional armies. They did this by harassing and 

baiting armies into basins and valleys, attacking at night, abandoning settlements, and 

feigning retreats. To spring their homicidal surprises, they often exploited the physical 

constraints of the natural environment, as illustrated best by the Aetolians and 

Acarnanians. 

 Second, whereas warfare in the polis-centric realm placed a premium on 

territorial integrity, the Phocians, Aetolians, Acarnanians, and Arcadians readily made 

(temporary) territorial concessions to achieve greater ends. In each case, the seemingly 

advantageous toeholds or bases of operations initially gained by the invaders turned 

out to favor the aims of the defenders. The best example of this comes from the Phocian 

Chalk Raid. The Thessalians probably felt quite secure at Neon shortly before the 

whitened Phocians descended on their camp. 

                                                           
492 For a survey of the basic conventions and shape of warfare in the polis-centric realm, see 

Krentz 2002: 23-39 and Hanson 2000a: 201-32.  
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 Third, upland ethnē adhered to a different notion of military victory. From the 

polis-centric perspective, unopposed crop destruction was a major victory of rank and 

status. Agesilaus figured he had “won” against the Arcadians in 370 because they 

would not fight him after he devastated the countryside surrounding Mantineia. But 

victory meant something else to upland ethnē. It was virtually impossible to prevent a 

Thessalian-, Athenian-, or Spartan-led invading army from entering and occupying a 

portion of their respective geographical realms. However, the Phocians, Aetolians, 

Acarnanians, and Arcadians still would have achieved victory in a very real sense if 

they could drive off such an invading army without compromising their own political 

integrity. And to do so, they did not always have to fight a battle, although they often 

did. In the end, the defenses of ca.490, 426, 389, and 370 were so successful that no 

lowland power ever attempted another invasion of the same ethnos. Each defense, in 

short, was a major victory. 

 Notwithstanding these differences, the way of war practiced by upland ethnē was 

still very much in dialogue with the polis-centric way of war. The Phocians, some of the 

Acarnanians, and most of the Arcadians fought as hoplites. This means that three of the 

four ethnē had adapted the technologies of the polis-centric realm to their upland 

environments before the invasions on record. The Acarnanians even integrated their 

hoplites resources with contingents of peltasts and slingers. And even though the 

Aetolians lacked hoplites, they were certainly adept at containing and killing large 
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numbers of them — with seeming familiarity. In any case, all four upland ethnē 

systematically manipulated the conventions of their lowland invaders, and it was this 

way of war that preserved their ethnos-level political communities.  

 In a way, then, the experience of ethnos-level defense was analogous to the 

experience of citizenship within upland ethnē; that is, as in other less violent activities at 

the ethnos-level, defensive actions were transitory periods of relatively intense collective 

action. Admittedly, the exact nature of ethnos-level political communities ca.490-362 is 

hazy, but all four polities were at least loose confederacies when their respective 

defensive strategies came into effect, and each eventually became a formal federal state 

(the Arcadians shortly before the invasion of 370). But before forming federal states, the 

experience of defense may have been the primary experience of citizenship at the 

ethnos-level for most Phocians, Aetolians, Acarnanians, and possibly even the 

Arcadians, as well. 

 Yet unlike the polis-centric realm, the relationship between the military and 

citizenship experience of upland ethnē defies neat categorization. The experience of 

hoplite warfare, for example, clearly informed and was reinforced by the civic practices 

and ideals of individual poleis. Similarly, in the case of Athens, the organizational and 

tactical development of the fleet was intimately tied to developments in Athenian 

democracy.493 In the realm of upland ethnē, though, there is no analogue to the hoplite-

                                                           
493 Strauss 1996: 313-25, 2000b: 315-26 
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polis or rower-democracy perspective that works so well for approaching Athens, 

Sparta, Thebes or any other polis-centric political community. Appreciating the full 

significance of the military activities of upland ethnē, then, demands an even broader 

perspective. 

 And that is just what the re-narrations of Chapters 2-5 offer. As in previous face-

of-battle studies, they attend to the practical realities of military encounters – how 

individuals dealt with the physical circumstances of campaigning and battle, the 

perspectives and emotions of combatants (though at all levels), the use and effects of 

spears, javelins, and slings – but at the same time, they show that these practical 

realities were rooted in a collective outlook which informed high-level planning. They 

also show that the defensive coordination that came as a result of this planning must 

have been directly related to the social and political structures that gave shape to 

Phocis, Aetolia, Acarnania, and Arcadia.  

 In short, the way of war practiced by these polities, speaks to their ways of life. 

By studying how the Phocians, Aetolians, Acarnanians, and Arcadians ca.490-362 

organized and executed their ethnos-wide defenses, we learn about the internal 

character of each polity and its relationship to the classical Greek world writ large. But 

what exactly do we learn? The answer is two-fold. 

 First, upland ethnē were well-organized and efficient polities that were 

thoroughly adapted to their respective environmental and geopolitical contexts, but 
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their success did not depend on the existence of a central, federal government. Aside 

from the Arcadian federal decree of 369, no other official decrees (or any other form of 

evidence) attest to the existence of a standing, central government or formal 

insitutuions in Phocis, Aetolia, or Acarnania. Among the four polities, the Arcadians 

constituted the only case of an unambiguous koinon. Yet even then, Chapter 5 has 

shown that the Defense of 370 must have been rooted in the pre-league organization of 

the fifth- and fourth-century ethnos. 

 Beyond-the-polis scholarship has often posited the existence of early koina to 

argue that classical ethnē were not playing catch-up with the polis-centric world – that 

they were in fact capable of their own complex responses to shifting political 

circumstances. Such scholarship has also overturned the view that later koina were 

simply evolutionary advanced ethnē, showing instead that the founding of a koinon was 

always a deliberate, “creative” act. For earlier periods, then, the existence of a koinon 

would seemingly provide the best evidence that the Thucydidean view of upland 

Greeks was incorrect.  

 But just as it is incorrect to think of an ethnos as the negative image or precursor 

of the polis, and incorrect to think of a koinon (“federation”) as an evolutionary 

advanced ethnos (“tribe”), it is equally incorrect to suppose that upland ethnē required a 

formal federal structure for complex and creative responses to the challenges of their 

surroundings. The defenses of ca.490, 426, 389, and 370 did not require the direction of a 
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central government, yet each was still complex and creative, deliberate, innovative, 

sensible, and brutally efficient.  

 The second thing we learn is that upland ethnē formed part of a connected sphere 

on the classical Greek mainland, but in a surprising sense. To be clear, this is not a 

history of mutual understanding, or even mutual misunderstanding à la Richard White. 

Rather, while the Thessalians, Athenians, and Spartans to varying degrees were 

arrogant, ignorant, and even dismissive toward the collective capabilities and resolve of 

upland ethnē, the reverse was not the case. The Phocians, Aetolians, Acarnanians, and 

Arcadians misunderstood very little about the threats surrounding them. And not only 

were they aware of the dismissive attitudes of their aggressive and more powerful 

neighbors, they exploited them to great effect.  

 Herodotus, Thucydides, Xenophon speak to the prevalence of these lowland 

attitudes as all three writers along with their various sources failed to appreciate the 

intricacy of the defenses they related. The desperate Phocians owed everything to a 

foreign seer; the Aetolians must have known about the Athenian-led invasion from the 

start; the complacent Acarnanians foolishly drove their livestock into the open; the 

Arcadians had to have been scared of the Spartans, why else would they have refused 

to fight?  

 But by digging beneath the surface of these narratives, Chapters 2-5 have offered 

very different explanations for the successful defenses of Greek upland ethnē. Whether 
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through long-standing religious affiliations and economic interactions, smaller-scale 

alliances, smaller-scale encounters with the expansionary tendencies of Sparta and 

Athens, or mercenary experiences from the late-archaic through the classical periods, 

the Greeks of upland ethnē knew what to expect from their lowland neighbors. And in 

light of this knowledge, they developed their own way of war that neutralized and 

repelled potential invasions, and ensured their survival as political communities. 

 

iii. Backward and Forward 

  The foregoing discussion opens two intriguing lines of inquiry, both of which 

stem from the following question: were upland defensive strategies strictly a classical 

phenomenon?  

 Looking back to the Late Bronze Age ca.1500-1200, we see that the main powers 

of the Mycenaean world – that is, the centers of urbanism and economic activity on the 

Greek mainland – were also located in the lowlands.494 In the Peloponnese stood the 

palatial centers of Mycenae, Tiryns, Sparta, and Pylos; in the central mainland, Athens, 

Thebes, Orchomenos, and Gla; and in Thessaly, Dimini. Constituting the periphery of 

the Bronze Age mainland were those areas uncontrolled or uninfluenced by these 

palatial centers; in particular, the same upland regions of the northern and western 

                                                           
494 I thank Sturt Manning for bringing my attention to the similarity between the Mycenaean 

and classical periphery of the Greek mainland. 
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mainland that formed the classical periphery.495 In short, the broader geopolitical 

context of the two periods was virtually the same.  

 And as in the classical period, the mainland of the Late Bronze Age was a 

connected political and economic sphere. Yet although there is plenty of evidence of 

warfare and territorial expansion among Mycenaean palatial centers, there is no record 

of specific campaigns directed against upland regions let alone upland defensive 

strategies.496 Nevertheless, unless the Bronze Age inhabitants of what later became 

classical Epirus, Acarnania, Aetolia, West Locris, Phocis, Achaea, and Arcadia were 

somehow oblivious of their surroundings, they too would have recognized the threat of 

large-scale invasions from the lowlands. It is possible, then, that these Bronze Age 

upland polities also developed high-level contingency plans for potential invasions. 

 This is not to say that classical upland ethnē somehow preserved the defensive 

methods of their Bronze Age ancestors – military technologies changed, and we know 

far too little about the social and political organization of the Mycenaean upland realm. 

Then again, from a world-historical perspective, the Greek mainland ca.1500-500 is 

widely acknowledged as one of the most illustrative examples of the collapse and 

regeneration of a complex society. That is, the classical Greeks (the “second 

generation”) transformed and expanded the political and economic structures of the 

                                                           
495 For a brief survey of the Mycenaean periphery and its relation to some of the main centers of 

power, see Tartaron 2010: 161-83. 

496 See, for example, Davis and Bennet 1999: 105-20. 
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Mycenaean world, while retaining only distorted memories of the “first generation.”497 

Of course, the first generation usually amounts to the palatial centers in such 

scholarship; the second generation to the classical poleis — the “citadel to city-state” 

view.498 But by developing defensive strategies aimed at neutralizing lowland 

aggression, it is possible that the classical Phocians, Aetolians, Acarnanians, and 

Arcadians regenerated a socio-political structure of the Bronze Age, only one that 

prevailed beyond the palace. 

 Looking forward to the Hellenistic period, the lowlands no longer hosted the 

major centers of power in the Greek world. Macedonia and Epirus controlled most of 

the mainland by the end of the fourth century, and by the first quarter of the third 

century, the Aetolian and Achaean Leagues had emerged as significant regional 

powers. As for the other classical upland ethnē, Acarnania was now part of the Aetolian 

League; most of Arcadia formed part of the Achaean League (the Arcadian League had 

dissolved by the middle of the fourth century); and the Phocian League prevailed well 

into the third century, but experienced only the briefest periods of complete 

independence.  

 The defensive concerns of these polities did change, though not drastically. The 

Phocians still faced a large-scale threat from the north, only now it was the Thessalians 

                                                           
497 Morris 2006: 72-84. This is the collapse-depression-regeneration model originally put forth by 

Snodgrass (1971).  

498 Thomas and Conant 1999 
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and Macedonians; the Arcadians (as part of the Achaean League) still contended with 

Sparta, as it took several centuries for the Spartans to give up their expansionary 

interests in the Peloponnese; and the Aetolians and Acarnanians still dealt with threats 

from the coast. In fact, they repelled attempted invasions in 280 and 208, and in 321, the 

Aetolians independently drove off a large-scale Macedonian invasion from the north.  

 Hellenistic koina formed undeniably efficient federal states, and in general were 

quite successful, as illustrated best by the Aetolian and Achaean Leagues. Over the 

course of several centuries, these two federal polities successfully resisted Macedonia 

and eventually Rome while pursuing expansionary interests of their own both within 

and beyond the Greek mainland. It would follow, then, that the Aetolians, Achaeans, 

and Greek federal states in general developed and enacted high-level plans for 

maintaining security, achieving long-terms aims and interests, and ensuring future 

prosperity. In fact, it seems almost obvious. Yet there has been virtually no scholarly 

interest in the strategic methods of Hellenistic federal states, to say nothing of their 

potential classical roots – a potentially promising field of inquiry. 

 At present, the potential strategies of Hellenistic federal states and the defensive 

capabilities of the Mycenaean upland realm can only be touched on as they exceed the 

scope of this dissertation. However, these twin themes show that the broader 

implications of the defense of Greek upland ethnē ca.490-362 extend well beyond the 

classical period.  
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iv. Conclusion 

 Taking an even broader historical perspective, we see that security – both 

internal and external – is usually a primary motive for regional integration and the 

formation of federal unions. Federations also enhance economic development, increase 

international clout, and allow for territorial expansion, but in nearly every case, external 

security is a basic condition for future growth.  

 In addition, although the existence of an external threat is not always necessary 

for federal union, defensive alliances have produced a number of successful federations 

– especially when such an alliance (or confederation) overlaid smaller, independent 

polities sharing a common identity.499 For example, in 1787 the Constitution of the 

United States of America established a standing, federal government that corrected the 

perceived inadequacies of the then current, loose confederation.500 But it was the loose 

confederation established in 1781 that initially gained independence for its constituent 

members and provided the conditions for a “more perfect union.”  

 In comparison, tracing the exact process whereby the loose confederations of 

Greek upland ethnē became formal federal states is virtually impossible – the evidence is 

                                                           
499 See Burgess 2006: 76-102 at 81-97 for a historical survey of the motives of federal union. 

500 In addition, as is commonly acknowledged in present-day studies of federalism, “the passage 

from the American Articles of Confederation of 1781 to the innovative Constitution of 1787 is 

the critical event that led to the now conventional distinction between confederation and 

federation” (Karmis and Norman 2005: 5-17 at 5). 
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simply insufficient. To make matters even more difficult, ancient and modern 

federations share only the most basic features, so comparisons between the two tend to 

raise more questions than they answer.501 Nevertheless, what initially attracted the 

attention of ancient writers to upland ethnē were the military achievements of the 

Phocians, Aetolians, Acarnanians, and Arcadians ca.490-362.  

 Effective, yet unconventional, and certainly unexpected, the collective 

capabilities of these polities in the face of large-scale threats demanded an explanation. 

This, in part, explains why the four defenses ended up in the narratives of Herodotus, 

Thucydides, and Xenophon. In fact, these defenses were the only ethnos-level activities 

detailed in a contemporary source. Even though it does not necessarily follow from this 

that the koina that these ethnē eventually became were primarily military phenomena, 

their early military successes reveal an underlying violent element to the cultic-

economic “political experiments” that koina are often made out to be. 

 By way of conclusion, it is worth returning once more to the Thucydidean view 

of upland peoples, but in a later, more complete iteration. Writing in the second century 

AD, Arrian related a speech allegedly delivered by Alexander the Great to his fellow 

Macedonians at Opis in 324. Alexander was attempting to dissuade his kinsmen from 

abandoning the conqueror’s cause, and he opened the speech with a “reminder” of how 

far the Macedonians had come: 

                                                           
501 Giovannini 2003: 143-76 
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I’ll begin with my father Philip: he found you wandering and destitute, most of 

you dressed in skins, grazing a few sheep in the mountains, and fighting over 

them weakly enough with the neighboring Triballians, Illyrians, and Thracians. 

He gave you cloaks to wear instead of skins, and led you down from the hills into 

the plains. He made you a match for the neighboring barbarians, teaching you to 

rely not on your mountain strongholds, but on your own innate valor. He made 

you poleis dwellers, and with laws and customs, he civilized you.502 

     

By this later view, the upland people of the Greek mainland led pastoral, unsettled, 

lawless lives with feeble (if any) political bonds between each other. At best, they could 

only skirmish in the hills with their tribal enemies. In contrast, the plains allowed for an 

agricultural, settled, city-state way of life that led to better organization in the military 

sphere and greater security against external threats. With regard to classical upland 

ethnē, the Thessalians, Athenians, and Spartans undoubtedly would have identified 

with the essential features of “Alexander’s” view. In any case, it is quite similar to 

Thucydides’ view of Greeks from the western mainland.  

 What is most relevant to the present study, though, is the supposed opposition 

between relying on mountain strongholds and relying on martial prowess. Before the 

invasions of ca.490, 426, 389, and 370, the Thessalians, Athenians, and Spartans 

probably would have agreed with this point, too. After all, if the Phocians, Aetolians, 

Acarnanians, or Arcadians were capable of properly defending themselves, why would 

they disappear and flock to the mountains at the sight of a foreign army? Why would 

                                                           
502 Arr. Anab. 7.9.2 
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they allow the destruction of their agricultural resources if they could resist like men? 

Why not fight like real Greeks? 

 Such attitudes eventually proved to be lethal to lowland invaders. The Greeks of 

classical upland ethnē saw no conflict between relying on the advantages of their 

physical environments and relying on their own martial prowess.  

 They relied on both. And with their defensive strategies, they turned hills, 

woodlands, and rivers into allies – and invaders into quarry. 
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